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Abstract
Background
Each systematic review or systematic review version is a static snapshot. However,
the evidence shift for several reasons, with new additions or problems identified in
the synthesised evidence. The aim of this thesis is to explore the ways shifts in the
underlying evidence could affect the reliability of systematic reviews, and consider
the implications.
Methods
The growth of evidence and practices used in systematic reviews to deal with it was
assessed in a series of descriptive studies, including a longitudinal study of updating
in Cochrane reviews from 2003 to 2018, and a study of Cochrane reviews designated
as having enough evidence. As a precursor to developing research integrity filters, a
comprehensive search strategy was developed, the prevalence of retracted
publications in PubMed and PubMed Central was estimated, and their discoverability
assessed. Research integrity filters for post-publication events that can compromise
publications were developed and piloted in assessing 36,462 trials included in
Cochrane reviews and 83,302 non-Cochrane systematic reviews. The prevalence of
potentially compromised included trials affecting Cochrane reviews was estimated.
Results
The number of trials and systematic reviews continues to increase dramatically, with
ongoing and published clinical trials rising more quickly than systematic reviews. The
number of Cochrane reviews has plateaued, and they are increasingly out of date.
The median time to update of a cohort of reviews updated in 2003 was three years,
but by the end of 2018, the median time since their last update was seven years.
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It is uncommon for systematic reviews to resolve questions about health care, as
results often give rise to further questions about the optimal use of care, and which
groups of people could benefit. Other areas of concern to clinicians and patients,
however, may not attract research activity. Systematic reviews may be more likely to
end because of a lack of expected research than because there is enough evidence.
Although prioritising scarce systematic reviewing resources is critical, there is no
consensus on methods for determining when there is enough evidence to cease
updating. Fewer than 5% of protocols for Cochrane reviews specify how they will
determine when there is enough evidence.
Emerging evidence of compromised trials could have a similar effect on the reliability
of a systematic review’s results as new studies but monitoring of these events by
systematic review groups appears inadequate. System problems and journal practice
contribute: a substantial proportion (over 30%) of retracted publications in
PubMed/PMC are not indexed as such, and journal compliance with recommended
practice is low. Using pilot research filters, 28% of a group of 2,025 Cochrane
reviews with above average numbers of included studies were found to be affected
by at least one trial that had been retracted or had an erratum or expression of
concern published.
Conclusions
The increase in evidence and problems identified in trials is outpacing the methods,
infrastructure, and collaborations needed to enable systematic reviewers to keep up
with shifting evidence. Research integrity filters were shown to improve identification
of potentially problematic trials. Centralised efforts to enable timely and efficient
responses to these trials should be undertaken.

Keywords: systematic reviews, clinical trials, updating, search filters, research
integrity, retractions, errata, post-publication peer review.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Summary

This chapter describes the emergence of systematic reviews, outlining the research
aims and questions of this thesis. The chapter concludes with brief introductions to
thesis research projects presented in following chapters.

Hilda Bastian
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Background

From the start of their broadening adoption from the 1950s, (1) randomised clinical
trials became more influential on healthcare decision-making. In 1962, the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) began requiring evidence of efficacy for new drugs,
which led to a pivotal role for randomised trials in healthcare evidence and spurred
more widespread adoption of them internationally. (2)
The number of clinical trials quickly outpaced people’s ability to keep up with them
and weigh their often-disparate results. By the 1970s, efforts to gather clinical trials
relevant to a specific question, and synthesise their results to generate reliable
evidence, were gaining pace. (3,4) In 1979 at a symposium on medicines,
epidemiologist Archie Cochrane estimated that there was then an average of 14
clinical trials appearing each day, a number too high for people to digest. He
criticized the medical profession for not producing a “critical summary, by speciality
or subspeciality, adapted periodically, of all relevant randomised controlled trials”. (5)
Cochrane would later use the term systematic review to describe this work, which
was beginning to gather pace in medicine by the 1980s. (3) New techniques were
being developed to support the increasing sophistication of systematic reviews, such
as the forest plot to display the results of pooled studies in 1982, (6) and the funnel
plot to explore publication and other biases in 1984. (7)
Awareness of the risks of making decisions based on non-systematic reviews was
increased by a study by Cindy Mulrow in 1987, where she assessed 50 reviews
published in a year in four major medical journals. (8) Applying eight criteria, Mulrow
determined that none met all the criteria, and only one met six of them. Reviews in
medicine at the time, she concluded, “do not routinely use scientific methods to
identify, assess, and synthesize information”.
In contrast, the systematic review community aimed to provide a more reliable basis
for decision-making by being more rigorous, reducing opportunities for bias, and
increasing transparency. David Moher and colleagues described this approach to
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research review: “What distinguished systematic reviews was the use of formal
explicit methods, in other words pre-specification, of what exactly was the question to
be answered, how evidence was searched for and assessed, and how it was
synthesized in order to reach the conclusion. Importantly, these formal methods were
described as part of the review itself in a Methods section”. (9)
Although systematic review can be applied with studies of any type, the burgeoning
systematic review community in biomedicine in the 1990s focused on reviewing
randomised trials, as the least biased approach to evaluating the effects of
interventions. The impact this approach could have on patient care was
demonstrated by an influential paper in 1992, in which Elliott Antman and colleagues
established that more beneficial care could have been introduced over a decade
sooner if trials had been systematically reviewed. (10)
Undertaking periodically updated systematic reviews of randomised trials on a large
scale was made feasible by developments in information technology and publishing.
Searching the biomedical literature was made increasingly accessible to researchers
in institutions from 1971, when the US National Library of Medicine’s database of
literature, MEDLARS, went online (called MEDLINE). (11) Secondly, the potential for
accomplishing dissemination and updating of data-heavy systematic reviews
“increased dramatically” with the emergence of electronic publishing by the 1990s.
(3)
The systematic review community in biomedicine was given impetus by the
establishment of the international Cochrane Collaboration in 1993. The organisation
evolved out of extensive pioneering work in the area of perinatal care spearheaded
by Iain Chalmers, and was fueled by the support provided by the NHS Research and
Development Programme to establish a Cochrane Centre to produce systematic
reviews in Oxford, and a Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) in York. (12)
The Cochrane Collaboration published systematic reviews of the effects of
healthcare interventions, and it did so while also growing a community of practice
and use, advocating internationally for the support and adoption of systematic
3

reviews as a fundamental pillar of evidence-based health care. The Collaboration
established methodological standards, developed infrastructure and training, and
became a rallying site for people to develop methodology and meta-research of
clinical research. (12–14)
A second key track in the evolution of systematic reviews and their methodology
came with their adoption by health technology assessment (HTA) agencies. HTA
agencies began to appear in the 1970s, with the establishment in the US of the
Office of Technology Assessment in 1972 and the National Centre for Health Care
Technology in 1978, both now defunct. (15) In the 1980s, HTA agencies were
established in more countries, mostly undertaking and/or commissioning systematic
reviews as part of their work. (15–17) HTAs do not always include systematic
reviews, or they may go about them in somewhat different ways. (18) Members of
HTA agencies and researchers supported by them contributed to methodological
development of both HTA and systematic reviewing. (19–21)
A third key track was the increasing interest in systematic reviewing and updating in
the clinical practice guideline (CPG) development community. Developing from the
beginning of the 1990s, (22) many organisations producing CPGs began adopting
more systematic methods, exemplified by the consensus development of an
instrument to appraise the methodological quality of CPGs in 2003 by the Appraisal
of Guidelines, Research and Evaluation (AGREE) Collaboration. (23)
Formal linkages and individuals in common typically strengthen and influence the
development of reforming groups and movements. (24) That kind of cross-fertilization
was a strong feature of the development of each of the three communities of interest
or movements described here – the Cochrane Collaboration, HTA agencies, and
CPG producers. They had significant overlaps in membership, and funding from HTA
commissions supported groups of systematic reviewers and methodology
developers. (25)
The methodological cross-fertilisation resulting from these inter-relationships is
exemplified by the methodology for CPG producers developed by the Grading of
4

Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) Working
Group. The Working Group began in 2000, (26) with membership including overlap
with HTA and the Cochrane Collaboration: one of its leaders, Gordon Guyatt, who
coined the term “evidence-based medicine”, was co-convenor of the Cochrane
Applicability and Recommendations Methods Group. (25,27,28) The GRADE
Working Group developed methods for grading the strength of a body of evidence
rather than an individual study, and for systematically making recommendations
based on that body of evidence, with judgments made explicit and transparent. (29)
The GRADE Working Group incorporated and built on the concepts about risk of bias
developed by the Cochrane Collaboration, (30) and the Cochrane Collaboration, in
turn, incorporated GRADE methodology for strength of evidence and summarising
findings into Cochrane reviews. (31) This dynamic can enable new practices and
methods to diffuse through far-reaching networks of influence.
While that results in some consolidation of methods, there has also been an
extensive proliferation of methods across the groups working to assess and or/keep
up with the results of trials and other studies. From the origins of systematic
reviewing, where there was a coordinated effort to zero in on increasingly strenuous
gold standards for the process, the field has moved into a phase of forking and
branching. This has been in part due to developing ways to overcome limitations of
the standard processes, and in part extending the process to address different
questions than effectiveness of healthcare interventions. However, most of the
proliferation of reviewing methods has been to take shortcuts in the onerous process.
(9)
In 2009, Maria Grant and Andrew Booth developed a typology of 14 review types and
methodologies, including systematic reviews, rapid reviews, qualitative evidence
syntheses, and umbrella reviews (reviews of systematic reviews). (32) Since then,
there has been further diversification, and some types not included in that typology
have gained traction, notably realist reviews, (33) living systematic reviews, (34) and
network meta-analyses. (35,36)
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Consensus and disagreements about the comparative rigour, value, and efficiency of
review methods have increasingly been supported or addressed by meta-research –
research on research, (37) also called methodological research. By the 1980s,
empirical studies were addressing key methodological challenges in the conduct,
reporting, and interpretation of randomised trials, for example, exploring the impact of
randomisation in 1983, (38) and testing the effects of blinding people assessing the
quality of clinical reports in 1996. (39)
Systematic reviewing shines a spotlight on the general standard of quality and
reporting of the types of study they analyse. (40) Increasingly, meta-research
established that methods used in systematic reviews were often not rigorously
developed or evaluated. For example, reviews assessing the tools used to critically
assess non-randomised studies found that most of them did not have a robust
method of development. (41) The GRADE Group authors summarised the overall
state of knowledge in 2011 of the pivotal issue of rating the quality of studies this
way: “attempts to show systematic difference between studies that meet and

do not meet specific criteria have shown inconsistent results”. (30)
However, meta-research on systematic review methods, as well as the methods
themselves, has been overwhelmingly forward-looking: they address ways of finding
and processing new studies or addressing new questions, either for a de novo review
or for an update. Systematic review methods are therefore implicitly predicated on
the primary studies that have already been found and incorporated being static.
Typically, though, methods guidance does not direct researchers to look backwards
to identify shifts in the evidence already assembled. The Cochrane Collaboration’s
Handbook has some provision for this, although it is not raised in the section on
updating: the search strategy chapter advises downloading retraction and errata
fields when gathering citations from MEDLINE, and “When updating a review, it is
important to search MEDLINE for the latest version of the citations to the records for
the included studies” (section 6.4.10). (31) However, the updating section (3.4.2.2) is
explicitly forward-looking: “When no new studies meeting the selection criteria are
found, the review update will simply require that this finding be recorded in the
relevant sections of the review”. (31) There appear to be few other exceptions of
6

authors that have advocated for reviewing the current status of previously reviewed
papers to ascertain corrections, for example. (42,43)
This thesis focuses on factors involving primary studies that can potentially shift
bodies of evidence and make the conclusions of systematic reviews unreliable,
whether they are new or overlooked studies, or emerging information that affects
previous publications.

Research aim and questions

Each systematic review or systematic review version is a static snapshot. However,
the evidence that is eligible for the review is not likely to be static. Evidence can shift
for several reasons. Relevant new primary studies may be done, and new data can
become available for a primary study that has already been analyzed, rendering a
review’s conclusions out-of-date. (44) In addition, errors, overlooked studies, or other
problems in a primary study can be identified, which can have serious implications for
the reliability of the review. (42,45–48)
The aim of this thesis is to explore the ways shifts in the underlying evidence could
affect the reliability of systematic reviews, and consider the implications for the
practice of systematic reviewing and its infrastructure needs. Central to this
consideration is assessing the magnitude of the issues. Understanding the size of
these problems is critical for determining the feasibility and potential value of
strategies to address them, especially in the context of escalating methodological
demands for undertaking and updating systematic reviews.
My focus on the broad topic of shifting evidence grew from an interest in keeping up
with new evidence and using systematic reviews as the basis for the production of
reliable, up-to-date consumer health information. (49,50) In grappling with the
challenges of managing that task over a number of years, I relied on, and undertook
meta-research to develop the work, with a particular interest in shifting and conflicting
7

evidence. While subsequently curating the systematic review and methods literature
at PubMed, (51) I began addressing another aspect of changing evidence: postpublication events such as retractions and errata. When I developed a plan for a
PubMed tool to identify post-publication events associated with biomedical
publications, I identified a range of barriers, including the under-ascertainment of
these events in PubMed, as well as a pattern of research gaps. The following
chapters report on a series of research projects undertaken for this thesis addressing
these broad questions from various angles:
1. To what extent are systematic reviews keeping up with new clinical trials?
2. How frequently are Cochrane reviews of healthcare interventions updated,
and what growth is there in the inclusion of trials?
3. What other shifts in the underlying evidence could affect the reliability of
systematic reviews, and how common are they?
4. To what extent could systematic reviews be reducing or perpetuating error in
the biomedical literature?
5. What are practical options that could be implemented by systematic reviewers
or communities to enable systematic reviews to be responsive to critical shifts
in evidence?

Following chapters
A key goal of this thesis is to keep the implications of shifts in evidence in
perspective. Chapter 2 analyses the epidemiology of systematic reviews in relation to
the growth of clinical trials, and considers our ability to keep up with growing bodies
of evidence. This is done by charting key historical events as well as the rate of
publication of systematic reviews and clinical trials, using data from PubMed, the
U.S. National Library of Medicine’s database of biomedical literature, (52) the
Cochrane Clinical Trials Register (CCRT), (53) Epistemonikos, a database including
an extensive collection of systematic reviews in health, (54) and data on Cochrane
reviews provided by the Cochrane Collaboration.
8

Chapter 3 describes the updating history over 15 years of a cohort of systematic
reviews from the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews that were first updated
in 2003. In this journal, the Cochrane Collaboration has produced and maintained a
body of reviews that have the goal of updating to keep up with evidence, usually from
clinical trials. (55) Studying this unique large-scale effort to stay systematically up-todate with clinical trials provides an opportunity to consider the implications of
evidence shifts arising from new studies.
In chapter 4, the questions of when and why evidence stops shifting are explored.
Here analysis of the Cochrane systematic reviews designated as “stable” and
therefore not requiring updating, provide an opportunity to consider how much
evidence is enough, and the reasons for changing directions in systematic reviews.
Chapter 5 turns the attention to post-publication events. The prevalence of retracted
studies in PubMed is estimated by a systematic analysis of multiple sources, and
search filters to identify retracted publications are developed and tested. This study
identifies the extent of limitations in the biomedical literature’s responsiveness to
post-publication changes, and develops capacity to capture the post-publication
record of a publication. After this study began, an analysis of a much smaller
category of post-publication event, editorial expressions of concern, was also done.
(56)
The techniques developed in the study of retracted publications are applied to
systematic reviews and key post-publication events for included studies in them
identifiable in PubMed in Chapter 6. The prevalence of these events is estimated,
along with the potential for systematic reviews to perpetuate error because of
compromised included studies, and ways this problem could be reduced. Methods
that could be used in the production and updating of systematic reviews are offered,
and the implications for biomedical literature collections are discussed.
In the final chapter, the variety of ways in which evidence can shift and affect the
reliability of systematic reviews are discussed and placed in perspective. The
implications for individual systematic review authors and users are addressed, with
9

recommendations for systematic review communities as well as biomedical literature
publishers and curators. Finally, the need for a stronger post-publication culture in
biomedical research is emphasised (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2

The growth of systematic reviews and their place in the biomedical
literature.

Summary
This chapter charts the rise of systematic reviews in relation to the rise of trials and
other biomedical literature, considering the implications for keeping up with the
evidence. The original version was published in 2010. (1) The chapter includes
updates of the data and methods on the growth of systematic reviews and trials in
the context of other biomedical literature.

Publication, with updated data for figures:
(1)
Seventy-five trials and eleven systematic reviews a day: how will we ever keep
up? PLOS Medicine. 2010 Sep 21;7(9):e1000326. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.

Hilda Bastian
Paul Glasziou
Iain Chalmers
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Summary points
•

When Archie Cochrane reproached the medical profession for not having
critical summaries of all randomised controlled trials, about 14 reports of trials
were being published per day. There are now 75 trials, and 11 systematic
reviews of trials, per day and a plateau in growth has not yet been reached.

•

Although trials, reviews, and health technology assessments have
undoubtedly had major impacts, the staple of medical literature synthesis
remains the non-systematic narrative review. Only a small minority of trial
reports are being analysed in up-to-date systematic reviews. Given the
constraints, Archie Cochrane's vision will not be achieved without some
serious changes in course.

•

To meet the needs of patients, clinicians, and policymakers, unnecessary
trials need to be reduced, and systematic reviews need to be prioritised.
Streamlining and innovation in methods of systematic reviewing are necessary
to enable valid answers to be found for most patient questions. Finally,
clinicians and patients require open access to these important resources.

Thirty years ago, and a quarter of a century after randomised trials had become
widely accepted, Archie Cochrane reproached the medical profession for not having
managed to organise a “critical summary, by speciality or subspeciality, adapted
periodically, of all relevant randomised controlled trials”. (2) Thirty years after
Cochrane's reproach we feel it is timely to consider the extent to which health
professionals, the public and policymakers could now use “critical summaries” of
trials for their decision-making.
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The landscape
Keeping up with information in health care has never been easy. Even in 1753, when
James Lind published his landmark review of what was then known about scurvy, he
needed to point out that “… before the subject could be set in a clear and proper
light, it was necessary to remove a great deal of rubbish”. (3) And 20 years later,
Andrew Duncan launched a publication summarising research for clinicians,
lamenting that critical information “…is scattered through a great number of volumes,
many of which are so expensive, that they can be purchased for the libraries of public
societies only, or of very wealthy individuals”. (4) We continue to live with these two
problems—an overload of unfiltered information and lack of open access to
information relevant to the well-being of patients.
A century later, the precursor of the US National Library of Medicine (NLM) began
indexing the medical literature. Between 1865 and 2006, the index grew from 1,600
references to nearly 10 million. (5) Even with the assistance of electronic databases
such as NLM's MEDLINE, the problem of having to trawl through and sift vast
amounts of data has grown. As mountains of unsynthesised research evidence
accumulate, we need to keep improving our methods for gathering, filtering, and
synthesising it. Some of the key events in the story so far are shown on the timeline
in Figure 1.
A legal regulatory framework overseen by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) requiring proof of efficacy of new drugs was introduced in 1962, and other
countries followed suit. These developments made it inevitable that randomised trials
would increasingly become an important component of the evidence base. (6)
Government health technology assessment agencies were also established as
policymakers sought to have more reliable evidence of the effects of other forms of
health care interventions. (7)
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Figure 1. Policy and academic milestones in the development of trials and the
science of reviewing trials.

As the number of clinical trials grew, so too did the science of reviewing trials.
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses endeavouring to make sense of multiple trials
began to appear in a variety of health fields in the 1970s and 1980s (see Box 1). An
important early example showed that postoperative radiotherapy after surgical
treatment of breast cancer was associated with a previously unrecognised increased
risk of death. (8) Another challenged beliefs about vitamin C and the common cold.
(9) A third suggested a previously unrecognised advantage of some forms of fetal
monitoring during labour in reducing neonatal seizures. (10)
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Box 1. Early systematic reviews of the effects of health care interventions.

•

Stjernswärd J (1974) Decreased survival related to irradiation postoperatively in
early breast cancer. Lancet 304: 1285-1286.

•

Chalmers TC (1975) Effects of ascorbic acid on the common cold. An evaluation of
the evidence. Am J Med 58: 532-536.

•

Cochran WG, Diaconis P, Donner AP, Hoaglin DC, O'Connor NE, Peterson OL,
Rosenoer VM (1977) Experiments in surgical treatments of duodenal ulcer. In:
Bunker JP, Barnes BA, Mosteller F, eds. Costs, risks and benefits of surgery.
Oxford: Oxford University Press. pp 176-197.

•

Smith ML, Glass GV (1977) Meta-analysis of psychotherapy outcome studies. Am
Psychol 32: 752-760.

•

Hemminki E, Starfield B (1978) Routine administration of iron and vitamins during
pregnancy: Review of controlled clinical trials. Br J Obstet Gynaecol 85: 404-410.

•

Hemminki E, Starfield B (1978) Prevention and treatment of premature labour by
drugs: Review of controlled clinical trials. Br J Obstet Gynaecol 85: 411-417.

•

Chalmers I (1979) Randomized controlled trials of fetal monitoring, 1973–1977. In:
Thalhammer O, Baumgarten K, Pollak A, eds. Perinatal medicine. Stuttgart: Georg
Thieme. pp 260-265.

•

Policy Research Incorporated (1979) Medical Practice Information Demonstration
Project. Bipolar disorder, a state of the science report. Baltimore: Policy Research
Incorporated.

•

Editorial (1980) Aspirin after myocardial infarction. Lancet 1:1172-1173. [Published
anonymously but written by Richard Peto.]

•

Baum ML, Anish DS, Chalmers TC, Sacks HS, Smith H, Fagerstrom RM (1981) A
survey of clinical trials of antibiotic prophylaxis in colon surgery: Evidence against
further use of no-treatment controls. N Engl J Med 305:795-799.

•

Hampton JR (1982) Should every survivor of a heart attack be given a betablocker? Part I: Evidence from clinical trials. BMJ 285:33-36.

•

Stampfer MJ, Goldhaber SZ, Yusuf S, Peto R, Hennekens CH (1982) Effect of
intravenous streptokinase on acute myocardial infarction: Pooled results from
randomized trials. N Engl J Med 307: 1180-1182.

•

Sacks HS, Chalmers TC, Berk AA, Reitman D (1985) Should mild hypertension be
treated? An attempted meta-analysis of the clinical trials. Mt Sinai J Med 52: 265270.

•

Yusuf S, Peto R, Lewis J, Collins R, Sleight P (1985) Beta blockade during and
after myocardial infarction: An overview of the randomized trials. Prog Cardiovasc
Dis 27: 335-371.
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By the mid-1980s, the need to minimise the likelihood of being misled by the effects
of biases and the play of chance in reviews of research evidence was being made
evident in articles (11–15) and textbooks. (16) In 1988, regularly updated electronic
publication of systematic reviews and meta-analyses, along with bibliographies of
randomised trials, began in the perinatal field. (17,18) This provided a model for the
inauguration of the international Cochrane Collaboration in 1993 to prepare,
maintain, and disseminate systematic reviews of the effects of health care
interventions.
Where are we now?
Despite this progress, the task keeps increasing in size and complexity. We still do
not know exactly how many trials have been done. For a variety of reasons, a large
proportion of trials have remained unpublished. (19,20) Furthermore, many trials
have been published in journals without being electronically indexed as trials, which
makes them difficult to find. One of the first steps in being able to adequately review
literature is that scientific contributions which predate digitalised information systems
and trial indexing need to be “rediscovered and inserted into the memory system”.
(21) Through the 1990s, to identify possible reports of controlled trials, the Cochrane
Collaboration mobilised thousands of volunteers around the globe to comb the major
databases, and to hand-search nondigitalised health literature, unpublished
conference proceedings, and books. The result of this collaborative effort is the
Cochrane Controlled Trials Register (CCTR) (now called the Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials).
The differences between the numbers of trial records in MEDLINE and CCTR (see
Figure 2) have multiple causes. Both CCTR and MEDLINE often contain more than
one record from a single study, and there are lags in adding new records to both
databases. The NLM filters are probably not as efficient at excluding non-trials as are
the methods used to compile CCTR. Furthermore, MEDLINE has more language
restrictions than CCTR. In brief, there is still no single repository reliably showing the
true number of randomised trials. Similar difficulties apply to trying to estimate the
number of systematic reviews and health technology assessments (HTAs).
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Figure 2 (updated). The number of trials, 1950 to 2017.
CENTRAL (formerly CCTR) includes prospective trial registry entries, half of
which may be completed and not necessarily published: both published and
unpublished trials can be included and analysed in systematic reviews. Other
measures include only published trials. The Haynes filter uses the “narrow”
version of the Therapy filter in PubMed’s Clinical Queries; see Appendix 1. In
Figures 2 and 3, we use a variety of data sources to estimate the numbers of
trials and systematic reviews published from 1950. (See Appendix 1 for
methods.)
Even though these figures must be seen as more illustrative than precise, multiple
data sources tell the same story: astonishing growth has occurred in the number of
reports of clinical trials since the middle of the 20th century, and in reports of
systematic reviews since the 1980s – and a plateau in growth has not yet been
reached. With a median of perhaps 80 participants per trial, the number of people
being enrolled in trials is likely to be more than 2,000,000 per year. (22) Prospective
trial registration establishes a new genre of evidence repository: trials are registered
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in these databases at inception, theoretically enabling an overview of all published
and unpublished trials.
In 2004, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE,
http://www.icmje.org/) announced that their journals would no longer publish trials
that had not been prospectively registered. (23) Before this announcement, an
average of 30 trials a week were being prospectively registered around the world.
Once the journal editors' deadline came into force, more than 200 ongoing trials per
week were being registered. (24) In 2007, the US Congress made detailed
prospective trial registration legally mandatory. (25) As WHO's international clinical
trials platform develops, it will become possible to generate a more realistic picture of
how many trials are being done. This registry draws together standardised core data
from all the trial registries meeting specified quality criteria. Registering full protocols
and reporting trial results in these registries are the next frontiers.
How close are we to Archie Cochrane’s goal?
In 1986 and 1987, Goldschmidt and Mulrow showed how great the potential is for
error in reviews of health literature that were not conducted systematically. (11,12)
Looking at data such as those in Figure 3 could provide the comforting illusion that
systematic reviews have displaced other less reliable forms of information. However,
as Figure 4 shows, this is far from the case. The growth has been even more
remarkable in non-systematic (“narrative”) reviews and case reports. Journal
publishing of non-systematic reviews, and the emergence of many journals whose
sole product is non-systematic reviews, has far outstripped the growth of systematic
reviews and HTAs, as impressive as the latter has been. And the number of case
reports—which can also provide important new information such as adverse
effects—is far higher than the number of trials or systematic reviews. Trials,
systematic reviews, and HTAs have undoubtedly had major impacts, including on
clinical guidelines: they are more likely to be cited and read than other study types.
(26) However, the staple of medical literature synthesis remains the non-systematic
narrative review.
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Figure 3 (updated). The number of systematic reviews in health care,
1990 to 2017 estimated by searches in Epistemonikos, PubMed (Montori
and meta-analysis filters), and systematic reviews in the Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews.
Epistemonikos is a database that includes machine-learning search results.
(27) The Montori systematic review filter is detailed in Appendix 1. (This figure
previously contained data from a health technology assessment database that
is no longer up-to-date.)
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Figure 4 (updated). The rise in non-systematic reviews, case reports,
trials (including unpublished), and systematic reviews, 1950 to 2017,
based on filtered searches in PubMed and the annual totals in
Cochrane’s CENTRAL register of trials.
Furthermore, we are a long way from having all relevant trials incorporated into good
systematic reviews. The workload involved in producing reviews is increasing, and
the bulk of systematic reviews are now many years out of date. (28) The median
number of trials contained within individual systematic reviews has been variously
estimated at between six and 16 (Cochrane reviews now include an average of over
12 trials per review; (29,30) M Clarke, personal communication), but many reviews
have covered much the same territory. Thus, in the 30 years since systematic
reviews began in earnest, with around 15 years of intensified and large-scale
reviewing effort, only a minority of trials have been assessed in systematic reviews.
Given the triple constraint posed by the growth in trials, the increasing complexity of
review methods, and current resources, Archie Cochrane's vision will not be
achieved without some serious changes in course—in particular, with a greater
concentration on Cochrane's use of the word “relevant”.
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Where to now?
First, we need to prioritise effectively and reduce avoidable waste in the production
and reporting of research evidence. (31) This has implications for trials as well as
systematic reviews. Some funders and others will now not consider supporting a trial
unless a systematic review has shown the trial to be necessary. (32) It is essential
that this requirement be more widely adopted. And it is essential that reviews
address questions that are relevant to patients, clinicians and policymakers.
Second, we may need to choose between elaborate reviews of a quarter of the
questions clinicians and patients have or “leaner” reviews of most of what we want to
know. The methodological standards for systematic reviewing have been increasing
over time, (30) and the evolution of standards in the Cochrane Collaboration and in
HTA has been remarkable. The increase in steps and reporting required is reflected
in the length of reviews. Early Cochrane reviews could typically be printed out in 10
or 20 pages, even when they incorporated several trials. Today, it is not unusual for a
review by a health technology agency to run to several hundred pages. Often the
reviews are longer than the combined length of the reports of all the included trials.
A contributing factor here is the increasing expectation for reviews to include study
types other than randomised trials. This will often be essential for detecting less
common adverse effects. However, the inclusion of all study types to answer all
questions about the effects of treatments would not necessarily provide better quality
information in every instance – while it would unquestionably increase the time and
resource requirement for reviews. While it is vital that reviews are scientifically
defensible, burdening those preparing them with excessive requirements could result
in having valid answers to relatively few questions.
In particular, we need leaner and more efficient methods of staying up-to-date with
the evidence. Using current methods, the Cochrane Collaboration has not been able
to keep even half of its reviews up-to-date, (33) and other organisations are in a
similar predicament. (34) We need to develop innovative methods to reduce the
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labour of updating, and provide what clinicians and patients need: an assurance that
a conclusion is not out of date, even if not every later trial is included within every
analysis. It is also the responsibility of reviewer authors and journal editors to ensure
that every new systematic review places itself clearly in context of other systematic
reviews and HTAs. It will be to little avail to the average clinician, patient, and
information provider, however, if the resulting knowledge is not comprehensible and
openly accessible.
Finally, although more funding for evaluative clinical research internationally remains
a priority, more international collaboration could result in better use being made of
resources for systematic reviewing and HTAs. While multiple reviews on topics can
provide a rounded picture of an area as well as a de facto form of updating when the
reviews are conducted several years apart, there is also considerable duplication of
review effort.
In November 2009, an international meeting in Cologne formed a new collaboration
called “KEEP Up,” which will aim to harmonise updating standards and aggregate
updating results. This should reduce the workload and enable organisations to be
alerted when there are important shifts in evidence. Initiated and coordinated by the
German Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG) and involving key
systematic reviewing and guidelines organisations such as the Cochrane
Collaboration, Duodecim, the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN),
and the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), this effort will
provide a platform for tackling practical and methodological issues involved in
keeping up-to-date.
There is nevertheless a risk that the increasing burdens placed on the methods of
systematic reviewing could make the goal of keeping up-to-date with the knowledge
won from trials recede ever more quickly into the distance. Perhaps one of the first
questions we should ask whenever an additional process or more demanding
methodology for systematic reviewing is proposed is this: Will this development serve
or hinder our ability to better understand and communicate enough results from
trials? In 1979, when Archie Cochrane argued that we needed critical summaries to
keep up with the crucial knowledge those trials were generating, there were perhaps
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14 trials a day being published. Thirty years later, it would be just as hard to keep up
with the systematic reviews. Every day there are now 11 systematic reviews and 75
trials, and there are no signs of this slowing down: but there are still only 24 hours in
a day.

Coda: The number of published trials and systematic reviews per day has more than
quadrupled between 2007 and 2017. Including the full CENTRAL database
(published and unpublished trials), there were 323 trials and 55 systematic reviews a
day in 2017.

Methods for data and update in Appendix 1. Data available: https://osf.io/awktv
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Chapter 3

The epidemiology of systematic review updates: a longitudinal
study of updating of Cochrane reviews, 2003 to 2018.

ABSTRACT
Background:
The Cochrane Collaboration has been publishing systematic reviews in the Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) since 1995, with the intention that these be
updated periodically.
Objectives:
To chart the long-term updating history of a cohort of Cochrane reviews and the
impact on the number of included studies.
Methods:
The status of a cohort of Cochrane reviews updated in 2003 was assessed at three
time points: 2003, 2011, and 2018. We assessed their subject scope, compiled their
publication history using PubMed and CDSR, and compared them to all Cochrane
reviews available in 2002 and 2017/18.
Results:
Of the 1,532 Cochrane reviews available in 2002, 11.3% were updated in 2003, with
16.6% not updated between 2003 and 2011. The reviews updated in 2003 were not
markedly different to other reviews available in 2002, but more were retracted or
declared stable by 2011 (13.3% versus 6.3%). The 2003 update led to a major
change of the conclusions of 2.8% of the 177 updated reviews. The cohort had a
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median time since publication of the first full version of the review of 18 years and a
median of three updates by 2018 (range 1–11). The median time to update was three
years (range 0–14 years). By the end of 2018, the median time since the last update
was seven years (range 0–15). The median number of included studies rose from
eight in the version of the review before the 2003 update, to 10 in that update and 14
in 2018 (range 0–347).
Conclusions:
Most Cochrane reviews get updated, however they are becoming more out-of-date
over time. Updates have resulted in an overall rise in the number of included studies,
although they only rarely lead to major changes in conclusion.

Hilda Bastian
Jenny Doust
Mike Clarke
Paul Glasziou
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Background
Systematic reviews use explicit formal methods to identify and analyse studies on
specific research questions, and synthesise the findings of these studies. (1)
Reviews’ findings can become outdated if they are overtaken by new studies or data,
missing studies or errors in the review or included studies are identified, or
methodology improves in critical ways. In a 2007 paper, Shojania et al reported on
the need for updates in 100 systematic reviews from 1995 to 2005. (2) They
concluded that around half may have been out-of-date, with a signal for required
updating within two years of the evidence search in 11% of reviews. The median
period without a signal suggesting a need to update was 5.5 years (95% confidence
interval (CI), 4.6 to 7.6 years).
The intention to keep reviews up-to-date was a cornerstone of the Cochrane
Collaboration. Named for Archie Cochrane, this international network aimed to
achieve a goal he articulated by filling the need for: “a critical summary, by specialty
or subspecialty, adapted periodically, of all relevant randomized controlled trials”. (3)
The Cochrane Collaboration began publishing systematic reviews of the effects of
healthcare interventions based on clinical trials in the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (CDSR) in 1995. (4) Its organisers wrote in an introductory
brochure in the 1990s that evidence reviews “must be prepared systematically and
they must be kept up-to-date to take account of new evidence”. (5) A Cochrane
review, they wrote, “is updated and amended as new evidence becomes available
and errors are identified”.
The original expectation was that reviews would be updated at least annually, but in
2000 it was agreed that this was unsustainable, (6) and the expected update interval
was changed to every two years, unless a reason was given for a different schedule.
(7) However, this also proved to be unsustainable, and in 2016 the organisation
moved towards updating by perceived need or priority, preparing a consensus
document on updating systematic reviews. (8) With the publication of a revision of
the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Cochrane
Handbook) in 2019, there is no longer any default interval at which Cochrane reviews
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are judged to be out of date, and the possibility of retracting reviews deemed
outdated will cease. (9)
Cochrane reviews are the result of a unique large-scale and long-term effort to stay
systematically up-to-date with health and social care evidence across a broad
spectrum of topics. This collection of reviews also provides an opportunity to study
the practice of systematic reviewing and growth of evidence across time.
We assembled a cohort of Cochrane reviews, comprising all the reviews flagged as
updated in the CDSR in 2003, and assessed these across 15 years at three time
points: 2003, 2011, and 2018. The aims of our study were to describe the cohort of
updated reviews in relation to all other Cochrane reviews that were available at the
end of 2002 and, in 2011 and around 2018. We also charted and followed up on the
updating history of the 2003 update cohort. We assessed how often the 2003
updates led to a major change in reviews’ conclusions. In addition, we charted the
growth in the number of included studies in the reviews over time.
Methods
Study aim 1: Describe the cohort of reviews in the CDSR updated in 2003 in relation
to all Cochrane reviews available at the end of 2002, 2011, and around 2018.
The cohort was established in 2003 by searching each of the four issues of the
CDSR published that year for reviews flagged as updated. The issue(s) in which
each review was flagged as updated was recorded.
(a) Subject scope.
Systematic reviews in different subject areas might become outdated more quickly
than others. (2) Cochrane reviews are produced and maintained by editorial groups
called Cochrane Review Groups (CRGs). These cover one or more subject areas,
and have their own editorial policies. Differences in editorial practice could also affect
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updating. The number of CRGs grew throughout the early years of the Collaboration,
with some merging in later years.
In order to gauge how similar in subject and editorial scope the 2003 cohort reviews
might be to Cochrane reviews overall, we compared the spread of reviews among
CRGS. A list of CRGs in 2019 was collected from the Cochrane website. (10) The
names of the CRGs in each year from 1995 to 2002 were collected using the Internet
Archive, (11) from a combination of archived issues of Cochrane News (12) and the
Cochrane website. (13) The original CRG names were retained, and also normalised
to the current CRG name, and mergers of groups were noted.
The CRG base for each of the reviews in the cohort was collected, noting where
CRGs which have since been merged into another CRG. We compared the number
of CRGs represented in the cohort with the number of CRGs in 2002 and 2019.
To compare the subject mix of the 2003 cohort with current Cochrane review
production and maintenance, we gathered the number of new and updated reviews
by CRG from the online Cochrane Library, collecting data for both 2017 and 2018 to
reduce the impact of annual fluctuations. As the search function does not enable
separation of new and updated reviews, the totals of new and updated reviews from
2017 to 2018 were collected from the dashboards on Cochrane’s website. (14)
(b) Likelihood of being updated.
In 2011, data was collected to enable comparison of updating history between the
2003 cohort and other Cochrane reviews. In the time since 2003, the CDSR had
moved from publication on CD-ROM to online publication, and had a change of
publisher. (4,15) It became apparent that many previous versions of Cochrane
reviews were no longer published in the CDSR and so we used PubMed to establish
a cohort of reviews that had been published in the CDSR by the end of 2002,
supplemented by a search of CDSR for reviews still dated pre-2003. The number of
reviews that had been published by the end of 2002 was available from another
project, (16) but that did not provide identifiers for those reviews.
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In 2011, the status of each review that had been available in 2002 was identified
using both PubMed and the latest version in the CDSR. There were three possible
status designations of Cochrane reviews in 2011 at that time: ongoing, designated
stable (no further update required), or withdrawn. Which of these had been applied to
each review was recorded. As some of the reviews were no longer included in the
CDSR without any withdrawal notice, we assigned that as a fourth category. The
categories withdrawn and no longer included without notice were classified together
as retracted. Both PubMed and CDSR were used to establish whether the reviews
had been updated between 2003 and 2011. Dates of updates were defined as the
date of publication of a new citation version of the review, and date of search or
incorporation of new data if no new cited version was published. When a version of a
review involved only a software update, we did not count this as an update.
To compare updating and status between the reviews available in 2002 which had,
and had not, been updated in 2003, we analysed the rate of ongoing, stable, and
retracted reviews. We also analysed the proportions of ongoing reviews that had not
been updated since 2002, those that were updated in 2003 only, and those that had
been updated at least once between 2004 and 2011.
Study aim 2: Describe the updating history of the cohort, major changes in
conclusions in 2003, and the growth of included studies over time.
All reviews flagged as updated in 2003 were collected. To assess the changes to the
reviews’ conclusions, one author (HB) assessed all of these updates, and another
(JD) assessed those published as updates in two of the four issues of the CDSR.
Both authors agreed on a final group of reviews that had a major change in their
conclusions following the update.
The first follow-up of the 2003 cohort of reviews was done in 2011. Using the first
issue of CDSR in that year (published in April), the number of years from the review’s
last reported search for eligible studies to April 2011 was recorded. After publication
of the fourth and final issue of the CDSR for 2011, as complete as possible an
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updating history of the 2003 cohort was assembled. For each review in the cohort,
PubMed was searched for previous records of the review. The version of the review
published in issue 4 of 2011 was reviewed for information about updates in the three
parts of the review that were expected to report the review’s history: What’s New,
history, and notes. (17) As practice in what constituted an update had changed since
2003, two types of events were recorded as updates: the year of publication of a new
citation of a version of the review in PubMed, and the year reported in the review for
an update search or incorporation of new data even if no new cited version was
published.
In March 2019, we added the year for each update from 2012 to the end of 2018.
This was again based on PubMed searches and the information recorded in the
reviews’ What’s New, history, and notes sections. In addition, we added the year the
review was first published and the most recent PubMed identifier for the review.
This final data collection for the 2003 cohort alone included an assessment of the
status of these reviews at the end of 2018, using the same categories as previously.
However, we added a category for 2018: republished after previous retraction. For
reviews that were stable, retracted, or republished after previous retraction, we
recorded the years of these events.
When we originally identified reviews as updated in 2003, we recorded the number of
studies included in that update, as well as the number included in the prior issue of
the review. For one review, the updated version of the review was the only one
available for assessment. We subsequently recorded the number of included studies
in the versions of each review at the end of 2011 and the end of 2018.
Data management and analysis
One author (HB) undertook all data collection, curation, and visualisation. Data for
the first collection in 2003 was originally recorded in document tables, and added to
an Excel spreadsheet in 2019. All other collections were recorded in Excel. Data was
analysed using RStudio 1.1463 running R 3.5.2. (9) Packages tidyverse and (20)
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reshape2 (21) were used for analyses and data visualisation. Summary statistics
were used to describe the cohort. Data for this project, including analytic code, will be
deposited at Github. (22)

Results

2003 cohort in perspective: subject scope.
We identified 1,532 Cochrane reviews via PubMed and the CDSR that were available
at the end of 2002. This was fewer than the number reported by the Cochrane
Collaboration since the beginning of the CDSR in 1995 (1,558). (16) Some reviews
had been indexed in PubMed after 2002 (n = 13), and this is likely to be the case for
more of the shortfall of 26 reviews. Other reviews may have been retracted prior to
the indexing of the CDSR in PubMed in 2000. (15) A total of 177 reviews were
flagged as updated in the CDSR in 2003. As the first version of four of these was
also published in 2003, the update rate in 2003 of 1,532 reviews indexed in PubMed
to the end of 2002 was 11.3%.
There were 49 Cochrane Review Groups (CRGs) with editorial responsibility for
Cochrane reviews in 2002, compared with 53 in 2019. Table 1 shows the rise in the
number of CRGs between 1995 and 2002, as well as annual review production
based on Cochrane-supplied data and the years of first publication of the 173
reviews in the update cohort reviews that had been published by the end of 2002.
CRGs had a median of two reviews updated in 2003, ranging from none to 27
(interquartile range (IQR): 3).
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Table 1. Annual number of CRGs and new Cochrane reviews, 1995–2002, with
year of first publication for the 2003 update cohort.

Year

Number
of CRGs

Number of reviews
New

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Total

18
22
30
45
46
48
49
49
n.a.

65
105
139
208
184
264
309
284
1,558

Cumulative
total
65
170
309
517
701
965
1274
1558
n.a.

Year of first publication of
the reviews in the 2003
update cohort
Number
% of all
reviews1
10
15.4
13
7.7
15
4.9
21
4.1
20
2.9
37
3.8
36
2.8
21
1.3
2
173
n.a.

1

Percentage of total number of Cochrane reviews available in that year.

2

This excludes four reviews in the 2003 update cohort that were also
published for the first time in 2003.

Only four CRGs had been in existence for less than four years in 2002, and 19 were
no more than five years old. At that time annual updating of Cochrane reviews was
expected, but only 42 of the 49 CRGs (85.7%) flagged reviews as updated in 2003,
and only 11.3% of the reviews published by the end of 2002 were updated during
2003.
To gauge how similar the subject scope of reviews in the 2003 update cohort are to
the current subject scope of Cochrane reviews, we compared the spread of reviews
among CRGs in the 2003 update cohort with the spread of new and updated reviews
published in 2017/18 (Table 2). The CDSR does not enable breaking these down into
new and updated reviews but the 2017/2018 totals reported in Cochrane dashboards
online show that 44.8% of these reviews were updates. (14) (The dashboards report
fewer total new and updated reviews for 2017/2018: 1,353 versus 1,369 returned by
CDSR search).
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Table 2. Proportion of reviews per CRG: 2003 update cohort and all new and
updated reviews in 2017/18.

Individual CRGs

Number of reviews per CRG (median)
Number of reviews per CRG (range)
Proportion of the CRG’s reviews
(median)
Proportion of the CRG’s reviews
(range)

2003 update
cohort
(n = 177)

All reviews
2017/2018
(n = 1,369)

3
1 to 27 (IQR 3)
1.7%

19
2 to 95 (IQR 23)
1.4%

0.6% to 15.3%

0.1% to 6.9%

Cochrane reviews in the 2003 update cohort were distributed across a narrower
range of CRGs, and therefore topic areas, than the new and updated reviews in
2017/18 (Table 2). The extent of this shift is illustrated in the case of the oldest
CRGs. Of the 18 CRGs that had formed by 1995, two later merged. Those 17 CRGs
were responsible for 57.6% of the 2003 update cohort (102 of 177 reviews), and
48.0% of the new and updated reviews in 2017/18 (657 of 1,369 reviews). The
individual CRGs, based on their 2019 names and grouping, are shown with their
proportion of reviews in both time periods in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Proportion of reviews per CRG: 2003 update cohort and new and
updated reviews in 2017/18.

Note: Two individual CRGs from 2003 had merged by 2019 and are treated as
merged in 2003 for this comparison.
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2003 cohort in perspective: likelihood of being updated.
The updating status of the 1,532 reviews published by the end of 2002 was
categorised in 2011 to show whether each review was ongoing, stable (no longer
being updated), or retracted at that time, and whether or not they had been updated
at least once between 2003 and 2011. The retracted reviews included those with a
withdrawal notice as well as six reviews that were no longer in the CDSR, with no
record to explain their absence.
We compared the 173 reviews in the 2003 update cohort for which the original
version had been published before 2003 with the other reviews that were available at
the end of 2002 (Table 3).
Table 3. Comparison of 2002 reviews updated in 2003 (n = 173) with update
status of other reviews available in 2002 (n = 1532).

Review status by the end of
2011
Ongoing
Stable
Retracted
Total reviews
Ongoing with no update since
2002
Ongoing and updated in 2003
only
Ongoing and updated at least
once between 2004 and 2011
Total ongoing reviews

Updated in
2003

No 2003
update

Total

No.
150
11
12
173
–

%
86.7
6.4
6.9
100
–

No.
1,274
26
59
1,359
237

%
93.7
1.9
4.3
100
18.6

No.
1,424
37
71
1,532
237

%
93.0
2.4
4.6
100
16.6

22

14.7

–

–

22

1.5

128

85.3

1,037

81.4

1,165

81.8

150

100

1,274

100

1,424

100

The proportion of 2002 Cochrane reviews that were ongoing in 2011 and had been
updated at least once between 2004 and 2011 was high, whether they had been
updated in 2003 (85.3%) or not (81.4%), suggesting that the 2003 update cohort is
not markedly different to the other 2002 reviews in regard to subsequent updating
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over the following eight years. However, a higher proportion of the 2003 cohort was
retracted or declared stable than other reviews from 2002 by 2011 (13.3% versus
6.3%). By 2019, the overall proportion of non-retracted Cochrane reviews being
declared stable was 6.6% [Chapter 4], compared with 6.8% for our 2003 update
cohort (11 of 161 non-retracted reviews). In regard to the number of included studies,
the 2003 update cohort include two reviews with no included studies in 2011 (1.1%),
which was a lower proportion than Yaffe et al found for all Cochrane reviews in 2010
(8.7%). (23)
Updating history of the 2003 update cohort from publication to 2018.
The reviews in the 2003 cohort were first published as full Cochrane reviews
between 1995 and 2003, with a median time since first publication of 18 years by the
end of 2018 (range: 15 to 23 years; IQR 3) (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Years since first publication of reviews to the end of 2018 (n = 177).

From first publication until 2018, the median number of updates per review was three
(range: 1 to 11, IQR 2) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Number of updates per review to 2018 (n = 177).

Among the 177 reviews in the 2003 update cohort, 150 were ongoing in 2018: the
other 27 were either retracted (n = 15) or designated stable (n = 12). One review had
been retracted in 2010, but was updated and republished the following year, and is
included among the 150 ongoing reviews.
The median time to each update of these reviews was three years (Table 4). The
shortest was zero in the case of the first update, as some reviews were updated
during the year they were published. The longest interval between updates was 14
years between the first and second updates of one review.
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Table 4. Median time in years to first and subsequent updates for the 150
ongoing reviews from the 2003 update cohort.

No.
(%)
150
(100)
135
(90.0)
107
(71.3)
72
(48.0)
32
(21.3)
13
(8.7)
4
(2.7)
4
(2.7)
2
(1.3)
1
(0.7)
1
(0.7)

1st
3
(0-8)

2nd

3
(1-14)

Time to update in years – median (range)

3rd

3
(1-8)

4th

3
(1-10)

5th

3
(1-8)

6th

3
(1-9)

7th

3
(1-5)

8th

3
(1-5)

9th

10th

11th

2
2
2

Figure 8 charts the ongoing reviews in 2018 by the years since their last update. A
total of 36 (24.0%) reviews had not been updated in the previous 10 years. Further
analyses are included in Table 5, together with other analyses of the currency of the
2003 update cohort.
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Figure 8. Ongoing reviews by years since last update, 2018 (n = 150).

Table 5. Additional indicators of currency of the cohort of reviews.

Ongoing reviews at the end of 2018 (n = 150)
Years since last update (Figure 4)
Number and proportion with an update
within the last two years
Number and proportion with an update
within the last six years1
Proportion of reviews’ publication life spent
as “up-to-date” based on 2-year updating
interval
Date of last search (2011 data)
Years since date of last search (as of April
2011)2
Years since date of last search for reviews
that have not been updated since 2011 (n =
106, 59.9%)2
1

Median 7 years
(range: 0 – 15; IQR 6)
20
(13.3%)
70
(46.7%)
Median 43.8%
(range: 13.3% – 94.4%; IQR
22.3)
Median 3 years
(range: 0 – 13; IQR 5)
Median 11 years
(range: 7 – 15; IQR 6)

The median “survival time” of a systematic review based on Shojania et al (2) is 5.5 years.
date was unknown for 13 reviews.

2 Search
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Impact of updating over time.
In 2003, the updating of a review resulted in major changes to its conclusions for five
reviews (2.8%). We compared the number of included studies in the updated review
with the number in its prior version (excluding one review had been retracted without
leaving a copy of the original review in CDSR, leading to a single missing baseline
value). Some updates did not lead to the inclusion of further studies, but the number
of included studies grew substantially over time (median: 8 from the version before
the 2003 update to 14 in the version of the review at the end of 2018) (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Included studies in reviews: baseline, 2003, 2011, and 2018.

Notes: Outliers not displayed; 1 missing value at baseline (before 2003).

Time

Median Range IQR

Before 2003

8

0–176

14

2003 update

10

0–176

15

2011

12

0–347

17

2018

14

0–347

24
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Discussion
Our study describes the updating history over 15 years of a cohort of 177 Cochrane
reviews that were first updated in 2003. For most of this period, the Cochrane
updating policy was a recommended two-year interval until a review was regarded as
out of date. By that measure, reviews in this cohort could be considered out of date
for more than half of their publication life. However, in another study Shojania et al
concluded that the median life of a systematic review before it became outsided was
5.5 years (CI, 4.6 to 7.6 years), based on a sample of 100 systematic reviews. As the
median time between updates for the Cochrane reviews in our 2003 update cohort
was three years, most of this cohort were likely to be up-to-date most of the time.
However, this cohort has been getting more out of date over time. The median time
to first update was three years, but by the end of 2018, more than half the reviews
were more than seven years since their last update (range 0–15 years). This is
reflective of Cochrane reviews more generally, as more new reviews are published
than updated and the legacy of existing reviews now exceeds 8,000. If indeed the
interval between review updates continues to increase in the long term, or more and
more reviews are never updated, up-to-date Cochrane reviews will become the
exception, not the rule.
Until recently, Cochrane policy allowed for withdrawing a review from publication
when it was seriously out of date. This resulted in a higher proportion of retraction for
our cohort (6.9%), relative to its fellow Cochrane reviews that were not updated in
2003 (4.3%). With the introduction of a new update classification system that aims to
phase out the withdrawal of outdated reviews, (24) the retraction rate in future is
likely to be considerably lower. The proportion of reviews showing as apparently
current in the CDSR but which are seriously outdated will be correspondingly higher.
Our cohort had a higher number of updates than other Cochrane reviews from the
early 2000s. In addition, they included a particularly low proportion of “empty” reviews
in 2011 (1.1% without included studies) compared to the 8.7% Yaffe et al reported for
all Cochrane reviews in 2010. (23) In our study, the median number of included
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studies prior to the 2003 update was eight. Mallett and Clarke reported that the
median number of included studies in all Cochrane reviews at the beginning of 2001
was six. (25) The 2019 Cochrane Handbook advises authors of reviews to consider,
among other things, whether new eligible studies are likely to be found before
deciding to update. (9) Our results are consistent with Cochrane groups already
concentrating updating effort on research questions that were generating new
studies.
Our results for the earlier years are similar to the results from studies with shorter
follow-up than ours. We identified 13 other studies of updating in Cochrane reviews
or protocols that addressed some similar outcomes (overview in Appendix). (26–38)
Mean or median times to updates were comparable to those in our study. Our finding
that a major change in conclusion after update is rare (2.8%) is also consistent with
others’ results. Jaidee et al found a 2.0% rate of major changes in their conclusions
at the first update of 101 Cochrane reviews. (35) Bashir et al found a 3.9% change in
their conclusions in 8 out of 204 reviews with a meta-analysis for a primary outcome.
(38) The highest rate was found by French et al, (30) who found a 9.1% change in
review conclusions in 23 out of 254 reviews, but these changes were not necessarily
major.
There have been two studies with similar analyses of updating non-Cochrane
evidence syntheses. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
reported on updating of their systematic review-based clinical practice guidelines.
(39) For 11 guidelines, the median time to update was 5.3 years (range: 3.3 to 6.5
years), with major changes in recommendations in six of them. Peterson et al studied
41 comparative effectiveness reviews of drugs, finding a median time to update of
just over two years. (40)
Our study has several important strengths, particularly its long-term follow-up and
open data that could enable others to extend this longitudinal study. The collection of
cross-sections of data in 2003, 2011, and 2017/2018 was valuable. By maintaining a
historical collection of data and using PubMed as well as the CDSR, we established
that the updating and version history of Cochrane reviews in the CDSR has important
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gaps. While most older versions of reviews are online in the CDSR, some complete
reviews and some update versions of reviews have been removed from the CDSR
without leaving any public record other than PubMed. Some updated versions of
Cochrane reviews were never submitted to PubMed. In some cases this may be in
error, but it may also be a matter of policy. (7) This has left no complete public record
of all Cochrane reviews, their updates, versions, and retractions. Not submitting
updates for indexing at PubMed has critical implications for searches: reviews with
misleadingly older dates will not be retrieved by searches that are limited to more
recent records.
The inadequate historical record was one of the limitations of our study. We also
relied on manual collection of data and quality assurance by a single author. In
assessing the growth of included studies, we did not collect data on eligible studies
awaiting inclusion and we do not know if this would have affected our results.
Our study raises some issues for Cochrane and others to consider. We could find the
date of last search clearly reported in 92.7% of the reviews in 2011. In a study
published in 2013, Beller et al found that only 90.0% of a sample of systematic
reviews from PubMed reported the date of last search. (41) The availability of that
date is critical for users to assess the currency of evidence and the adequacy of
overlapping periods in update searches.
In 2002, Koch drew attention to the poor quality of update reporting in Cochrane
reviews, (27) and we found this to be an ongoing problem. Contributing factors
include missing versions of Cochrane reviews in the CDSR, and reviews not carrying
forward events from “What’s New” and other notes sections into the history of each
subsequent version of the review as Cochrane advises. (7) Automation of that
process could improve this situation.
A further critical gap is the lack of reporting of searches undertaken before it is
determined that an update is needed. Although searches that found no new studies
were generally reported as updates to the reviews in early years when annual or twoyearly updates were expected, these are no longer as visible. (8,9) Transparency of
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this element of updating activity is important for users, including other systematic
reviewers and producers of clinical practice guidelines and health information
generally. A survey of health organisations producing systematic reviews (and often
clinical practice guidelines) by Garritty et al in 2010 had 114 respondents (30% of
them from Cochrane). Only eight of the organisations did not have any updating
activity, but resources for updating for those that did were stretched, and the groups
regarded too many of their reviews as too far out of date. Sharing the results of
searches is critical in this context to prevent large numbers of groups using resources
on the same futile searches.
In 2010, two of us advocated that major changes were needed to keep up with the
evidence, given the massive rise in clinical trials and increasing complexity of
systematic review methods, with constrained resources. (16) Prioritisation of
systematic reviews, reduction of avoidable waste, and “leaner and more efficient
methods of staying up-to-date” were stressed. Since then, the rise in clinical trials
has escalated: ClinicalTrials.gov amassed over 96,000 trials in its first decade to
2010, and the total nearly doubled in the next five years. (44,45) It now stands at
over 320,000 (as of November 2019). Progress in streamlining methods and avoiding
waste are not moving as fast. Methodological expectations for Cochrane reviews
have increased, (9,42) and trial registry entries have been added to Cochrane’s trial
database as the organization grapples with the implications of incorporating
unpublished trials and data. (46) There has, however, been a concerted effort to
develop and implement methods for prioritisation of updating for Cochrane reviews.
(8) With this transition to targeted updating, new questions about processes and
impact need to be tackled. Are the right systematic reviews being updated? Are
people being harmed by reliance on outdated systematic reviews?
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Chapter 4

Enough evidence and other endings: a descriptive study of
stable Cochrane systematic reviews in 2019.

Abstract
Background
From 2006 to 2019, Cochrane reviews could be designated “stable” if they were not
being updated but highly likely to be current. This provides an opportunity to observe
practice in ending systematic reviewing and what is regarded as enough evidence.
Methods
We identified Cochrane reviews designated stable in 2013 and 2019 and reasons for
this designation. For those with conclusions stated to be so firm that new evidence is
unlikely to change them, we assessed conclusions, strength of evidence ratings, and
recommendations for further research. We assessed the fate of the 2013 stable
reviews. We also estimated usage of formal analytic methods to determine when
there is enough evidence in protocols for Cochrane reviews.
Results
Cochrane reviews were rarely designated stable. In 2019, there were 507 stable
Cochrane reviews (6.6% of 7,645 non-withdrawn reviews). The most common
reasons related to no, little, or infrequent research activity expected (331 of 505;
65.5%). Only 39 reviews were stable because of firm conclusions unlikely to be
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changed by new evidence (7.7%), but that declaration was mostly not supported by
judgments made in the review about strength of evidence and implications for
research. Among the 180 reviews stable in 2013, 16 reverted to normal status
(8.9%), with 2 of those changing conclusions because of new studies. Few Cochrane
protocols specified an analytic method for determining when there was enough
evidence to stop updating the review (116 of 2,415; 4.8%).
Conclusion
Cochrane reviews were more likely to end because important future primary research
activity was believed to be unlikely, than because there was enough evidence.
Judgments about the strength of evidence and need for research were often
inconsistent with the declaration that conclusions were unlikely to change. The
inconsistencies underscore the need for reliable analytic methods to support
decision-making about the conclusiveness of evidence.

Hilda Bastian
Lars Hemkens
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Background
The question of when there is enough evidence to be certain about effects in health
is a critical one: both premature and overdue certainty can do damage. In 1992,
Antman and colleagues demonstrated that harmful clinical advice and initiation of
redundant clinical trials could continue long past the time a question has been
definitively answered. (1) They argued that keeping on top of trial results with
systematic reviews could help reduce this problem, a point of view reiterated by
Chalmers and Glasziou in a 2009 paper on avoidable research waste. (2)
Systematic reviews involve searching for studies on a question and synthesising the
findings, using explicit formal methods. (3) They can be outdated by subsequent
studies, sometimes quite quickly. (4) Systematic reviews of clinical trials therefore
need to be monitored and updated as long as a critical question about effectiveness
or safety remains. This was made feasible on a large scale by developments in
information technology and publishing, and enabled the establishment of the
Cochrane Collaboration in 1993. (5) The Cochrane Collaboration developed a
reviewer and methodologist community around the production and updating of
systematic reviews, underpinned by a clinical trials register and dissemination
through its own journal, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR).
(6,7) The Cochrane community also developed a range of technical and social
mechanisms, and played an often-pioneering role in establishing and evaluating
scientific methodology. (8)
The Collaboration had an initial goal of continual updating and at least one update a
year, moving to a default update interval of two years in 2000, (9) and dropping the
routine updating expectation by 2019. (10) Attempting to keep up with evidence in
health like this raises a variety of complex issues. (11) Methods for updating
systematic reviews became a widespread concern among systematic reviewers and
users of systematic reviews, as well as an area of study. (3,12–14) At some point,
updating a systematic review can become redundant, but there is a risk in misjudging
this.
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In the wake of a mega-trial that overturned the results of a meta-analysis in 1995,
Egger and Smith argued “several medium sized trials of high quality seem necessary
to render results trustworthy”. (15) Pogue and Yusuf developed a method using
optimal information size and cumulative meta-analysis, advocating for its use for
prospective determination and monitoring of what would be enough evidence in
systematic review protocols, just as for clinical trials. (16,17) Egger et al identified
limitations in this method, and it never crossed over into practice. (18,19)
Wetterslev et al built on the Pogue/Yusuf method in 2008, incorporating
consideration of heterogeneity, with a method they called trial sequential analysis
with cumulative meta-analysis. (20–22) Cochrane’s 2019 guidance to reviewers
discourages the use of these methods for updating reviews, unless it is prospectively
included in the protocol and used as a secondary analysis only, or in a prospective
meta-analysis of a defined group of trials. (10) A 2016 consensus report shows that
there is still no well-validated methodology in routine use in systematic reviewing,
however, that can reliably show when we have reached, or passed, the point of
“enough evidence”. (14)
Up until 2006, there were two status options for Cochrane reviews: “normal” (active
reviews, ordinarily with an interval of two years until update was due), and withdrawn
(the review is retracted). In 2006, the Collaboration’s governing body decided to add
a third option, designating a review as “stable”, in the following software release for
Cochrane reviews. (23) This status was codified in the 2008 version of the
organisation’s handbook for systematic reviewers, (24) defining a stable review as
one that is no longer updated but “highly likely to maintain its current relevance for
the foreseeable future (measured in years rather than months)”. This status was to
be reviewed periodically, and two uses were specified:
•

“The intervention is superseded (bearing in mind that Cochrane reviews
should be internationally relevant);

•

The conclusion is so certain that the addition of new information will not
change it, and there are no foreseeable adverse effects of the intervention”.
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In 2008, the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and
Evaluation (GRADE) Group introduced a categorisation of “high quality” in assessing
the strength of evidence, defined as “Further research is very unlikely to change our
confidence in the estimate of effect”, and this was soon incorporated into Cochrane
review summary of findings tables. (24,25) However, the GRADE Group moved away
from this conceptualisation by 2017, in favour of “high certainty of evidence”. (26)
The GRADE Handbook also recommends using an optimal or required information
size calculation to assess the adequacy of precision of an estimate of effect, and that
was incorporated in the 2019 edition of the Cochrane Handbook. (10,27)
Cochrane retired the status “stable” in 2019, and a new updating status of “no longer
being updated” adopted, with different criteria for use. (10,28) The pool of systematic
reviews that have carried the designation “stable” provides an opportunity to study a
critical stage in the life cycle of systematic reviews, and when some systematic
reviewers believe there is enough evidence. The aims of this study were to assess
the extent of usage of stable status, review the fate of reviews designated stable in
2013, and categorise reported reasons for cessation of systematic review updating.
We also aimed to describe the reviews with conclusions stated to be unlikely to
change with results of new studies, and estimate the extent to which Cochrane
reviews were using analytic methods over and above meta-analysis to determine
when there was enough evidence.

Methods
Study aim 1: assessing the extent of usage of stable status
The identification numbers of all Cochrane systematic reviews designated as stable
in the March 2012 and February 2013 issues of the CDSR had been identified from
the journal’s encoded version (XML markup language), as well as the number of nonwithdrawn published Cochrane reviews. Each review’s identification number was
recorded, as well as the year it was designated stable according to the published
“What’s New” section of the review.
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In 2019, we identified the CDSR reviews designated stable up to 20 August via the
advanced search option in Archie (the internal Cochrane contributors’ database on
Cochrane reviews and other documents). (29,30) Identification number, title, and
status, were collected, as well as the Cochrane Review Group (CRG) responsible for
the review. CRGs are the editorial groups responsible for reviews in specific topic
areas. We also collected two fields related to the review’s updating status (“rationale”
and “explanation”), which had been introduced in a new Updating Classification
System in 2016. (28) Cases where a review had both stable and retracted
(“withdrawn”) status were excluded. Reviews that were stable in 2013 and still
described as stable in the CDSR were included in the study, even if they were not
among the reviews declared stable downloaded from Archie.
The total number of Cochrane reviews on 20 August, excluding those that were
withdrawn, was obtained from the Cochrane Editorial Unit. A full listing of the CRGs
in 2019 was compiled from The Cochrane Library website in March 2019. (31) The
reviews of a CRG that no longer exists (HIV/AIDS) were merged with those of the
CRG now responsible for that subject area (Infectious Diseases).
Study aim 2: reviewing the fate of reviews designated stable in 2013
We compared the list of stable reviews from 2013 with those in 2019, identifying
those that were no longer designated stable. Data on the current status of those that
were no longer designated stable were collected from the CDSR, and events
reported in the “What’s New” table since 2013 were summarized by one author (HB).
Each review’s status was categorised as normal, stable, or withdrawn. These cases
were evaluated by both authors.
Study aim 3: categorising reported reasons for cessation of systematic reviewing
In 2012 and 2013, both authors had reviewed the reasons for the designation given
in the “What’s New” section, assigning categories which were developed and agreed
on iteratively. Where reasons were not given in the “What’s New” section, the
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abstract, discussion, and conclusion sections were reviewed. Differences in category
assignment were resolved by discussion.
We modified and added to our categories from 2013 when reviews did not fit an
existing category. We also used the information in the unpublished fields for update
classification in Archie to supplement the information published in the reviews for our
categorisation.
We assessed the currency of our 2013 categorisations by checking them against the
unpublished “rationale”. When these matched, we retained our original category
without further review.
Where the internal “rationale” and “explanation” for a review were unambiguously
consistent, and unambiguously matched one of our categories, we assigned that
category and undertook no further analysis, unless it was a review we had
categorised as having a firm conclusion in 2013. All other cases were initially
reviewed by one author (HB), who extracted data on reasons for the designation from
the “What’s New” section of that review on the CDSR and assigned a category to the
review. A random sample of 70 of these were independently assigned a category by
the second author (LGH), and differences were resolved by discussion. The second
author also reviewed all cases assigned as reaching firm conclusions, and
differences were resolved by discussion. Of the final sample of included stable
reviews, 42% were assessed by both authors, 27% by one author (HB), and 31%
were based on Cochrane classifications alone (S5 File).
Study aim 4: describing reviews with firm conclusions unlikely to change with new
studies
To explore this category of reviews, we categorised the main conclusions of these
reviews, resolving differences by discussion. Authors’ judgments in two other parts of
Cochrane reviews are directly relevant to aspects of a firm conclusion, and could be
expected to support the review’s conclusiveness. The first is the authors’ conclusion
on the implications of their findings for research, and the other is the judgment on
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strength of evidence. We categorised the reviews’ section on implications for future
research, resolving differences by discussion.
In addition, one author (HB) collected the highest GRADE rating for certainty of
evidence in the summary of findings (SoF) table. Where there was no summary of
findings table, the description of evidence quality or certainty in the abstract, results,
or discussion sections of the review was collected. When the only evidence rating
was at the individual study level, the rating for the best-rated study was collected. To
determine whether these reviews reported used specific formal analytic method in
addition to meta-analysis to reach their determination of enough evidence, the
methods, results, and discussion sections were also reviewed by one author (HB).
Study aim 5: estimating the extent of usage of formal analytic methods to determine
when there is enough evidence in protocols
To estimate the potential usage of analytic methods for analysing whether there is
enough evidence above and beyond meta-analysis, a full text search of all protocols
in CDSR was done for the phrases “trial sequential analysis”, “value of information”,
“optimal information size”, or “required information size” on 29 September 2019.
Protocols were screened by one author (HB) to identify those that included an
analytic method for determining when there would be enough evidence. The number
of protocols in the CDSR was recorded.
Data management and analysis
Data were collected in Excel and analysed using RStudio 1.1463 running R 3.5.2,
(32,33) using tidyverse and reshape2 packages. (34,35) Summary statistics were
used to describe the cohort. Analytic code (S1 Code, S1 File) and meta-data (S2
File), as well as data, are included in supporting information. Data for this project,
including analytic code, are also deposited at the Open Science Framework. (36)
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Results
Usage of stable status
We identified 507 reviews classified stable among 7,645 non-withdrawn reviews
(6.6%) in August 2017 (Figure 10). In February 2013 there had been 180 Cochrane
reviews classified stable, which were 3.5% of all 5,137 non-withdrawn Cochrane
reviews.

Figure 10. The number of stable reviews among non-withdrawn Cochrane
reviews, 2013 and 2019.

There was an increase in the proportion of reviews designated stable between 2013
and 2019. This was in large part due to a single Cochrane Review Group (CRG).
Table 6 shows the breakdown of stable reviews across CRGs in 2019, showing that
they are not distributed evenly across the 53 groups and most are designated stable
by a few groups.
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Table 6. Number and proportion of stable reviews across Cochrane Review
Groups (CRGs).

0 stable
reviews

1-10 stable
reviews

11-20
stable
reviews

>20 stable
reviews*

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Number and proportion of
CRGs by level of volume of
stable reviews (n = 53)

20

37.7

23

43.4

4

7.5

6

11.3

Number and proportion of
stable reviews in CRGs by
level of volume of stable
reviews (n = 507)

-

-

79

15.6

52

10.3

376

74.2

* Range of 24 to 219

The number of stable reviews per CRG ranged from 0 to 219, with a median of 1
(IQR 7). Of the six CRGs responsible for over 20 stable reviews, three CRGs were
responsible for 59.2% of all stable reviews, with a single CRG designating 219
reviews stable (43.2% of all stable reviews).
Fate of reviews designated stable in 2013
Most of the 180 reviews with stable status in 2013 were still designated stable in
2019 (n = 159, 88.3%), but 16 reverted to normal status (8.9%) and five were
withdrawn (2.8%) (Figure 11). One was withdrawn because it was no longer a priority
for the editorial group, and the others were being replaced by one or more new
reviews or protocols.
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Figure 11. Status in 2019 of stable reviews from February 2013.

Most stable reviews that reverted to normal status did not have new included studies
(11 of 16; 68.8%) (Table 7). Two of the reviews had been declared stable in 2013
because of firm conclusions judged unlikely to be changed by new evidence. In one
case, however, it was because new trials had been found and an update of the
review was in progress. In the other, it was because of a reader’s criticism that the
firm conclusion was unjustified.
Table 7. Reasons formerly stable reviews reverted to normal status (n = 16).

Editorial action or update with no new included
studies, stable status not renewed
New included studies without change of
conclusion
Changed conclusions because of new included
studies
Change of status in response to criticism, no
new studies
Total

67

Number

Percent

10

62.5

3

18.8

2

12.5

1

6.2

16

100

Reasons for reviews being designated stable
We agreed on eight categories for the reasons reported for declaring reviews stable.
In Figure 12, we summarise these reasons and group them into those with an
alternative schedule for updating, those where updates have ceased, and those
where it appears that updating was never intended.
Figure 12. Categories of reasons reported for stable status of reviews.

Although each category is distinct, they are not mutually exclusive: a review could be
assigned to ongoing monitoring rather than scheduled updating because little further
research is expected, for example. Table 8 shows the proportion of reviews assigned
to each of the eight categories, in order of frequency. For two reviews, no reasons
were reported for declaring the review stable.
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Table 8. Reported reasons for declaring Cochrane reviews stable (n = 505).
Reason (ID)

Number

Percent

Little or no further evidence expected (B)

147

29.1

Monitoring new trials or periodic searches, to be updated
only if new eligible study identified or standards change (E)
Update required, but in more than 2 years (D)

99

19.6

85

16.8

Intervention not in general use, superseded, or withdrawn
from market (A)
Review has been or will be superseded by a new review (F)

60

11.9

49

9.7

Firm conclusions; new studies would be unlikely to change
conclusions (C)
Abandoned; low priority and/or authors unavailable for
updating (G)
Individual patient data review (H)

39

7.7

21

4.2

5

1.0

Total

505

100

The three most common reasons for declaring a review stable all relate to no, little, or
infrequent research activity expected (331 of 505; 65.5%). As such a large proportion
of these reviews were from one CRG, Figure 13 illustrates the proportion of reviews
in each of the eight categories as in Table 8, with and without its reviews. This
suggests that editorial practices were variable between CRGs that applied stable
status.
Figure 13. Reported reasons for declaring Cochrane reviews stable, with and
without 219 reviews from a single CRG.

Notes: There were 505 stable reviews with reported reasons, and 286 without
the 219 reviews from a single CRG.
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Reviews with firm conclusions reported to be unlikely to change

There were 39 reviews designated stable with firm conclusions reported to be
unlikely to change with further evidence, which was 0.5% of all 7,645 non-withdrawn
Cochrane reviews in 2019. They came from 11 CRGs, including 16 from the single
CRG with the most stable reviews (41.0%, approximately the same proportion as the
group has for stable reviews overall). Two of the reviews coming to firm conclusions
reported an analytic method for this decision in their methods (5.1%). In one, it was
cumulative meta-analysis, and in the other, it was a sample size calculation based on
data from the larger included trials.
In 20 of the 39 reviews, the firm conclusion was that there was a benefit (51.3%). The
firm conclusion in the 19 others was an absence of evidence of benefit or superiority,
with five of those concluding there was evidence of adverse effect(s) (12.8%).
The majority of the reviews concluded there were still open questions. The authors in
20 of the 39 reviews with firm conclusions wrote that further research was needed on
the subject for which their conclusion was firm (59.0%). Of the 16 reviews where
authors concluded no further research on that question was needed, six
recommended research on other questions related to the review’s subject (a further
15.4% of the 39 reviews).
Table 9 shows the evidence rating and future research recommendation for the 14
reviews that had GRADE SoF tables, broken down by the type of firm conclusion.
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Table 9. Stable reviews coming to firm conclusions, with a GRADE Summary
of Findings (SoF) table (n = 14).
Firm conclusion on effect(s)

Benefit (n = 8)
Some evidence of benefit (n = 1)
Some evidence of benefit,
adverse effects (n = 1)
No evidence of superiority (n = 1)
No evidence of benefit, adverse
effects (n = 3)

Total

More research
needed on that
question
No
Yes

Highest quality of evidence
rating in SoF1
High2

Moderate3

Low
4

2
0
0

6
1
1

3
0
1

4
0
0

0
1
0

0
2

1
1

0
2

1
1

0
0

4

10

6

6

1

Note: The shaded columns indicate possible results that could be incongruent with a firm
conclusion unlikely to be changed by future research.
1
2
3
4

One review with an SoF table did not rate the quality of the evidence.
Defined in the review as “High: further research is very unlikely to change our
confidence in the estimate of effect”.
Defined in the review as “Moderate: further research is likely to have an important
effect on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate”.
Defined in the review as “Low: our confidence in the effect estimate is limited: the true
effect may be substantially different from the estimate of the effect”.

In those 14 reviews with evidence rated using GRADE, we saw little consistency
between the firm conclusion/stable status, the quality of evidence, and the
recommendation about future research. Only three of the 14 reviews (21.4%) rated
the quality of the evidence as high, with no further research recommended. The
others are not universally contradictory – for example, in one review, the lack of good
evidence of effectiveness was coupled with reference to literature on the biological
implausibility of possible benefit from the intervention. (37) That is exceptional,
however, and the apparent internal contradictions in conclusions were typically not
explained. Some of the discrepancy could be related to conflating the question of
whether a strong enough study will be done, with what the impact of one would be.
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For the group of 25 reviews without a GRADE SoF table, 12 concluded there was no
need for further research on the subject of their firm conclusion (48.0%). However,
we could not assess the consistency with the firm conclusion and the authors’
judgment of the strength of the evidence. Many reported no overall “rating” of the
quality of the included evidence (14 of 25; 56.0%), and of those that did, there was
no other consistent method for reaching that judgment.
Use of analytic methods for determining the evidence is enough in protocols for
Cochrane reviews
We identified 116 out of 2,415 review protocols that reported some planned use of
one of the formal analytic methods we searched for (Table 10).
Table 10. Use of analytic methods in protocols of Cochrane reviews identified
by text search (n = 116).

Method

Number

Percent

107
0
5
4
116

92.2
0
4.3
3.4
100

Trial sequential analysis
Value of information
Optimal information size
Required information size
Total

Percent of
all protocols
(n = 2,415)
4.4
0
0.2
0.2
4.8

The method proposed was mostly trial sequential analysis, and most uses of it came
from the CRG associated with the development of the method that advises its
authors to use it (79 of 107, 73.8%). (38) Each use of optimal information size was in
relation to GRADE assessment.
In all, 19 CRGs in this search had at least one protocol using one of these methods
(35.8% of all CRGs). The range of protocols per CRG was 1 to 79 (median 1, IQR 2).
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Discussion
The group of reviews declared stable by Cochrane authors or editorial groups
demonstrate several ways in which a “live” systematic review can reach its end. It
was usually not because there was enough reliable evidence. There were some
relatively common reasons for declaring a Cochrane review stable. One was that the
research focus shifted or the review needed to be split or merged with another or
others. Another was that the clinical question had lapsed because the interventions
involved are no longer available or have been superseded by other forms of care.
However, the overwhelming reason for declaring reviews stable related to the
perceived likelihood of there being further eligible studies. Two-thirds of the reviews
were declared stable because of some variation of infrequent or no research activity
around the intervention(s). This is also a critical factor to others. For example, for the
National Institute for Health and Care Evidence (NICE), not identifying any major
ongoing studies is key to retiring a question. (39)
Low likely research yield is a logical criterion for the use of scarce updating
resources. However, following active research areas only could tilt the systematic
review agenda towards the agendas of those who invest in trials, rather than clinical
and consumer relevance. “Continuing importance of the review question to decision
makers” is explicitly a key consideration about updating in Cochrane guidance. (10)
That goal might be at risk from considering whether there are new studies that could
impact results before deciding to update. The latest issue of the Cochrane Handbook
also recommends considering metrics such as review clicks and citations in deciding
whether or not to update. (10) That may lead in the same direction, perhaps
channeling resources issues of less health value because they can go viral.
This situation becomes critical when the question still concerns consumers and
clinicians and an updated systematic review could have encouraged further studies,
or the judgment about the likelihood of important evidence proves to be wrong. In our
sample, authors of at least 5% of stable reviews reversed their decision between
2013 and 2019, with two of those reviews having changed conclusions because of
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new evidence. Although that is reassuringly low, we do not know whether important
new evidence or other developments affected further reviews that did not search for
them.
The 2016 consensus statement on updating systematic reviews (14) argues that
decisions not to update a systematic review need to be made in a context where new
studies are under surveillance, because “… it is still important to assess new studies
that might meet the inclusion criteria. New studies can show unexpected effects (eg,
attenuation of efficacy) or provide new information about the effects seen in different
circumstances (eg, groups of patients or locations)”. The remit of Cochrane’s review
groups includes maintaining a register of trials within their subject scope, but we do
not know the extent to which they all systematically assess incoming studies.
New studies are not the only development that could affect or compromise a
systematic review’s conclusions and estimates. Identification of major error in an
included study, for example, could reduce the effect size in a meta-analysis, (40) or
could invalidate a review’s conclusions. The 2019 Cochrane Handbook for
Systematic Reviews of Interventions notes studies retracted for data fabrication
should be removed from Cochrane reviews. (10)
The designation “stable” has been replaced in 2019 by the status, “no update
planned”. Given the problems our study shows with the implementation of the stable
status, its end is justified. The replacement status has five options, none of which
cover having enough evidence: (a) the intervention or (b) review is superseded, (c)
the research area is no longer active, (d) the review is of low priority, and (e) “other”.
(28)
“No update planned” is one of three potential statuses from 2019, the others being
“up to date” and “update pending”. These categories aim to “provide readers with a
guide to the status of the Cochrane review, and the likely future plans for the
Cochrane Review with respect to updating”. (28) The usefulness of the “up to date”
categorisation to readers depends on how current and accurate that judgment is.
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“Update pending” may be inherently misleading to readers, however. It could mean
an update is around the corner, but it could be a euphemism for “out of date”.
Our study’s results have only limited application to Cochrane’s new system.
Analysing these reviews was useful for charting part of the life cycle of systematic
reviews and exploring some practices, but it had had major limitations in assessing
prevalence of those practices. A substantial number of Cochrane’s editorial groups
never applied the “stable” status, and practices among those that did appears to be
highly variable. The data therefore do not reflect the proportion of Cochrane reviews
to which the status could apply. Reasons for declaring a review stable were often
poorly reported or ambiguously stated. A substantial proportion of our category
assignments were based on internal Cochrane information without assessing the text
of the review, or were made by a single author.
However, several of our findings are relevant for Cochrane reviews and for the
development of methods in systematic reviews generally. We found that judgments
about the conclusiveness of evidence and potential importance of future research to
current findings were often inconsistent within the small group of reviews coming to
firm conclusions. The potential for an error in judgment is high for Cochrane reviews,
(21,41–43) and there can be considerable differences in authors’ GRADE-based
assessments in systematic reviews in general. (44) Differing interpretations at the
additional level suggested by this study underscore the value that improved
methodology could offer.
Although the Cochrane Handbook discourages the use of methods such as trial
sequential analysis, (10) value of information and related methods have been
advocated or are in use for determining future research needs based on metaanalysis, (45,46) as well as methods for determining priorities in updating them.
(14,47,48) We found that a small proportion of Cochrane protocols are incorporating
similar methods to determine when updating is no longer required. Our search terms
would not have identified all the protocols using a methodology to pre-specify when a
review could be closed.
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Optimal information size is now explicitly recommended in the Cochrane Handbook
for considering the imprecision of trial results, (10) and that may be more widely used
in future. The impact of that should be assessed, both for systematic reviewers and
users of reviews. The inconsistencies we identified in this study underscore the need
for reliable analytic methods to support decision-making about the conclusiveness of
evidence. Those decisions include health care choices and recommendations, as
well as conducting, funding, approving, and participating in clinical trials. Being able
to decide when there is enough evidence, with reasonable reliability, is both a
practical and ethical necessity.
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Chapter 5

The prevalence of retractions and their identification in PubMed and
PubMed Central: a descriptive study.
Abstract
Background
The visibility and discoverability of retractions may be inadequate at journals and
bibliographic databases. This could be contributing to the continuing influence of
invalid data and publications despite their retraction.
Objectives
We aimed to estimate the prevalence of retracted publications over time and their
identification in PubMed and PubMed Central (PMC), as well as adherence to
aspects of guidelines on retracting publications.
Methods
We developed extended search strategies for PubMed and PMC, searching for
retracted publications to the end of 2017, as well as the Retraction Watch database,
Web of Science, CrossRef, and major publisher websites. We searched references
of studies of retractions, and PubMed records that were still “e-published ahead of
print” status up to the end of 2012. We analyzed the proportion of retractions
identified in PubMed/PMC, as well as the retractions by year, time to retraction, and
compliance with practices intended to improve identification of retractions.
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Results
We screened 24,437 records and identified 8,828 retracted publications in
PubMed/PMC to the end of 2017, below 0.1% of new publications in PubMed from
1985 to 2015. A total of 2,705 (30.6%) of these publications did not have retraction
status in PubMed/PMC. A third of those had been “e-published ahead of print” since
before 2013, a category of record that is not indexed for PubMed by the National
Library of Medicine (NLM). A high proportion of those records were retracted (over
40%). Journal non-compliance with recommended practice was high, with separate
notices of retraction not submitted to PubMed for 29.4% of retracted publications.
Conclusions
Retracted publications are rare, and under-identified in PubMed/PMC. There are
multiple causes, some of which could be resolved by the NLM and others that are the
responsibility of journals. All but a small minority of retracted publications could be
identified by filtered searches.
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Background
Invalid data and publications continue to influence research and decision-making,
either directly, or second-hand via publications which have relied on them. Although
retraction tends to reduce citation of a publication, these publications continue to be
used without apparent awareness of their status. (1–8) As well as their importance to
the integrity of literature, retractions are relevant to research integrity investigations of
individuals and analysis of journal performance, and as an indicator of research
integrity and evolving publishing practice. (9,10) The visibility and discoverability of
retractions are, therefore, vital elements of scholarship infrastructure and the
historical record, but both may be inadequate at journals and bibliographic
databases. (11–14)
As a major bibliographic database used by millions every day that can gather and
standardize post-publication events across journals, PubMed is an important
resource for authors, investigators, and developers of publication-related resources.
PubMed Central (PMC) is its accompanying full-text archive, which is also used
independently of PubMed. Both are free public databases produced by the U.S.
National Library of Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH),
providing application program interfaces (APIs) that enable data on publications and
their retracted status to be incorporated in other literature resources. PubMed is also
a common basis for studies of retractions. (10) Ensuring more rapid and
comprehensive coverage of retractions with higher accuracy, visibility, and
discoverability in PubMed and PMC could play a critical role in reducing error and
improving accountability in biomedical science.
PubMed includes publications from selected journals, books, and documents,
predominantly related to biomedicine. Publications funded by NIH and several other
funders and government agencies are also included, whether or not the journal is
one selected for inclusion in PubMed or PMC. (15) As well as processing the data
provided by publishers and authors of eligible manuscripts, the NLM creates linkages
between records. The NLM adds indexing terms and categories to MEDLINE84

indexed journals, some of which can be added to non-MEDLINE publications in
PubMed. MEDLINE-indexed journals are the primary component of PubMed. (16)
The NLM added the indexing category “Retraction of publication” for retraction
notices in MEDLINE-indexed journals in 1984. (17,18) This enabled NLM indexers to
generate a record for this event, noting it in the citation record of the affected
publication. Retraction was only used when a publication “was based on fraudulent
research”. (18) Journal retractions issued for other reasons were not originally
classified by NLM as retracted, for example a series of retractions by the editors of
the American Journal of Cardiology in 1987. (19,18) The categorization was applied
retrospectively to all research classified as fraudulent that could be identified by NLM
in 1984. (18)
The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) added retraction of
research findings to its Uniform Requirements for medical journals in 1987, also with
a view to identifying only publications determined to be fraudulent. (20,21)
The NLM added an indexing category for the retracted publication itself in 1989. (22)
In 1991, “retraction of publication” and “retracted publication” became formal
publication types, a new feature at NLM, covering the retraction or withdrawal of a
publication. (23) A retraction notice in PubMed can retract multiple publications or a
publication from before that journal was indexed by the NLM. By 1992 the NLM’s
definition had expanded beyond fraudulent research and continued to be refined
through the 1990s. (23–25) An indexing category for “partial retraction” was added in
2007. (26) It was rarely used, and was phased out in 2016, with the status of these
events changed to erratum. (27) As of 2016, publishers have also been able to edit
and change the status and most content of their PubMed records, as well as link
them, but not delete them. (28,29) PMC contributors can include XML tagging for
retraction notices, with a citation for the retracted article linking it as a related article,
but only the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) can add, remove,
or change PMC records. (30) Retracted publications and retractions in PMC are
searchable via PMC filters.
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Current definitions of retracted or withdrawn publications by the NLM, (31)
Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE), (32) Council of Science Editors (CSE),
(33) and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) (34) specify
several categories of reasons for retracting an article, including:
•

Scientific misconduct (NLM, COPE, CSE, ICMJE);

•

Invalid or unreliable data (NLM, COPE, ICMJE);

•

Plagiarism (NLM, COPE, ICMJE);

•

Pervasive (“honest”) error (NLM, COPE, CSE);

•

Irreproducible research/replication failure (NLM, CSE);

•

Redundant publication (findings already published elsewhere) (COPE, CSE,
ICMJE);

•

Unethical research (COPE, CSE);

•

Research compromised by inappropriate methodology (ICMJE);

•

Failure to disclose competing interests likely to influence interpretations or
recommendations (COPE).

Publishing practice and policies continue to evolve. Studies of retracted publications
identify further reasons, including editorial misconduct and peer review fraud, (35,36)
as well as publisher or administrative error, data ownership or copyright issues, and
authorship disputes. (35,37,38)
For this study, we regarded a retracted publication as one that has been retracted,
removed, or withdrawn from the literature for any reason. The aims of the study were
to estimate the prevalence of retracted publications and their identification in PubMed
and PMC over time, and estimate rates of adherence to aspects of NLM, COPE, and
ICMJE guidance on retracting publications.
This was the second study in the PubMed Commons program of evaluation of postpublication activity at PubMed/PMC, aiming to identify opportunities to improve
coverage, visibility, discoverability, and time lag in identification of events. The first
PubMed Commons study identified and analyzed editorial expressions of concern.
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(39) This resulted in the addition of a MEDLINE publication type for expressions of
concern in 2018. (40)

Methods
This study is reported according to the STROBE statement for reporting
observational studies, (41) and the UK InterTASC Information Specialists’ Sub-Group
(ISSG) Search Filter Appraisal Checklist. (42) Details of search strategies for the
prevalence of retracted publications are reported in accordance with the PRISMA
reporting guidelines for systematic reviews. (43)
Inclusion criteria for retracted publications
Publications were classified as retracted for this study without any restriction on
reasons for the designation. Publications included articles, letters, and any other item
that can generate a PubMed or PMC record. A retraction notice is the statement
issued by the journal advising that the publication is withdrawn. This status could be
indicated by any variant of the word retracted, removed, withdrawn, or similar
language to indicate that the publication has been rescinded. Retracted publications
and retraction notices in any language were eligible for inclusion.
We included publications as retracted if at least two authors confirmed retraction
status at the journal website or printed publication, or if there was an annotation to
the PubMed or PMC record, unless we judged the annotation in PubMed or PMC to
be in error (for example, assigned to the wrong publication).
Partial retractions were regarded as errata per current NLM policy, not retractions.
(31) When it was unclear from a journal’s retraction notice whether or not it was a
retraction of the full article, NLM indexing of the record as retracted was accepted, as
additional communication between NLM and the publisher may have taken place that
is not publicly available. Publications that are retracted can also be republished, with
the republished version indexed as such. (31) We did not collect and analyze
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republications. Articles can also be corrected and republished: we did not classify
these as retractions.
To be eligible for inclusion in analyses as a retracted publication, a publication had to
have a record in PubMed and/or PMC, whether or not the notification of its retraction
was also in PubMed/PMC. When PubMed records were deleted after we had
classified the record as a retracted publication, the record remained in our dataset.
To be eligible for inclusion in this study as a report of retraction, the notice could be a
separate publication, an annotation to the retracted publication at the journal and/or
in PubMed/PMC, or a note replacing the retracted publication. However, when the
retracted publications were not indexed in PubMed/PMC, the notices and
publications were excluded as the full denominator of non-PubMed-indexed
publications is unknown. This includes, for example, retractions in a MEDLINEindexed journal for publications that predate that journal’s acceptance into MEDLINE.
Retractions of retractions were treated as “de-retractions”, so the originally retracted
publication was no longer designated as retracted. However, the original retraction
notice was itself classified as a retracted publication. When an annotation “temporary
removal” was revoked, we did not record this as a de-retraction, although we
classified those publications with this annotation at our final search as retracted, if the
publication had the same status displayed at the journal.
Abstracts within conference proceedings can have separate PubMed records, or a
single PubMed record for the full set. PMC sometimes issues separate records for
abstracts in conference proceedings, where PubMed has issued only one. We did
not attempt to disaggregate the total number of abstracts retracted and followed the
PubMed practice for categorization at the proceedings only. Thus, if PubMed issued
a single record for a conference where multiple abstracts were retracted, this
remained a single retracted publication even if PMC retracted multiple records.
There were cases where a journal published a summary version of a publication as
well as a full-length version, each with a separate PubMed record. When the full88

length version was retracted, we included both as retracted publications, whether or
not the summary was explicitly mentioned in the retraction notice.
The classifications in this study are those of the authors only, and may not reflect the
final decisions for PubMed/PMC.
Assessing the prevalence of retracted publications
Although there have been multiple studies of retractions in the literature, we did not
identify a formally validated search strategy for retracted publications. Our searches
of PubMed and PMC began with the databases’ specific indexing terms for retracted
publications and retraction notices, and text terms to capture versions of “retracted”
and “withdrawn” added to titles or abstracts. As retracted publications were identified
from other sources that would not be detected by our PubMed/PMC search, we
developed our strategy iteratively. Final extensions of the search strategy were
agreed on after discussion by all authors, taking into consideration the additional time
required to screen records. Our search strategies were not peer reviewed.
We searched PubMed and PMC, downloading abstracts and MEDLINE (44) or PMC
data associated with the record. We also searched the Retraction Watch database,
Web of Science, CrossRef (via API), and several publisher websites (Bentham, Cell
Press, Elsevier’s Science Direct, IEEE, Springer Link, SagePub, Taylor and Francis,
and Wiley Online Library). Additional searches included comments on PubMed
Commons, a commenting platform previously available on PubMed, (45) two reports
of mass retractions, and one publisher of guidelines (American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, ACOG). Details of search strategies and numbers
of records retrieved are reported in Appendix 3.
Initial screening of results was by two authors for PubMed, PMC, Retraction Watch,
and Web of Science, and one author for the others (HB or MV). All potentially
retracted publications identified by these searches were reviewed by at least two
authors, with differences resolved by consensus of at least two authors. Final
searches of PubMed, PMC, and Retraction Watch incorporated retractions to the end
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of 2017, but other searches were only up to the end of August 2017. Our first search
was run in November 2015 and the final update search for PubMed/PMC using the
finalized search strategy reported here was run on 20 February 2018. Publications
and retraction notices dated in 2018 were excluded. However, it is possible that
some records retracted only by changes to the record itself in 2018 without a
separate retraction notice were included.
In addition, we searched all PubMed records up to the end of 2012 that still had
“epublished ahead of print” (epub) status. While the number of retracted publications
in this set was relatively high, the volume of them after 2012 was too high for us to
screen. There were more than 125,000 records still with this status published
between 2013 and 2017 at that time. Epub records up to the end of 2012 were
screened by 2 authors (DJ, MV).
When a publication is included in a journal issue, the already-created epub record
should be updated to reflect the change in status. However, this can fail in practice.
Therefore, we looked for potential duplicates for the epub record, to identify cases
where a new record for the same publication had been created instead of updating
the epub. For publications listed as epubs at PubMed, but which could not be found
on journal websites, Google Scholar and Google were searched to identify possible
accessible versions.
We identified a further indicator for possible retraction: retraction notices with a title
that was only a precise repetition of the title of the retracted publication, and empty
abstracts. However, the volume of records with identical repeated titles or empty
abstracts within a journal was too high for us to screen.
To identify available collections of retracted publications from other studies, and to
inform our search strategies, we conducted searches for studies of retractions in the
biomedical literature, with data on retractions from 1990 onwards. PubMed and
reference lists for seed studies were manually searched by one author (HB),
including the studies found in a 2017 review of articles on retractions, (10) with
reference lists of the further identified studies also hand-searched. In addition, all
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citations in Google Scholar for a pivotal study (38) up to 21 August 2017 were
screened. The articles with reference lists that were hand-searched, and those with
available identified retractions, are included in Appendix 3. The search strategy and
list of 117 primary publications and one review is Appendix 4, including an update in
2019 that did not contribute to our reference searching for retracted publications.
Up to 2017, a total of 53 data collections of retractions reported in 63 publications
were identified. These studies could cover publications that are not included in
PubMed or PMC. Reliance on PubMed/MEDLINE as a data source was common,
and for 45% of studies, this was the sole data source (n = 24). Only 10 of the studies
included identification of some or all of the retracted publications the authors had
analyzed. (35,36,46–53)
One person searched PubMed for the retracted publications cited in 9 of those 10
studies (HB), and those not indexed as retractions were added to the database for
further screening. The tenth study published an Excel sheet of PubMed IDs, and this
was de-duplicated with the database before adding records for further screening. (47)
Data collection and analysis
Searches of and data retrieval from NLM’s Catalog, PubMed, and PMC were
conducted via the NCBI e-utilities, (54) using the Rstats package rentrez to build and
submit queries. (55) Queries to CrossRef (56) were done using rcrossref. (57)
Analyses were performed using RStudio 1.04 running R 3.3.1, (58,59) and we used
tidyverse, survminer, and survival packages for R. (60–62) Data for this project will
be deposited at the Open Science Framework. (63) Rayyan was used for screening
PubMed downloads, (64) with Microsoft Excel used for smaller batches. Our
database of retracted publications and retraction notices was originally maintained in
Microsoft Access, and migrated to R.
Summary statistics were used to describe the cohort, with Kaplan-Meier survival
analysis for time to retraction.
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Assessing prevalence
Each included retracted publication remained paired with an identifier for the
retraction, which could be a PubMed or PMC ID, a DOI, or a short citation. Where the
form of retraction was only an annotation or replacement within the PubMed or PMC
record, the ID for the retracted publication served as the ID for the retraction notice.
Separate retraction notices in PubMed/PMC were defined as those where the ID was
not identical to that of the retracted publication, and in journals where there was a
separate DOI or citation.
Data from Web of Science, CrossRef, the publisher IEEE, and the batch of records
provided by Retraction Watch were processed first by the journal of publication. The
list of journal titles across these four sources was de-duplicated. ISSNs or ISBNs for
a given journal in data sources were collapsed into a single query and searched
against the NLM Catalog, and NLM title abbreviations retrieved. If multiple NLM title
abbreviations were retrieved for a given journal, all title abbreviations were searched
simultaneously (using OR Boolean).
For MEDLINE-indexed journals, one author (MV) searched for all publications noted
as retracted in these sources. For other journals, the number of total PubMed records
for that journal was reviewed. After discussion, data from journals with no
publications, or few publications and a non-biomedical focus, were excluded. These
were deemed unlikely to be in PubMed.
Where a DOI was provided for a publication in an eligible journal, we searched the
PubMed identifier fields for the DOI. If a PMID was not returned, then PMC was
searched for the DOI, restricting search to the DOI field. If no DOI was provided or
the DOI did not return a PMID, then the PubMed was searched for journal title
abbreviation(s) with: volume and first page number; author last names and
publication year. If no hits were returned from these searches, then PubMed was
searched for the journal title abbreviation(s) with the full article title, and if not
retrieved, then search again for major content terms from the title in the PubMed title
field.
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Data from Retraction Watch were processed in three batches (June and August
2017, and January 2018). (65) The first two were scraped from the website and
structured into citations, with unique records searched for in PubMed. The first of
these were searched for individually by DOI or title. The second batch was included
in the group processing described above. A final update of records identified by
Retraction Watch after 1 September 2017 was provided by Retraction Watch. These
were screened by one author (HB), who manually searched by title in PubMed, with
the exception of IEEE journals, and economic and business journals which did not
have records in PubMed. The websites for Elsevier (ScienceDirect), Springer
(SpringerLink), Taylor & Francis, and Wiley (including The Cochrane Library
separately) were searched online by one author (HB). The websites for Bentham,
Cell Press, and Sage Publications were searched online by another author (MV).
For all included records of retracted publications and retraction notices as of
February 2018 in PubMed XML (66) and the following data was retrieved for our
analyses:
•

PubMed identification number (and PMC identification number if the
publication was also in PMC);

•

The year from the publication, Entrez, Epub date, and PubMed dates;

•

Titles and abstracts;

•

Retraction status fields in PubMed; and

•

Publication status “epub ahead of print” in PubMed.

Similar identifying and date data were downloaded for PMC records, including
retraction status fields.
For retraction notices, we noted how many publications each notice retracted. Those
counts were confirmed by at least two authors.
Each retracted publication and retraction notice was assigned a publication year
based on the earliest date associated with that record. For example, an article
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epublished in 2009, for which a PubMed record was created in 2010, was dated
2009.
Where a PubMed record had been deleted as of July 2018, the latest data we had for
that record was used.
As well as assessing prevalence of retractions in PubMed and PMC, we assessed
concordance between PubMed and PMC on the retraction status of publications,
including whether or not retraction-related records in PMC had PubMed records.

Time trends
We chose 1984 as the starting point for time trend analyses, as this was the year that
NLM began prospectively classifying retractions. We calculated the proportion of
retracted publications by year of their publication using only retracted publications
with records in PubMed, with the total number of new journal publication records in
PubMed by year. (67)
Our dataset only included dates of retraction for publications in PubMed with
separate retraction notices in PubMed. We did not attempt to account for biases in
the data resulting from the missing data being potentially non-random. After choosing
the earliest year for both retracted publications and retraction notices, we excluded
cases where the date of retraction occurred before the date of publication. We then
calculated the proportion of all publications retracted in the year they were published.
We assessed length of time from publication to retraction via Kaplan-Meier analysis
and calculated the median and interquartile range. We also calculated the cumulative
percentage of retracted publications for new publications in PubMed by year from
1984.
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Non-compliance with selected NLM, COPE, and ICMJE recommendations
Several recommendations aim to ensure that publications are clearly identified as
retracted, and to aid in their identification. In its current policy, the NLM requires
publishers to state clearly that a publication is retracted in a citable, separate
retraction notice. (31) It also encourages following guidelines such as those by COPE
and ICMJE. (31) We used PubMed records as proxies for publisher compliance with
several recommendations for ensuring visibility of retracted status to users. As we
noted in the introduction, journal publishers are able to do this themselves for
PubMed records. We did not assess the visibility of retractions at journal websites.
The first practice analyzed was issuing a separate retraction notice, which is
stipulated by NLM, (31) COPE, (32) and ICMJE (34). Our proxy measure for noncompliance with this requirement was how many retracted publications did not have
a separate PubMed record for a retraction notice.
The second practice was including the title of the affected publication in the title of
the retraction notice. This should be done according to the ICMJE, (34) and is
mentioned by COPE as one way of associating a retraction notice with its retracted
publication(s). (32) Our proxy measure for non-compliance with this practice was how
many titles of retraction notices were shorter than six words (strings of
letters/numbers separated by spaces).
We also assessed compliance with the NLM policy on publications withdrawn while
still with epub status, a policy in force since at least 2006. (31,68,69) When an epub
is removed at the journal or replaced by a retraction notice, the NLM policy states
that a replacement record, also with epub status, should be submitted for PubMed
with the word “Withdrawn” as the first word of the title, and recommended wording
incorporated into the abstract. Our proxy measure for non-compliance with this policy
was how many titles of epub status retracted publications did not begin with the word
“withdrawn” or “withdrawal”.
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Updating all PubMed records, epub or not, to indicate retracted status in the title of
the retracted publication ensures that retracted status is clear to users promptly,
whether or not the publication type retracted has been assigned. Although the ICMJE
does not refer to PubMed records, it recommends that a retracted article “should be
clearly labeled in all its forms”. (34) We calculated the proportion of retracted
publications in PubMed for which a version of “retracted” or “withdrawn” had not been
added as the first word in the title.
Results
Table 11. Overview of retraction terminology and eligibility for inclusion.
Term
Retracted publication

Retraction notice

Partial retraction
De-retraction

Temporary removal

Description
A publication retracted from
a journal for any for any
reason (with or without
separate notification of
retraction).
Separate PubMed or PMC
record for a notice issued in
a journal notifying the
retraction of one or more
publications.
A former indexing option at
NLM; now classified as an
erratum.
Reversal of retraction,
resulting in re-instatement of
the original publication in the
journal. There is no separate
indexing option or term for
this at NLM.
Publication removed at the
journal, with a notice that the
publication’s removal is
temporary, pending final
decision on status. The
PubMed record may or may
not be amended with this
information.
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Eligibility
Included, if the record
was in PubMed or PMC.
Included, if the retraction
applies to one or more
publications in PubMed or
PMC.
Excluded.
Included as a retraction
notice. The former
retraction notice included
as a retracted publication.
The original publication,
now re-instated, was
excluded.
Included as a retracted
publication if still removed
at study end.

Figure 14. Flow diagram for retraction search results.

Note: Retraction notices included 264 additional separate notices in PMC for conference abstracts
indexed as single conference proceeding in PubMed, which were handled as single retracted
publications throughout.

Search results
Our searches and online screening identified a total of 61,867 records, which
included 24,437 unique records (Figure 14). Of these, 498 were excluded as it was
determined the journals in which they were published would be very unlikely to yield
retracted PubMed-indexed publications. This left 23,939 records for full screening.
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We finally included 8,828 retracted publications in PubMed/PMC up to the end of
2017, and excluded 744 retracted publications that were not in PubMed/PMC,
whether or not a retraction notice for them was in PubMed/PMC.
Prevalence of retracted publications and retraction notices
Table 12 details numbers of retracted publications and retraction notices. Of the
8,828 retracted publications, 6,123 were given some kind of retraction status in
PubMed or PMC indicating it was either a retracted publication or retraction notice
(69.4%), and 2,705 were not (30.6%). There were 14 retracted publications only in
PMC, with no PubMed record: 9 of them were assigned PMC retracted publication
status. For 66 retracted publications, the PubMed record had been deleted at the
time of our last data update. These remain in our analyses.
Table 12: Total numbers of retracted publications and retraction notices
identified in PubMed and PMC, and proportions indexed as retractions.

Retracted publications with separate retraction notice in
PubMed and/or PMC:
With retraction-related indexing
No retraction-related indexing
Total
Retracted publications with no separate retraction notices
in PubMed/PMC
With retraction-related indexing
No retraction-related indexing
Total
Separate retraction notices in PubMed or at journals:
Retracting a single publication
Retracting multiple publications*
Total

Number

Percent
(n = 8,828)

5,605
739
6,344

63.5
8.4
71.9

518
1,966
2,484

5.9
22.3
28.1

5,838
228
6,066

66.1
2.6
68.7

* Retraction notices retracting more than one publication retracted a total of 964
publications (range: 2 to 107 publications per notice).
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A publication in a MEDLINE-indexed journal in PubMed can have a PMC record if a
full text version is deposited there, and a PMC-only publication should have a
PubMed record. However, PubMed and PMC processes are independent, as is
indexing and tagging of retracted publications and retraction notices. We assessed
concordance in status between PubMed and PMC for retracted publications (Table
13). There were some discordant records.
Table 13. Discordant retraction indexing status between PubMed and PMC for
records tagged as retracted publications or retraction notices (n = 15,041).

Discordant status

Number

Records with retraction status in PubMed but not in
associated PMC records
Records with retraction status in PMC but not in
associated PubMed records
Records with retraction status in PMC that had no
PubMed record*

60
43
80

* Excludes conference abstracts where proceedings have a single PubMed
record.

Our inclusion criteria did not differentiate reasons for withdrawal or retraction. We
therefore included 433 systematic reviews in PubMed from the Cochrane Database
of Systematic Reviews (CDSR) as retractions, although we excluded one of their
retracted reviews because it was not indexed in PubMed. Only one CDSR publication
was assigned retracted status in PubMed. The other 432 account for 16.0% of those
we included that PubMed has not assigned any kind of retracted status. CDSR is
unusual in having a large number of records withdrawn that could have either the
publication is out of date or that it “contains a major error”, and the reason for
withdrawal is not routinely stated. (70) Another publication also had a high proportion
of retraction for out-of-date publications, but the number was not as large. (71)
Opinions about whether CDSR withdrawals constitute retractions vary, with some
apparently treating them all as retracted as we have done, (13,52) and others, like
Retraction Watch, (65) doing so selectively. As of 2019, withdrawals of CDSR
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reviews will signify serious errors or types of misconduct and can be expected to
reduce. (72)
We found six cases of “de-retraction” – retraction of retraction. We classified the
original retraction notice as the retracted publication, not the original article. For two
of them, neither the original retraction notice nor its retraction had a record in
PubMed, so they are not included in these analyses. The four we included were two
where the original articles were assigned as retracted publications in PubMed, one
where the retraction notices was still assigned as such although it had itself been
retracted, and one where both the first retraction notice and its retraction were
assigned as errata.

E-publication ahead of print
When journals provide records for “e-publication ahead of print”, these are created
with the intention of updating the record when the publication is formally included in a
journal issue. Those ahead-of-print records are not routinely indexed for MEDLINE.
(69) As indexing is the process by which the publication types for retraction are
assigned, this can contribute to under-ascertainment of retraction status, if neither
the retracted publication nor the retraction notice is ever included in an issue of the
journal.
To assess the potential impact of this practice when publications remain as epubs for
a prolonged time, we assessed the status of all PubMed records up to the end of
2012 that were epub ahead of print as of June 2017 (n = 2,265). The cut-off date was
chosen because of time constraints. The number of these records rose steeply in
2013: there were 663 epub records dated 2012, and 2,125 dated 2013.
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Table 14. Publications with e-published ahead of print status in PubMed to the
end of 2012 (n = 2,265).

Confirmed retracted publication
Confirmed retraction notice
Records which may include retractions:
Likely retracted publication or retraction notice
Possible retracted publication or retraction notice
Unlikely retracted publication or retraction notice
Records confirmed as not related to retraction
Total

Number

Percent

926
15

40.9
0.7

19
124
455
726
2,265

0.8
5.5
20.1
32.1
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The oldest epub was dated 1999 and the median year was 2010. A very high
proportion of records up to 2012 that were still “epub ahead of print” in 2017 were
confirmed as retracted (40.9%), with a further 0.7% being epub retraction notices
(Table 14). We believe this is an under-estimate. A further 0.8% appeared likely to be
retraction-related (either retracted publications or retraction notices), but we could not
confirm this as the items appeared to have been removed from the journals without
enough information for us to confirm status. For a further 5.5%, it was possible that
they were retraction-related, but we could not confirm with certainty that the item had
in fact been published. These could have been publications retracted without issuing
a notice, or publications provided to PubMed when publication was planned, but the
journal decided not to publish in the interim. Finally, we categorized 20.1% as most
likely not retraction-related, although there may be some records in there that reflect
publications that were withdrawn and later republished in corrected form without
reference to the epub version.
Of the 941 confirmed retraction-related records in this analysis, only 14 were
assigned NLM status as such (1.5%), including 11 of the 926 retracted publications
(1.2%). In addition, seven of the publications retracted by the epub notices were not
assigned retracted status in PubMed. These 915 publications represent 33.8% of the
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2,705 retracted publications we identified without retracted status assigned in
PubMed/PMC. As we only assessed these to the end of 2012, a potentially important
percentage of retracted publications remains unrecognized among the pool of epub
records that we did not investigate. In March 2018, there were more than 97,000
epub records from 2013 to 2017.
Temporary removals
“Temporary removal” is not a recognized formal status at PubMed/PMC. Out of
searches from November 2015 onwards, we identified 114 PubMed records
annotated “temporary removal”, none of which were assigned retraction status by the
NLM at that time. We classified records with “temporary removal” or retracted status
at their journals in February 2018 as retracted (n = 64). For 51 publications, this was
because they were still labeled removed at both the journal and PubMed. Six had
been retracted at the journal (5.3% of the original group), although they were still
annotated “temporary removal” at PubMed. For three, the label was still at PubMed,
although it had been removed at the journal, and for four, the journal still labeled it
removed although the label was gone in PubMed. In the other 50 cases, the label
was gone from both the journal and PubMed (43.9% of the original group).
Time trends
Retractions often occur years after an article was published, leaving important levels
of uncertainty around retraction rates in recent years. In addition, when there is no
separate retraction notice, it can be unclear when retraction took place, leading to
high levels of missing data.
We only had dates for both publication and retraction for those publications with
retraction notices in PubMed and PMC (Table 12). We used PubMed data only for
the time trend calculation, to ensure standard date fields. Data for 16 of these were
excluded as the date for the retraction record preceded the publication date for the
retracted publication, resulting in a high rate of missing data for time to retraction
(29.6%). Historical trends in editorial practice could have affected both time to
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retraction and issuing indexed retraction notices, particularly the increasing trend to
e-publication ahead of print. Our ascertainment of retractions among ahead of print
records was likely to be higher up to the end of 2012. The missing data are not likely
to be random. However, the retracted publications in PubMed were published in
2,356 different journals, limiting the influence any specific editorial group could have
on missing data and time to retraction.
The Kaplan-Meier analysis for the retracted publications with known years of
retraction in PubMed is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Time to retraction for publications with known years of retraction in
PubMed.

Kaplan-Meier plot for the time from publication to retraction

The time to retraction was from 0 to 29 years, with median of 2 years and IQR of 4.
Based on this analysis, we calculated the rate of retraction of new publications in
PubMed annually with a cut-off of 2015, as most of the retractions likely to occur in
the last two years for our data had yet to take place (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Annual rates of new publications in PubMed retracted by 2017, from
1984 to 2015.

Percentage of new publications each year retracted from the beginning of NLM
indexing of retractions (1984) to two years before the end of our data collection (the
median time till retraction). A high proportion of retractions for later years yet to occur.

Retractions remain rare events, below 0.1% of new publications from 1985 to 2015.
The rate of retraction fluctuated annually, but the overall trend has been to increase,
particularly since 2000. The rise in the retraction rate is also illustrated by the
cumulative percentage of new publications in PubMed being retracted (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. The proportion of new publications in PubMed being retracted,
cumulative percentage from 1984 to 2015.

Non-compliance with selected recommended practices
Table 15 shows the results of some indicators of non-compliance in PubMed only.
These indicators measure, or are proxies for, non-compliance with several NLM,
COPE, and ICMJE recommendations or requirements. (31,32,34) The table also
shows the proportion of retracted articles which did not have titles modified to
indicate retracted status. We did not assess the extent to which journals showed
retraction status at their websites.
There was a high rate of non-compliance with issuing a separate retraction notice
(29.4%). When a separate retraction notice was issued, 14.5% of retraction notices
retracting single publications apparently did not include the title of the retracted
publication, as the titles were fewer than 6 words long (for example, “Notice of
retraction”).
A minority of epub retracted publications did not have “withdrawn” or “withdrawal” as
the first word in their titles (14.3%). Overall, though, most retracted publications did
not have titles modified with a version of “retracted” or “withdrawn” to show this status
(76.5%).
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Table 15. Indicators of non-compliance with selected recommended practices
in PubMed.

Number

Total

Percent

2,587

8,814

29.4

Titles of retraction notices shorter than 6 words
(retracting single publication)

805

5,570

14.5

Retracted epub publications without “Withdrawn”
(or “withdrawal”) as the first word of the title*

132

926

14.3

6,741

8,814

76.5

Retracted publications without separate PubMed
retraction notice*

Titles of retracted publications not modified to
show retracted status*

* Note: Likely an underestimate of non-compliance as compliant records were more
likely to be found in our searches.

Discussion
Article retraction is intended to end the use of seriously compromised literature by
users unaware of a publication’s problematic status. For it to do so effectively,
retraction needs to be unambiguous, and reflected across the scholarly community’s
distributed knowledge system clearly and quickly. Our study shows this commonly
fails to occur in the biomedical databases at the core of this system.
Marasović and colleagues have said that when there are serious discrepancies in
major databases, this “diminishes the credibility and transparency of the research
and publication system and creates confusion”. (73) In addition, it has consequences
for investigations of authors’ research integrity track records. The large amount of un106

or mis-identified retracted publications also casts considerable uncertainty over the
findings of studies of retractions.
Retractions are rare – less than 0.1% of publications in our data. That may make
them particularly problematic. However, some of the problems contributing to their
poor identification and visibility may be having an impact on common post-publication
events such as errata as well. That would mean that the integrity of a substantial
proportion of the scholarly record is likely to be affected.
Contributing factors to non-identified retractions
Some of the issues we identified as contributing to the non-identification of retracted
status could be addressed at the NLM. NLM indexing only routinely occurs for final
publications, not those that are e-publications ahead of print. Retraction often
occurred when a publication is in the “ahead of print” stage and thus never reaches
“in print” status. Retraction notices, too, were often only e-published.
A considerable body of literature falls into this category: as of February 2018, there
were close to 200,000 “ahead of print” records in PubMed. Our experience of
ongoing monitoring during this study showed that ongoing screening of new records
in PubMed and PMC with limited search fields could be done in a few hours a week
at the current growth rate of the literature. That could capture most retracted
publications when signals of retraction appear in PubMed or PMC, “ahead of print” or
not. Along with monitoring additions to the Retraction Watch database, this would
enable timely indexing of retracted status in PubMed and PMC. Complete
identification of retracted publications, however, depends on journal editors and
publishers.
Greater policy clarity could be helpful. The NLM retraction policy specifically does not
differentiate between withdrawal and retraction, and reason for removal is irrelevant.
However, its policy on publications withdrawn “ahead of print” implicitly allows for a
distinction. Publications withdrawn because they are out of date are assigned
retraction status – unless they are published in the CDSR. Emerging publisher
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practices, such as temporary removal, identified here, and using the same DOI for
retracted and then republished articles, (73) also need to be identified and the policy
implications considered.
A further contributing problem to optimal identification is time lag. (74) Identification of
most of these key research integrity events could be prompt if incoming records were
filtered, as we did in this study. Machine learning could also be explored.
The case of temporary removals highlights another potential contributor to
identification problems. If publishers make changes to records after NLM indexing is
completed, indexing may need to be reviewed. For PubMed users, not displaying
previous versions of altered abstracts obscures the historical record and can lead to
ambiguity. We also found that the lack of systematic harmonization of postpublication events between PubMed and PMC contributed to under-identification of
retracted publications.
What NLM’s role should be when journals consistently fail to adhere to NLM
requirements is a critical question. Journal personnel provide the data in PubMed
and PMC. They are responsible for its accuracy and timeliness. For PubMed, journal
personnel are able to directly tag and link retracted publications and retraction
notices. However, we identified considerable shortfall in best practices for retraction
on the journal side. For example, separate notices of retraction were not submitted to
PubMed for 29.4% of retracted publications.
NLM applies standardized classification to the varied nomenclature journals have
always used for retracting publications. That enables users to navigate the publishing
system with reduced opportunity for confusion. Editorial practices change over time,
making this role both more complex, and, we believe, more valuable. For example,
we observed an apparent trend toward designating “ahead of print” publications as
something less than published. Schmidt speculates that using the term withdrawn
instead of retracted “may well be analyzed as a potential strategic instrument of
journal publishers, since withdrawn publications are much less visible, discussed,
and problematized”. Avoiding stigma is one of the rationales for some current
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proposals to change naming conventions and practices. (75,76) Evolving practices
will require periodic review of policy, processes, and search filters, and the NLM has
an important role to play in safeguarding an accurate historical record and ensuring
clarity for literature users.
Estimates of non-identification of retractions at journals and other databases
We did not aim to evaluate the coverage of retracted publications in all data sources
we used (for example, publisher websites and CrossRef). However, we observed
retractions not notified to PubMed/PMC, as well as false positives and nonidentification of retraction, in both journals and databases. Several small studies
since 2011 (involving 18 to 233 publications) have shown that there are problems in
clear marking of retracted publications in journals and bibliographic databases.
Decullier and colleagues found that 22% of the 233 retracted articles in their sample
did not show that they were retracted at the journals. (12) Wright and McDaid found
that of 17 retracted articles retrievable in PubMed and EMBASE, all were tagged as
retracted in PubMed, but 16 were not tagged in EMBASE (94%). Of the 15 identified
in the Cochrane trials register, 40% were not tagged as retracted. (11)
Bakker and Riegelman found that of 144 articles on mental health sourced from the
Retraction Watch blog post archive, 2% were not identified as retracted at the
journals. For those found in bibliographic databases, 9% were not tagged in PubMed,
while 16% were not in MEDLINE via Ovid, 21% were not in PsycINFO via Ovid, 29%
were not in Web of Science, and 95% were not identified as retracted in EBSCO and
Scopus. (14)
Marasović and colleagues studied 29 articles tagged as “corrected and republished”
in MEDLINE, which replace an article that may or not also have been formally
retracted. They found that about half did not identify the corrected status at the
journals, CrossRef’s on-article display (CrossMark), (56) Web of Science, or Scopus.
(73) We identified a total of only 1,792 publications tagged as retracted in CrossRef’s
API. CrossRef is not restricted to biomedicine and includes over 80 million
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publications, so the proportion of retracted publications that are not identified in
CrossRef is very high.
Schmidt reported a large study examining identification of retractions. (13) Of 3,446
publications she classified as retracted in PubMed from 2008 to 2013, 25% (888
publications) were not tagged as retracted. Where she was able to locate the studies
in Web of Science, 37% were not identified as retracted there.
Breakdowns in processes for following through on editorial decisions to retract
The mechanics of retracting a published article have always raised challenges. When
all journals were in print and their volume was not high, subscribers and librarians
could manually add notices to copies of record. However, this became prohibitive
long before the internet. (14,77,78) Capturing circulated reprints and photocopies to
correct them was never possible. The emergence of digital records raised new
challenges, some of which were predicted. (77) Digital journals made some aspects
of flagging changed status of a publication easier, if content management systems
were adequately prepared for rare events such as retractions. However, some
journal content management systems do not appear to be equipped for these events.
The move of scholarly communication online also enabled deletion of publications
without explanation. Further threats to the integrity of the publishing record can now
occur at multiple points. It appeared to us that associated record linkages were
sometimes lost after a change in the publishing platform, or the transfer of a journal
from one publisher to another.
Post-publication events such as retractions and errata were generally wedged into
small spare spaces on pages in print journals. It also appeared to us that the
digitization of legacy print journals could at times have concentrated on scanning
larger articles, and neglected the need to spot small notices, create separate records
for them, and then link them to the affected publications. This would explain why
there is often a record of a retraction at PubMed that cannot be found at the online
journal. We did not envisage this problem at the outset of our study, and so did not
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collect data on it. If this has happened commonly, then a considerable body of
corrections to the literature, not only retractions, could have been lost in the
digitization process. Criticisms and letters, too, have suffered from under-curation
and neglect, “buried in scholarly journals”, as Thomasson and Stanley put it in 1955,
and the problem has endured. (64,65)
These problems highlight the critical functions provided by the NLM. Often, the only
remaining record of a retraction is now PubMed/PMC. This also underscores the
need for all versions of those records to be permanently and publicly displayed. Even
apparently administrative changes, like adding or removing an author, can be a flag
for a research integrity issue.
In 2010, journalists Marcus and Oransky launched the Retraction Watch blog,
generally highlighting retractions spotted in the literature or PubMed. (65,81) In 2018,
they launched a searchable database of retractions. (82) The beta version of this
database was a critical source for us of retractions that had not been notified to
PubMed/PMC by publishers, highlighting the vital role Retraction Watch now plays in
the scholarly publication system. The largest number of retracted publications
available at any single source was Retraction Watch. In 2019, Retraction Watch
announced a partnership with a reference management system to annotate
retractions in users’ reference libraries. (83)
Study limitations
Although we believe we have identified most publications in PubMed/PMC that have
been retracted, we are sure many remain unidentified. Some may be flagged at
journals but not at PubMed/PMC, but some are likely to be flagged nowhere online.
Resource constraints limited some of the strategies that may have yielded further
retracted publications in PubMed, in particular searching for records with identical
titles within journals, and records that have remained e-publications “ahead of print”
for a prolonged period after 2013. Because some searches were not undertaken for
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the whole period, our study is most complete for publications to the end of 2012, and
least complete for publications from September to December 2017.
All included retractions were confirmed by at least two authors, but the initial
screening of some databases was by a single author. Another limitation of our study
is that we were not able to estimate trends based on time of retraction with a high
level of certainty, as such a high proportion of retractions are undated, and we did not
collect retraction dates from journals when they were not available in PubMed/PMC.
We did not retain sources of data coupled to included publications, and so could not
assess relative coverage of retracted publications in the databases and publisher
websites we searched.
Our study’s principal strengths were in substantially increasing the identification of
retracted publications in PubMed/PMC, and diagnosing contributing factors to their
currently significant under-ascertainment. Understanding and identification of other
types of post-publication events would benefit from a similar intensive approach. We
found that expanding the search terms typically used to look for retracted
publications in PubMed/PMC resulted in valuable yields. While a minority of
retractions is elusive, all but a small percentage could be captured by filtered
searches that are sensitive to evolving journal practice. Making them easy for
everyone to find and reducing invisible retractions to a negligible level, though, will
require commitment from journals and publishers as well as the NLM and all
literature services.
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Chapter 6

Systematic reviews and the perpetuation of error in the biomedical
literature: a descriptive study and pilot of research integrity search
filters for PubMed

Abstract

Background
Findings of a systematic review could be unreliable if results of included studies are
compromised. Research on prevalence of potentially compromised trials in
systematic reviews and adequacy of ascertainment of them in PubMed is sparse.
Objectives
To develop and evaluate research integrity filters for post-publication events in
PubMed, and estimate prevalence in systematic reviews and clinical trials included in
them.
Methods
Fourteen research integrity filters were developed. Filtered search results for all
PubMed were collected and matched against a sample of 36,462 trials included in
Cochrane reviews in 2017, and 83,302 publications indexed as non-Cochrane metaanalyses in PubMed as a proxy for systematic reviews. Filters for retractions were
tested against a reference set of confirmed retractions from a previous study.
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Results
Retractions were rare. Errata affected 2.0% of trials and 2.1% of systematic reviews;
letters to the editor affected 13.9% of trials and 8.4% of systematic reviews; and
author replies affected 4.7% of trials and 2.3% of systematic reviews. In the 2,025
Cochrane reviews in this study with a median of 12 included trials, 28.0% were
affected by trials potentially compromised by retraction, correction, or expressions of
concern (94.8% of them errata). Most retracted trial publications in Cochrane reviews
remained (60.0%), with only 53.3% reported. PubMed indexing of retracted
publications identified 65% of retracted trial publications compared to 86% for the
filter with the highest yield. Ascertainment for errata and other common events is not
known.
Conclusions
Corrections, letters to the editors, and author replies are common for clinical trials,
and may be more so for those included in systematic reviews. As systematic reviews
grow, the possibility of included studies being compromised is high. PubMed indexing
alone is insufficient for identifying potentially compromised clinical trials in systematic
reviews, and they are under-recognised by systematic reviewers.

Hilda Bastian
Margaret J. Sampson
Jenny Doust
Melissa Vaught
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Background
Systematic reviewing is intended to overcome problems caused by considering
individual studies informally or relying on unsystematic selections of studies. (1)
Systematic reviews of clinical trials in particular have come to occupy an influential
position in health care decision making, at individual, clinical practice guideline,
policy, regulatory, and funding levels. (2) These reviews can be highly reliable, but
even the best capture evidence up to one point in time, while evidence can be a
shifting target.
The possibility that a systematic review’s findings could be outdated because of
subsequently completed or published studies attracts considerable effort and
research attention. (3,4) However, a systematic review could also potentially
entrench an unreliable picture in people’s minds, and in the literature, if any of its
included studies are found after publication to be compromised. Correction of a
primary evidence report does not automatically follow through to the literature that
has cited it, including systematic reviews. Even where updating of systematic reviews
is expected, the process tends to be forward-looking – seeking new studies for
potential inclusion – rather than considering the ongoing reliability and research
integrity of the studies already included. (5)
Exceptions are a 2016 Cochrane consensus paper on updating systematic reviews
that discusses retractions, (6) and Cochrane’s 2019 guidance on search strategies
for updates of systematic reviews in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews
of Interventions (Handbook). (7) Their advice is to “search online journals or
databases such as MEDLINE (if the study is indexed there) for any notifications,
corrections or retractions”. Cochrane’s methodological standards on updating,
however, are explicitly only forward-looking, (8) and until 2019, so was the Handbook
chapter on updating. (9) Part of their guidance on managing search results for
reviews has included downloading associated post-publication event fields when
downloading MEDLINE citations.
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Post-publication events range from those with little or no potential to affect the
reliability of a systematic review’s results, such as the correction of the spelling of an
author’s name, to those that could completely undermine them, such as retraction of
a pivotal trial with fabricated data. Broadly considered, post-publication activity
encompasses a wide range of commentary, as well as evaluations in subsequent
literature, including systematic reviews. The categories of events addressed in this
study, though, are those directly associated with a publication and can affect its
status, accuracy, and/or research integrity, that is, retractions, official findings of
research misconduct, editorial expressions of concern (EOCs), errata, papers
republished after correction, letters to the editor, and authors’ replies. EOCs are a
vehicle for editors to alert readers when they have a concern about the integrity of a
publication, but are not at the point of issuing an erratum or retraction notice. (10)
What should be done about post-publication events in preparing, updating, and
correcting or retracting systematic reviews depends on the prevalence and impact of
those events, as well as the effectiveness and efficiency of potential strategies to
ameliorate their impact. There has been relatively little research on these issues, and
little of it has included evaluation of relying on PubMed to identify post-publication
events.
Retractions have been the most studied, (11) although – and perhaps partly because
they are rare. Bastian et al concluded that fewer than 0.05% of publications in
PubMed were retracted by the end of 2017, and only 69.4% of them were indexed
with this status. [Chapter 5] Editorial EOC and articles republished after retraction or
correction are more rare than retractions. (10,12) Although retracted studies are rare,
two small studies found a substantial effect in around 30% to 40% of meta-analyses
that included them. (13,14)
The more common post-publication activities are errata, letters to the editor, and
author replies to letters to the editor. The prevalence of errata has been estimated
generally between 1% and 5% of publications (although higher in some studies), with
studies concluding from 5% to over 50% of these are potentially important. (15–23)
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The prevalence of letters to the editor has been estimated at 12% to 52%, (24–27)
with anywhere from 3% to 99% having author replies from journal to journal. (27–29)
High rates of important criticisms in letters to the editors have been reported, from
30% to 90% of the letters in which content was classified. (24,26,29) Author replies
are also a potential source of data and process information about studies that is not
public elsewhere.
A substantial proportion of post-publication events affect methodology, data, and
other aspects of content relevant for systematic reviews. Those with serious
implications for clinical trials are likely to be common, at least in prominent journals.
Serious implications for an included trial will not necessarily translate into serious
implications for a systematic review, however, for example if the data affected by
error was not included in the review or if that data carried little weight in the analysis.
Evidence on prevalence, impact, and strategies to assess the implications of such
events for systematic reviews is sparse, as is evidence on the effectiveness of
various research integrity search methods.
This study reports on the development and piloting of research integrity filters to
identify post-publication events in PubMed, and aimed to estimate the prevalence of
these events in systematic reviews and clinical trials included in them. We also
assessed the ascertainment of errata in PubMed’s MEDLINE indexing.
Methods
This study is reported according to the STROBE statement for reporting
observational studies, (30) and the UK InterTASC Information Specialists’ Sub-Group
(ISSG) Search Filter Appraisal Checklist. (31)
Search filter development.
In previous work with a colleague, two of the authors identified barriers to retrieval of
post-publication events in PubMed, including under-ascertainment of retracted
publications. [Chapter 5] (10) That project used search filters developed after a
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literature review of studies of retractions (Appendix 4). After reviewing search
strategies in the literature, an extensive search strategy was developed iteratively as
retracted publications were identified from non-PubMed sources that had been
missed by PubMed searching. The same process informed the development of filters
for EOC. (10) The development of filter for errata and other events did not have the
benefit of as extensive literature, and we did not have suitable large confirmed
reference sets for evaluation for any other type of event than retractions.
The series of research integrity search filters for this pilot study were developed by
one author (HB) based on that experience and review of the literature of postpublication events detectable in PubMed (Appendix 5). There were two goals: very
specific filters requiring no or minimal screening, and, where feasible, multiple
versions of filters to potentially increase the retrieval of publications affected by postpublication events, following the model developed by Haynes et al for the Clinical
Queries feature in PubMed. (32,33)
In addition to 13 filters for specific post-publication events, there is one to identify
publications with prolonged “e-published ahead of print” status for screening. “Epub”
records are added to PubMed, but are not indexed until they are added to a print
issue and the record has its status changed. An “old” record with this status could
either have never entered a print issue, or a new PubMed record could have been
generated instead of converting the “epub” record. Not proceeding to a print issue
has been shown to be a strong indicator that a publication has problems. [Chapter 5]
Only a small proportion of “epub” records have not converted status within two years.
Each of these types of post-publication events could be compromising, informative,
or neither for people preparing or maintaining systematic reviews. Some are the most
extreme critical events possible for a publication, such as retraction or official findings
of research misconduct such as those made by the Office of Research Integrity (ORI)
for research funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Health and other health
agencies. (34) However, even though each event can have catastrophic to
scientifically trivial implications, some are more officially compromising to a
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publication than others. We classified the event types as potentially compromising or
as potentially informative or compromising. This classification is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18. Implications of types of post-publication events for the preparation
and maintenance of systematic reviews.

Estimating the prevalence of post-publication events in systematic reviews and the
trials included in them.
(a) Trials and systematic reviews.
To estimate the prevalence of post-publication events, we used two datasets.
(Appendix 6 includes a guide to all data files, including descriptors.)
Our trial datasets include a convenience sample of PubMed records for 36,462
studies included in 2,205 systematic reviews from the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (CDSR) (called Cochrane reviews). We refer to the included
studies as trials throughout, but they may not be exclusively trials. They are a subset
of included trials published between 1974 and 2014 from meta-analyses with at least
five trials retrieved from issue 2 of the CDSR in 2017 by Lamberink et al, who studied
statistical power of trials across time. (35) A dataset including PubMed record
numbers (PMID) was supplied by Lamberink and we obtained permission from
Cochrane for our use. The trials with associated PMIDs were a small minority of trials
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in Lamberink’s sample of 136,212, and we do not know what proportion of the trials
included in those Cochrane reviews are represented in our sample.
Although Cochrane reviews are amended and updated, the CDSR does not issue
errata notices. In addition, although it has a commenting facility, (24) the CDSR does
not submit letters to the editor for indexing in PubMed. For these reasons we needed
a dataset of reviews not published in the CDSR to establish prevalence data for postpublication events among systematic reviews. We could not locate a sufficiently large
dataset of non-CDSR systematic reviews. As a proxy, our dataset includes a
download from 15 November 2019 of 83,302 non-CDSR PubMed records from 1990
to 2017 of publication type (36) meta-analysis, restricted to humans (search terms:
meta-analysis[pt] NOT “cochrane database syst rev”[jo]).
(b) Reference set for confirmed retracted publications.
Our reference set for confirmed retracted publications is compiled from data collected
by Bastian et al, [Chapter 5] with a total 8,814 PubMed records for retracted
publications in PubMed to the end of 2017.
(c) Prevalence of post-publication events.
Filters were used in PubMed (37) on 16 November 2019, with no search limits except
for the “epub ahead of print” filter (limited 2002 to 2017). Results were downloaded
using the comma separated value (CSV) file option. The total number of records in
PubMed that day was also determined (search term: all[sb]), and the total number of
records for 2018 was determined on 20 November, including the numbers of records
affected by each of the filters (except for epub ahead of print, filtering ORI citations,
and filtering comments to identify letters to the editor and author replies).
Three of the searches required multiple steps: ORI findings, letters to the editor, and
author replies to letters to the editor. For ORI findings, the results for the filter were
downloaded as full MEDLINE records. The unique identifiers (PMIDs) for affected
publications were extracted from the MEDLINE record.
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The resulting files were strings of PMIDs for publications affected by post-publication
events and/or post-publication events themselves. Potentially affected publications
were ascertained by identifying PMID matches in the PMIDs for affected trials and
non-Cochrane systematic reviews.
There is no specific MeSH indexing term for letters to the editor that discuss a
publication: the publication type for letters also covers research letters in journals. If a
publication is discussed in a letter to the editor, it can be linked to the publication as a
comment. Comments also include editorials discussing or promoting the publication.
To narrow down to post-publication letters, results of the first filter for associated
comments were downloaded as a CSV file. For those that affected trials and
systematic reviews in our data, PMIDs for all associated comments were extracted
from the MEDLINE record. These were then filtered with the second filter for letters,
and the filter for authors’ replies.
Prevalence of each type of post-publication event for trials and systematic reviews
was estimated conservatively, by using the data from the filter requiring the most
minimal screening. That was the MeSH indexing alone, except for three cases. For
both retractions and EOC, the proportion was determined by MeSH indexing alone
combined and de-duplicated with reference sets.
We compiled data sets to broaden the net to include notices of retraction and EOC,
to capture any potentially misclassified records. The retraction list expanded our
retraction reference to a total 14,901 PubMed records for retracted publications and
retraction notices. These include the 8,814 publications in the filter performance
reference set, retraction notices in PubMed to the end of 2017 (n = 5,847), and
duplicate PubMed records for the above (n = 108).
The dataset for EOCs includes 1,025 PubMed records related to EOC and affected
publications. This combines and de-duplicates two data sources: 1) the reference set
of 538 PubMed records compiled in a previous study by two of the authors of this
study, Vaught et al (10) (up to 2016); and 2) a PubMed search with no search limits
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on 16 November 2019 yielding 875 records (search terms: hasexpressionofconcernin
OR hasexpressionofconcernfor).
To explore the impact on Cochrane reviews of the subset of trials, we used the data
from the filters needing the least screening (usually MeSH indexing alone). The
number of Cochrane reviews including them was calculated, as well as the number of
Cochrane reviews including more than one affected trial, and the number of trials
included in more than one Cochrane review.
Reviews can be retracted from the CDSR because of problems identified with the
review, or for being out-of-date. The source data for trial-Cochrane review pairs
included Cochrane identifiers for the reviews, but not PubMed identifiers. To identify
retracted Cochrane reviews, the CDSR records in our retractions reference set were
identified, and their Cochrane identifiers extracted. PubMed was searched for
withdrawn CDSR reviews from 2018 to the search date (18 November 2019). These
were added to those from the reference set, and de-duplicated, resulting in a dataset
of 461 retracted CDSR reviews. Retracted Cochrane reviews, and retracted trial
publications included in Cochrane reviews, were described.
Filter performance
We assessed the internal validity of the three filters for retracted publications against
the reference set for confirmed retracted publications described above. We based
our approach to testing filter performance on the “diagnostic test” approach to study
identification. (32,38,39) The reference set was used to calculate to calculate the
sensitivity of each search result with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the three
filters. (38) We defined sensitivity as the percentage of the reference set retrieved by
the searches. We also calculated the percentage of missed records for the filters.
To estimate the current screening workload if applying screening to all PubMed, as
well as the timeliness of MeSH indexing of post-publication events, results for all
PubMed were compared with those for all PubMed in 2018 alone. We used the filters
other than “epub”, and the top level filters only for comments (not the subsets of LTE
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and author reply) and ORI findings (not the subset of publications affected by ORI
findings).
Assessing the ascertainment of errata in PubMed’s MEDLINE indexing.
We assessed the ascertainment of errata in PubMed’s indexing by attempting to
reproduce the results of a study published by Hauptman et al, (21) and using it as a
reference set. Hauptman et al identified a corpus of 557 erratum notices by handsearching the most-cited English language medical journals, 10 general medicine
journals and 10 cardiovascular medicine journals, with at least 25 original articles
published in the study period. The publications were searched for the number of
eligible types of publication for 18 months (1 July 2009 to 31 December 2010), with
issues up to 30 June 2012 searched for erratum notices about them. According to
notation for Table 3 in the paper, there was a one-to-one relationship between
erratum notices and papers.
Of the 557 erratum notices, 141 affected publications from before the study period,
leaving 482 papers in the 18-month period affected by an erratum report up to the
end of June 2012. The errata were also rated for severity by at least two
investigators, with differences resolved with a third.
The names of the 20 journals were published, but the publications were not
identified. A request to the corresponding author for the data was unsuccessful.
The search strategy to reproduce the Hauptman et al results is included in Appendix
7, together with results. The search was done on 19 September 2019 by HB, who
screened each result for letter and news, and the rest by date of publication. Search
results were checked by MS.
Data management and analysis
One author undertook all data collection, curation, and visualisation (HB). Data were
downloaded as CSV files and managed and analysed using RStudio 1.1463 running
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R 3.5.2. (9) Packages tidyverse, (20) epiR, (40) and reshape2 (21) were used for
analyses and data visualisation. Summary statistics were used to describe the
cohort, and sensitivity and precision were used to evaluate filter performance. Data
for this project, including analytic code, will be deposited at GitHub. (41)

Results
A. Research integrity filters.
The research integrity filters include MeSH terms that identify PubMed indexing of
post-publication events, as listed in Table 16. They do not apply to PubMed Central
(PMC). There are no MeSH terms that directly index ORI findings of research
misconduct or letters to the editor that are specifically post-publication discussions of
another publication.
Table 16: NLM’s MeSH indexing terms for post-publication events.
Objective
Retracted publications
Retraction notices
Publications with expressions of concern
Notices of expression of concern
Publications with errata
Erratum notices
Corrected and republished article

Letters to the editor
(includes research letters, not only post-publication
letters)
Publications with associated letters to the editor
(includes other types of commentary)

Indexing terms
retracted publication[pt]
hasretractionin
retraction of publication[pt]
hasretractionof
hasexpressionofconcernin
hasexpressionofconcernfor
haserratumin
published erratum[pt]
haserratumfor
corrected and republished
article[pt]
hascorrectedrepublishedfrom
hascorrectedrepublishedin
letter[pt]
hascommentin

A total of 14 research integrity filters were developed. The components of the filters
and how to add them as custom filters are described in Appendix 6.
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The first 10 filters relating to four types of events include multiple options (Table 17).
The first option is not directed specifically at publications affected by the event,
including signals of that type of event as well (for example, retraction notices). The
options described as publication checkers are designed to find affected publications.
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Table 17. Research integrity filters with multiple options.
Name
Retractions
Retraction 1

Characteristics

Search strategy

Requires
screening

Retraction 2

A publication
checker, requires
screening

Retraction 3

hasretractionof OR hasretractionin OR retraction of publication[pt]
OR retracted publication[pt] OR retracted[ti] OR retraction[ti] OR
retracted[tt] OR retraction[tt] OR
www.elsevier.com/locate/withdrawalpolicy OR (Elsevier* AND
policy* AND article* AND (remov* OR withdraw)) OR (withdrawn[ti]
OR withdrawn[tt]) OR (withdrawn[tiab] AND (article[tiab] OR
articles[tiab] OR e-publication[tiab] OR e-publications[tiab] OR
epub[tiab] OR “ahead of print”[tiab] OR manuscript[tiab] OR
manuscripts[tiab] OR publication[tiab] OR publications[tiab])) OR
(temporary[ti] AND removal[ti]) OR (temporary[tt] AND removal[tt])
hasretractionin OR retracted publication[pt] OR retracted[ti] OR
retracted[tt] OR www.elsevier.com/locate/withdrawalpolicy OR
(Elsevier* AND policy* AND article* AND (remov* OR withdraw))
OR (withdrawn[ti] OR withdrawn[tt]) OR (temporary[ti] AND
removal[ti]) OR (temporary[tt] AND removal[tt])
hasretractionin OR retracted publication[pt]

EOC 2

hasexpressionofconcernin OR hasexpressionofconcernfor OR
(“expression of concern”[all fields] OR “notice of concern”[all fields]
OR “note of concern”[all fields] or "statement of concern"[all
fields]) OR ((expression*[ti] OR statement*[ti] OR note*[ti] OR
notice*[ti]) AND concern*[ti])
hasexpressionofconcernin

A publication
checker, MeSH
indexing only
Expressions of concern (EOC)
EOC 1
Requires
screening

Errata
Errata 1

A publication
checker, MeSH
indexing only

Errata 3

published erratum[pt] OR haserratumfor OR haserratumin OR
erratum*[ti] OR correction[ti] OR corrigendum*[ti] OR errata*[ti] OR
corrections[ti] OR corrigenda*[ti] OR erratum*[tt] OR correction[tt]
OR corrigendum*[tt] OR errata*[tt] OR corrections[tt] OR
corrigenda*[tt]
(haserratumin OR erratum*[ti] OR correction[ti] OR
corrigendum*[ti] OR errata*[ti] OR corrigenda*[ti] OR erratum*[tt]
OR correction[tt] OR corrigendum*[tt] OR errata*[tt] OR
corrigenda*[tt])
haserratumin

Republished
2

"corrected and republished" OR hascorrectedrepublishedin OR
hascorrectedrepublishedfrom OR corrected and republished
article[pt]
hascorrectedrepublishedin OR corrected and republished
article[pt]

Errata 2

Requires
screening

A publication
checker, requires
screening

A publication
checker, MeSH
indexing only
Corrected and republished
Republished Requires
1
screening
A publication
checker, MeSH
indexing alone
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The next three filters (ORI findings, letters to the editor, and author replies) require
two-steps of filtering (Table 18). The final filter (prolonged epub status) is a nonspecific filter for a group of publications at high risk of being affected by a
compromising post-publication event, requiring a time limit. [Chapter 5]
Table 18. Research integrity filters requiring multiple steps.
Name
Characteristics
ORI findings of misconduct
ORI
Requires two steps and
screening
Letters to the editor
Letters
Requires two steps, MeSH
indexing alone

Author replies
Replies
Requires two steps, MeSH
indexing alone for letters to the
editor
Non-specific
Prolonged
epub status

Requires time limit and
screening

Search strategy
"NIH Guide Grants Contracts"[jo]
Extract and screen PMIDs from the CON field in
the MEDLINE version of the PubMed record
hascommentin
Extract PMIDs from CIN field in MEDLINE version
of the PubMed record, then screen those PMIDs
for:
letter[pt]
hascommentin
Extract and screen PMIDs from the MEDLINE
version of the PubMed record, then screen those
PMIDs for:
letter[pt] AND reply
Pubstatusaheadofprint
time limit: 2002 up to two years ago (in this study,
the end of 2017).

B. Prevalence of post-publication events for trials and systematic reviews.
The retrieval results and best prevalence estimates for types of post-publication
events are shown in Table 19. There were 313 records cited in ORI findings of
research misconduct and 12,293 PubMed records with prolonged epub status
between 2002 and 2017. However, none of either of these sets of records included
any of the trials or non-Cochrane systematic reviews in our study.
Three records for trials from three Cochrane reviews were no longer in PubMed, one
because it had been a duplicate record. Both of the other publications remain online
at the journals. One is an author reply to a letter to the editor providing extra data
about a trial. (42) We did not deduct these three from our calculations.
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Table 19. Retrievals and retrieval rates of post-publication events1 by filter for
trials and systematic reviews in PubMed, with best prevalence estimate.
Studies
Trials (n = 36,462)
Systematic reviews (n
= 83,302)

Filter 1

No.

Filter 2

Filter 3

Best
prevalence
estimate2

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

Retracted publications
Trials

41

0.11

39

0.11

35

0.10

36

0.10

Systematic reviews

128

0.20

110

0.13

105

0.13

107

0.13

Publications with expression of concern (EOC)
Trials

3

<0.01

3

<0.01

n.a.

n.a.

3

<0.01

Systematic reviews

5

<0.01

2

<0.01

n.a.

n.a.

2

<0.01

785

2.1

785

2.1

749

2.0

749

2.0

1,821

2.2

1,817

2.2

1,718

2.1

1,718

2.1

Publications with errata
Trials
Systematic reviews

Corrected and republished publications
Trials

3

<0.01

3

<0.01

n.a.

n.a.

3

<0.01

Systematic reviews

17

0.02

17

0.02

n.a.

n.a.

17

0.02

Publications with letters to the editor
Trials

5,601

13.9

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

5,601

13.9

Systematic reviews

6,991

8.4

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

6,991

8.4

Publications with author replies to letters to the editor
Trials

1,706

4.7

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

1,706

4.7

Systematic reviews

1,926

2.3

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

1,926

2.3

1 No

records were retrieved with filters for ORI findings or prolonged epub status.
prevalence estimate for retractions: based on the combination of the retraction
reference set and MeSH indexing term for a retracted publication. Best prevalence
estimate for EOC: based on the combination of the EOC reference
set and MeSH indexing term for a publication with an EOC. For other types, the
estimate is that using MeSH indexing terms for affected publications alone.

2 Best
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Prevalence was similar for trials and systematic reviews, except for letters and author
replies, which were more common for trials. Figure 10 illustrates the best prevalence
estimates from Table 19.
Figure 19. Best prevalence estimates of types of post-publication events for
trials and systematic reviews.

C. Relationship between trials affected by post-publication events and the
Cochrane reviews that included them.
There were 3,073 trials affected by post-publication events that were included in
more than one Cochrane review (8.4%), with a range from 1 to 31 (IQR 1). The trials
in our sample are a minority of those included in meta-analyses with five or more
trials. The 2,025 reviews in which they are included are, in turn, a minority of
Cochrane reviews: 25.7% of the 7,874 at the end of 2018. (43) This non-random
sample has a disproportionate number of included trials. The median number of trials
our sample included per Cochrane review was 12 (Table 20).
A total of 567 of the 2,025 reviews were affected by a potentially compromised
included study (28.0%). Table 20 shows that the number of Cochrane reviews
affected by potentially compromising post-publication events had larger numbers of
included trials.
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Table 20. Proportion of trials per Cochrane review: total sample and those
affected by a potentially compromised included study.

Individual CRGs

All Cochrane reviews
(n = 2,025)

Number of trials: median
Number of trials: range
Number and proportion of
reviews with more than 100
included trials

12
1 – 493 (IQR 17)
29
(1.4%)

Subset with potentially
compromised trials
(n = 567)
23
2 – 493 (IQR 28)
26
(4.6%)

The prevalence of potentially compromised trials is broken down in Table 21. All but
5% of the affected trials had errata. Nine of the Cochrane reviews were themselves
retracted (27.3% of the 33 retracted reviews in the whole sample of 2,025). We do
not know whether these reviews were retracted because problems identified in the
review, whether they were all withdrawn because they were outdated, or whether
post-publication events played a part in either case.
Table 21. Potentially compromised included trials in Cochrane reviews.

Post-publication event
Retracted
EOC
Errata
Republished
Total

Trials
affected
(n = 7901)

No.
36
3
749
3
7913

%
4.6
0.4
94.8
0.4
100

Reviews
affected

(n = 2,0252)

No.
15
3
547
4
5694

%
0.7
0.1
27.0
0.2
n.a.

Reviews
retracted
No.
1
0
8
0
9

The proportion of affected trials, not the proportion of all trials.
Number of Cochrane reviews affected, and the proportion of all Cochrane reviews.
3
One trial with an editorial expression of concern also had errata.
4
One Cochrane review was affected by the trial with more than one event, and
one republished trial affected two Cochrane reviews.
1
2
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We analysed the 15 Cochrane reviews that included the 36 retracted trial
publications (Table 22). There was a median of one retracted trial publication in each
of the 15 reviews (range 1–19; IQR 1). Two of the retracted trial publications were
each included in two reviews. The one Cochrane review with retracted trial
publications that was itself retracted was the one with 19 included in this sample, all
related to one trialist.

Table 22. Cochrane reviews including retracted trial publications in metaanalyses (n = 15).
Number of
Retracted trial Retraction
retracted
publication(s) reported
trial
still included
publications
No.
%
No.
%
1 only
8
80.0
4
40.0
(n = 10)

Retracted
before
inclusion
No.
%
5
50.0

Retracted
before current
version
No.
%
8
80.0

>1

1

20.0

4

80.0

0

0

4

80.0

Total

9

60.0

8

53.3

5

33.3

12

80.0

(n = 5)
(n = 15)

In five of the 15 reviews, there was no indication that the reviewers were aware of the
retractions. In one of those five, the publication had been retracted in 2004, and the
review first published in 2007. In three of the five, the publications were retracted
after the current version of the review was published. The time since those three
publications had been retracted was two, six, and eight years. In the last of the five
reviews not reporting the retraction, the publication’s retraction notice was not linked
to it at PubMed or at the journal: it too had been retracted (in 2003) before the review
was first published (in 2015). (44)
For the other three reviews that did not report the retractions, Cochrane authors’
replies to comments by readers concerned at the inclusion of retracted studies
revealed that they were aware of them. For one review, the authors replied that the
errors causing the retraction of a publication only applied to one of the study’s
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reports, and did not compromise the results used in the review. For another, the
authors replied that removing it would make no difference to conclusions: no
amendment was made to the review. For the third, a retraction for lack of ethics
committee approval was not considered grounds for removing the trial from the
review.

D. Filter performance and MEDLINE-indexing ascertainment of potentially
compromising post-publication events.
Filter performance
We assessed the internal validity of the five filters for retracted publications and those
with expressions of concern against our reference sets of confirmed affected
publications. The reference sets included 8,814 retracted publications in PubMed to
the end of 2017, and 300 publications with EOC to the end of 2016.
Retrieved versus missing records from the filter searches are illustrated in Figure 20.
Use of the MeSH indexing terms only (Retraction 3 and EOC 2) was relatively poor,
and the additional filter for EOCs was not an improvement. However, both other
retraction filters substantially improved ascertainment of retracted publications
(Retraction 1 and Retraction 2). Sensitivity was 65% (95% CI: 0.64 – 0.66) for MeSH
indexing and 86% using the filter with the highest yield (95% CI: 0.86 – 0.87)
(Retraction 1) (Table 23).
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Figure 20. Performance of three retraction filters in PubMed (records retrieved
and missed).

Table 23. Retraction filter performance: retrieved and missed records, and filter
sensitivity.
Filter

Records
retrieved

Retraction1

22,063

Affected
records
retrieved
7,604

Affected
records
missed
1,210

Sensitivity1

Retraction2

11,038

7,374

1,440

0.84

Retraction3

7,124

5,756

3,058

(95% CI)

0.86

(0.86–0.87)
(0.83–0.84)

0.65

(0.64–0.66)

1 Sensitivity

is the percentage of the reference set records retrieved
(retractions: n = 8,814).

All PubMed
There were 30,333,299 records in PubMed, and 1,335,691 with 2018 publication or
epub ahead of print dates. The number and proportion of hits for filters in all of
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PubMed, and in 2018 only, are shown in Table 24. Based on the filters with the
largest yield of potentially compromising post-publication events (marked grey in the
table), the number of records the NLM or other literature service providers would
need to screen for the critical events would be less than 620 records a week.
Table 24. Retrieval of records by filter in all of PubMed, and in 2018 only.
Filter

All PubMed

(n = 30,333,299)

Retraction 1
Retraction 2
Retraction 3 *
Expression of concern 1
Expression of concern 2 *
Errata 1
Errata 2
Errata 3 *
Corrected republished 1
Corrected republished 2 *
All commented-on *
ORI *

No.
22,063
11,038
7,124
1,551
487
316,518
303,772
202,636
2,929
2,913
722,191
313

%
0.073
0.036
0.023
0.005
0.002
1.043
1.001
0.668
0.010
0.010
2.381
0.001

In 2018 only

(n = 1,335,691)

No.
1,446
592
264
100
20
30,623
28,697
13,354
42
40
42,800
0

%
0.108
0.044
0.020
0.007
0.001
2.293
2.148
1.000
0.003
0.003
3.204
0

* MEDLINE indexing only. Grey colouring indicates largest-yield filters for potentially
compromising post-publication types.

The results in Table 24 give some indication of the extent of under-ascertainment of
post-publication events from reliance on MEDLINE indexing alone. Our reference set
included 7,828 publications confirmed as retracted to the end of 2017, compared with
7,124 to November 2019 identified by MEDLINE-indexed retracted publications
(Table 24). ORI findings have not been completely indexed. (45) Our assessment of
MEDLINE ascertainment of errata follows.
Ascertainment of errata in PubMed’s MEDLINE indexing.
Hauptman et al hand-searched the 20 most highly cited general medical and
cardiovascular medicine journals to ascertain the prevalence of errata (21). We were
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able to identify 451 publications in PubMed that were possibly eligible in this study,
and were indexed as errata in the time period of the Hauptman (Appendix 7). If all
these studies were among the 482 found by Hauptman et al, the rate of
ascertainment of errata in PubMed indexing in 2019 for prominent medical journals in
2012 was 93.6%.

Discussion
Retractions are rare, but errata, letters to the editor, and author replies are common
for clinical trials and systematic reviews. In this study, the prevalence of postpublication events was similar for both, except for letters and replies. They occurred
more often for trials (13.9% versus 8.4% for letters). That might be related to the
amount of attention clinical trials attract.
We were able to analyse the relationship between a large group of trial publications
with data in meta-analyses, and the Cochrane reviews that included them. Although
they were a minority of the reviews’ included trials, the reviews accounted for about a
quarter of Cochrane reviews. They had a disproportionately high number of included
trials, which increased the risk of one or more being affected. We found that 28.0% of
these reviews included trial publications that were potentially compromised by
errata/correction, retraction, or expression of concern.
Reviews with fewer included studies may be less likely to be affected by errors in
them, but these could have a bigger impact in a smaller study pool. We did not
assess the potential for impact of these events on the reviews’ results. Many would
have no implications for the reviews, but the consequences for some could be
critical. (13) Fanelli and Moher found when studies were retracted due to data,
methods, or results, effect size was over-estimated by an average of 30% (median of
13%). (14)
Other types of events can have similar repercussions. Farrah and Rabb concluded
that 16% of errata in included drug trials could affect a systematic review’s results.
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(23) Royle and Waugh found that 10% of errata would affect interpretation of trials,
and 5% could change a systematic review’s conclusion. (15) Studies of errata
generally have found rates of errors with serious implications or involving data
ranging from 6.3% to 54.2%. (17–19,22) Important proportions of letters have also
been found to have serious implications for both trials and systematic reviews.
(24,26,29)
Analysis of post-publication events could affect systematic reviews in different ways.
For example, we encountered two Cochrane reviews in this study where authors’
replies to letters were the source for data included in meta-analyses, (46,47) but we
did not assess the prevalence of this. We identified an overall prevalence for author
replies to letters about trials of 4.7%, based on a filter process that relied on MeSH
indexing for comments and letters.
Our analysis of the 15 Cochrane reviews including data from retracted trial
publications showed that only half were reported in the review. Five of the 15 author
teams were apparently unaware of the retraction(s), including two cases where the
retractions had occurred years before the review was first published. There were
conflicting practices on matters such as whether a trial affected by research
misconduct on ethical grounds could continue to be included in a review.
In one of these cases of unreported retracted trial publications, the retraction was not
linked to the trial at the journal or at PubMed. Thus, neither of Cochrane’s
recommended strategies for identifying retractions and errata would have found it. (7)
Our study confirms that relying on MeSH indexing alone will lead to underascertainment of important post-publication events, especially recent ones. We
established that screening using our two research integrity filters with terms
additional to MeSH indexing could increase the ascertainment of retracted
publications. Even higher ascertainment levels could be reached by checking
journals as well, and using the Retraction Watch database either directly, (48) or via
the free and open source reference management system, Zotero. (49)
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Based on our evaluation of a reference set from prominent medical journals in 2012 in
the Hauptman et al study, (21) there is also under-ascertainment of errata using MeSH
terms only as a filter. We found that 93.6% of these errata were indexed by 2019.
However, Farrah et al found that only 69% of errata in a reference set for clinical trials
of drugs was MeSH indexed, with 73% in EMBASE and Scopus, and 27%
ascertainment in Cochrane’s CENTRAL database of trials. Our work suggests that our
filters with terms additional to MeSH indexing could also increase timely ascertainment
of errata.
Since 2016, journal publishers have had the ability to tag and link their PubMed
records as they submit them, and to edit them later. (50) They could resolve a large
part of this problem with linking, and with more uniform use of naming conventions
for post-publication events in titles and abstracts. Our 2018 data shows they have yet
to do so. This raises issues for NLM, and strengthens the case for timely screening of
all incoming records to PubMed. We estimate the number of records to screen for the
critical events is currently less than 620 records a week. That would take a relatively
small investment to ensure the integrity of PubMed and save considerable time
across the community.
The workload for systematic reviewers could also be reduced if Cochrane’s
CENTRAL register of trials was screened, and if Cochrane undertook a collaboration
with Retraction Watch similar to that at Zotero. (49) There may also be a case for
coordinated coding of reviewed events. In our study, 8.4% of the potentially
compromised trials were included in more than one Cochrane review. If author
replies prove to be a rich source of data on trials, screening centrally for these could
also prove worthwhile.
Identifying published post-publication events addresses a major part of the research
integrity checking problem, but not all of it. That which is not published or co-located
with publications is also a problem. As systematic reviews expand further into using
correctible sources such as reports in clinical trial registries, (7) keeping up with
those records pose an additional challenge.
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Findings of research misconduct are critical events that require a clear profile in
PubMed and at journals, and we have demonstrated how to include those from ORI
in research integrity checks. Only a minority of these publications is retracted. (34)
Seife has reported on the degree of invisibility in publications for trials where the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported important conduct violations. (51)
Public research misconduct findings at other national agencies could and should be
assembled into a corpus that can be incorporated into PubMed and linked to
publications. Some academic institutions have published findings of research
integrity investigations, as Tilburg University did in the Stapel case, (52) but this
remains unusual.
A more widespread problem is journal identification of, and willingness to issue errata
and publish letters on, the research they publish. (53–56) Some journals do not
publish letters to the editor at all, or do so for only a limited time after the publication
of a study. (57,58) This underscores the potential importance of additional sources of
red flags about publications, such as PubPeer. (59)
Our study of published post-publication events had multiple limitations, several of
which have already been mentioned. We did not address PubMed Central (PMC),
even though it and PubMed are not totally in sync. [Chapter 5] We also could not
show how often major errors or retractions result in correction or retraction of
systematic reviews. We also did not collect the number of events per affected study.
The proportion of errata notices is similar between trials and systematic reviews. We
do not know to what extent the errata at systematic reviews refer to their own errors,
(60) correction of errors that flow from identification of error in included studies, or
identification of information resulting in re-consideration of previously excluded
studies.
However, we have addressed problems and strategies that could be tackled by
individuals, journals, and bibliographic services. In 1999, Chalmers and Altman
stressed the potential for online publication to perform the critical function of
“threading” disparate sources of data on clinical trials, (57) but in 2011, Altman et al
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showed this had not yet happened. (61) It still has not. In the meantime, systematic
reviewers and others have a roadmap for more thorough research integrity checks of
publications in PubMed.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

Summary
The increase in new evidence, coupled with the problems identified in trials already
reviewed, is outpacing the methods, infrastructure, and collaborations needed to
enable systematic reviewers to keep up with shifting evidence. Yet research gaps
remain, and there are also problems of critical unidentified trials and unidentified or
unreported errors. Our current systems are inadequate for the challenges of
correcting the record, but valuable gains are feasible. A more serious approach to
error correction might also help with the cultural change required to limit the harm
done by compromised research reports.

Hilda Bastian
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Keeping up with evidence that is growing quickly is challenging. Eriksen has
described how our solutions and filters for dealing with information in a time of
surplus inevitably break down rapidly, and we need to continually find new solutions.
(1) Systematic reviewing is one solution, providing filtering and synthesis that is
essential to interpreting bodies of evidence in biomedicine, especially as they grow
and shift direction. But the practice is itself in constant need of new solutions as the
corpus of clinical trials grows, and our knowledge about the reliability of aspects of
review methodology expands as well. This dissertation has focused on several
aspects of systematic reviewing that can affect the reliability of conclusions as the
evidence shifts in a variety ways.
Continuing growth of evidence
In the time since this doctoral work began, Cochrane’s CENTRAL register of trials
added over 800,000 records for new or completed trials, published and not. That
quantity far exceeded our capacity to digest it, even supported by current systematic
review practices. The resulting challenges described at the outset of this project in
Chapter 2 remain, (2) and they are becoming steadily more acute as the numbers of
clinical trials and systematic reviews increase. The updated data from a variety of
sources in Chapter 2 indicate that the number of new studies of both types appearing
daily more than quadrupled between 2007 and 2017.
An analysis by Ioannidis in 2016 concluded that the rate of increase of systematic
reviews was much higher than that estimated here. (3) However, his analysis relied
on using only PubMed’s Clinical Queries filter to estimate the prevalence of
systematic reviews, (4) without accounting for the non-systematic reviews inflating
the results. That method also incorporates systematic reviews of a broad range of
study types that may only rarely have an impact on healthcare decision-making, such
as genetic and animal studies.
Ioannidis also argued that the majority of systematic reviews are redundant, of poor
quality, or otherwise unfit for healthcare decision-making. His consideration of the
prevalence of redundant reviews did not account for systematic reviews being
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ephemeral. Reviews on the same question may only be redundant when they are
conducted at the same time with the same scope, and are in excess of those that can
be helpful replications or challenges to review authors’ methods, results, or
interpretations. Studies that could estimate a rate of redundancy have not assessed
large enough samples of systematic reviews likely to be representative. (5,6) Further
research on the prevalence of systematic reviews would benefit from a robust
estimate of what proportion represents true redundancy.
Clinical trials may often fail to address questions of vital importance to patients,
clinicians, and other decision-makers. (7) Identifying critical research gaps is a
fundamental role of systematic reviews, even though, unfortunately, using systematic
reviews to determine clinical trial priorities may still be uncommon. (8,9) Systematic
reviews can deepen the fragmented picture from clinical trials when they contain
substantial gaps, missing trials or not including important treatment comparisons
from within trials. (10)
In 1987, Mulrow analysed the shortcomings of non-systematic reviews of the
literature. (11) Since then, as we show in Figure 4, the growth of non-systematic
reviews has continued to vastly outstrip that of systematic reviews. In recent years,
there has also been a proliferation of variants of systematic reviews, such as rapid
reviews, network meta-analyses, living systematic reviews, and umbrella reviews or
overviews. (Chapter 1) Further research on the prevalence of systematic reviews
should consider the contribution and respective growth of major types of reviews,
especially rapid reviews. The impact of systematic reviews on non-systematic
reviews could also be explored. These presumably now cite and rely on systematic
reviews to some extent, and their conclusions may be converging.
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Systematic reviews and new evidence
A major strategy for keeping up with the evidence from clinical trials was the
development of the international network and infrastructure of the Cochrane
Collaboration. It began at a time when systematic reviewing was uncommon, and
these studies required advocacy to gain support for undertaking and using them.
Between 1996 and 2003, about one in five systematic reviews in the Database of
Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) were Cochrane reviews. (12) However, while
the growth of systematic reviewing overall has been dramatic, chapter 3 shows that
the number of new Cochrane reviews has plateaued, and Cochrane reviews may
now be more likely to out of date than not. (13) The most current systematic review
on a question is probably not a Cochrane one. The situation for other organisations
with systematic review portfolios is likely to be similar. A 2010 survey by Garritty and
co-authors found that over half of the 103 organisations that responded believed the
majority of their systematic reviews were out of date. (14)
Although they are now a small minority of systematic reviews, Cochrane reviews
constitute a large corpus of studies that had the aspiration of keeping up with clinical
trials. The original conception of Cochrane reviews had been the model now called
living systematic reviews, albeit without the help of trials in digital formats and
technologies such as machine-assisted searching. (15) The reality of attempting to
sustain this goal, however, led to a succession of downgraded expectations for
updating Cochrane reviews, first to at least annually, then to biennially, and now to
not necessarily updated at all (Chapter 3). It is too early in this development to know
to what extent this new generation of living systematic reviews will be adopted, and
whether they will prove to be reliable and sustainable.
We found that over time, relatively few Cochrane reviews were regularly updated,
and the intervals between updates lengthened over time. (13) Although the median
number of included studies increased in our cohort, a major change in conclusion as
a result of new evidence may have been uncommon. Our results are consistent with
Cochrane groups having moved to concentrating updating effort on questions where
new trials were more likely.
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Concentrating updating effort in priority areas was one of the strategies identified in
chapter 2 as critical for coping with the rapid growth of evidence. (2) It is not clear,
however, how effective prioritisation of reviews for updating has been. One option for
exploring this would be assessing subsequent non-Cochrane systematic reviews on
the questions for which Cochrane reviews were not updated to determine how often
new studies had shifted the body of evidence.
A striking feature of the models developed for streamlining the work of updating
systematic reviews has been their individualistic and technical nature, centring on
efficiency of search strategies for updates, for example. Yet, as the Garritty survey
showed, a large number of organisations internationally are monitoring evidence for
systematic review updates. (14) Update searches and assessments on whether there
is any evidence that justifies updating a systematic review represent key research
that should be publicly reported. The practice of not reporting this work unless a
review proceeds to update is contributing to substantial research waste, as the same
futile searches will be repeated many times globally.
We also found that the dates of searches were not reported in 7% of updated
Cochrane reviews; (13) Beller and colleagues found these dates were not reported in
10% of a sample of systematic reviews identified via PubMed. (16) Developing
consensus on update reporting standards through the PRISMA reporting standards
for systematic reviews might encourage major groups of systematic reviewers to
resolve these problems.
Assessing the impact of new studies has been the principle form of evidence shift
focused on for the practice and study of systematic reviewing. This has been based
on a rather linear approach to evidence: as though evidence moves only forward until
a question is answered. However, the analyses in Chapters 3 to 6 show that
evidence often shifts in other ways that can have just as significant an impact on a
systematic review as new evidence. Figure 21 sketches out the contours of shifting
evidence in relation to research questions addressed by systematic reviews.
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Review Question

New question arises 1
Question becomes irrelevant 2

Evidence
grows

Answer

Question
resolved

New
questions 4

Evidence
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reduces 3

No
evidence

No or partial
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Question continues

Question remains
unanswered

E.g. new adverse effect or subgroup question; 2 E.g. intervention superseded or withdrawn;
3
E.g. retracted or inclusion decision changes; 4 E.g. optimum dose or intervention combination.
1

Figure 21. Schema of review questions and potential shifts in evidence.
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As evidence grows, converges, or shifts in direction, reviews can be refocused,
merged, or split to better grapple with the related questions. Sometimes, the review’s
question becomes irrelevant, as for example when a drug is withdrawn from market,
or an intervention falls out of use after the adoption of a new practice.
Even when enough evidence accumulates to answer a question about the
effectiveness of an intervention, the need for a systematic review can continue, as
the success or failure of an interventions generates new questions: Does the
intervention help some people more than others? What is the optimum use of the
intervention (dose, length, etc)? Can health outcomes be optimised if this intervention
is combined with others? Shifting evidence and questions may be the rule for
systematic reviews.
In addressing the various scenarios shown in Figure 21, this work pointed to a critical
methodological gap in determining when a question has been adequately answered.
The inconsistencies we found in the application of the “stable” category to Cochrane
reviews highlights the need for reliable analytic methods to support decision-making
about the conclusiveness of evidence. (17)
The potential for centralised infrastructure
In the early stages of this work, we argued that any proposals for adding to the
workload of systematic reviewing needed to consider whether slowing down the
process and reducing was justified. (2) In proposing research integrity checks for the
content of systematic reviews, I attempted to address this issue by developing tools
to make it easier for systematic reviewers to meet this demand. However, another
critical strategy is for improved centralised infrastructure that can mitigate the
workload for individuals.
I have focused particularly on parts of the information management ecosystem in
which I have been heavily involved over the years, the information infrastructure at
PubMed and Cochrane. Both of these resources could add investment to enable
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timely identification and notification/indexing of key research integrity issues in
studies, reducing the time required by individual systematic reviewers. In particular,
the U.S. National Library of Medicine, the producer of PubMed, could resume the
work undertaken by our team, filtering and indexing all records – including
“epublished ahead of print” records – for all key post-publication events relevant to
research integrity. Records should also be made directly searchable, indexing
synchronised between PubMed and PMC, and a feed of data on research integrity
easily usable by individuals and services such as Cochrane’s trial registry and other
databases and reference management systems, as well as enabling checking of lists
of publications. Some problems are best fixed globally, taking advantage of important
economies of scale. Detailed audit of other databases and platforms similar to that
undertaken here for PubMed and PMC could usefully identify barriers and problems
related to the visibility and ascertainment of post-publication events.
Another theme throughout this work has been the need for meta-research to identify
and solve methodological problems. That issue, too, has a critical infrastructure
component. The ending of the Cochrane Methodology Register (18) and its
successor, the Scientific Resource Center’s Methods Library, (19) because of the
relatively modest resource investment they require is emblematic of several
problems. One of those is that well-resourced groups in the evidence synthesis arena
are under-estimating how vital it is that we have science on how best to do science.
The second is that we are not learning the lessons of what happens if research
keeps piling up without an adequately functioning system for us to be able to find,
use, and synthesise it. We are repeating this pattern with meta-research.
Reducing the perpetuation of error by systematic reviews
The final major theme that emerged during this work was unexpected: the need for
better systems for correcting the scientific record, and effective research integrity
filters. This is an important area of development for systematic reviewing, but also for
almost anything that relies on cited research or lists of published studies, including
grant applications. Although the work in chapters 5 and 6 make a contribution here,
we still know very little about many critical issues, notably errata and the data content
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of authors’ replies to letters to the editor, and these require further research. A better
understanding of their prevalence and implications for systematic reviews is essential
to know whether the effort in finding and evaluating these potential sources of
information are worthwhile.
The work here has focused on publications about trials. Systematic reviews may
increasingly use data from other sources, as well, such as trial register entries,
clinical study reports, and author replies to requests for data. Some systematic
reviews use incorporate conference abstracts. While trial register entries can be
updated, other forms of trial report may not be corrected. The impact of error in nonjournal forms of trial reports does not appear to have been assessed. In addition,
more research is needed about de novo errors in systematic reviews. (20,21)
Considerable effort goes into assessing methodological quality of systematic reviews.
However, as systematic reviews build on previous reviews, we need to know if there
are other ways we can detect if they are unreliable.
Using compromised research does not inevitably cause harm and waste, but it can.
The additional effort required to assess the ongoing validity of data included in
systematic reviews may be substantial, and the impact on the efficiency of systematic
reviews needs to be assessed. The situation is analogous to the issue of updating:
adding new studies may only rarely have a major impact on a systematic review’s
results, yet it is not always easy to predict when the effort of updating will justify the
effort.
Systematic reviews can be unreliable because they were poor quality from the
outset. They can begin with error, such as missing critical studies, but they can
accrue it, and perpetuate it too. As chapter 6 showed, shifts in the evidence a review
has already synthesised has the potential to affect reliability, and that might happen
more often than we realise. This could perpetuate error because so many decision
makers and information producers rely on systematic reviews. Compromised
information is carried forward through clinical practice guidelines and health
information for the public. Other systematic reviews may pick up where a previous
systematic review left off, taking whatever compromised results it may have at face
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value. A compromised systematic review could inform further research in erroneous
ways as well. A clinical trial might be clearly corrected or retracted, but it may not be
noticed because of reliance on uncorrected systematic reviews.
Chapter 6 demonstrates that the methods advised by the Cochrane Handbook (22)
for dealing with post-publication events affecting included studies are inadequate,
although they stand out in the systematic review community for having a
recommendation on a systematic approach at all. The under-appreciation and low
profile of these issues is also highlighted by the striking differences in how trials
retracted for ethical issues are being handled by systematic reviewers. (23)
The invisibility of published error correction is part of a larger problem of a view of
research that sees dissemination of reports as the end of a process, instead of the
beginning of a new one. Scientific communities need to value what Rennie (24)
called in the 1990s the “aftercare” of research, as well as having a stronger postpublication peer review culture. (25) Research funders need to value it, too, and
support the time it takes, for trialists with a responsibility to pursue correction of the
record through to systematic reviewers and other researchers. Journals need to
value it as well, (26,27) or at least not pull us backwards, as it seems may be
happening with practices around e-publication ahead of print. The prevalence of
errata does not indicate the extent of error, which remains largely unaddressed. (28)
Thinking and talking about research is part of the science community’s vibrant
culture. Capturing that post-publication intellectual effort more rigorously is essential
for better science. (25)
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Appendix 1:
Methods for 2019 update on the growth of trials and systematic reviews in
health.
Non-systematic reviews
We used the review publication type in PubMed: review[pt]
Case reports
We used the case reports publication type in PubMed: case reports[pt]
The definition used for this subject/publication type were narrowed in 1967 and then
expanded in 1976, (1) leading to an anomalous dip in the apparent number of case
reports.
Systematic reviews
1. The annual count of Cochrane reviews to the end of 2008 was provided by
Claire Allen from the Cochrane Collaboration secretariat. The annual count of
Cochrane reviews from 2014 to 2017 came from the Cochrane website. (2)
We could identify no official reports of numbers of reviews between 2009 and
2013, and dates of first publication could not be searched in the CDSR. For
those years, PubMed records for the CDSR were retrieved, and R was used to
find records with no “.pub” or with “.pub2” in the DOI: protocols were excluded.
This method was also used for 2014 to 2017 to measure results against the
official Cochrane numbers for those years: it resulted in an over-estimation of
the number of Cochrane reviews (from 420 versus 406 for 2017, to 513 to 417
in 2016).
2. In the 2010 paper, the count on INAHTA (International Network of Agencies
for Health Technology Assessment) came from the INAHTA database at the
Centre for Reviews and Dissemination. However, this was no longer updated
and was not used for the 2019 update. Epistemonikos was added. (3) Search
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results were limited by “systematic review” type. As there was a discrepancy
between hits reported and numbers on download, all results were downloaded
and the total downloaded records used. As this exceeded download limits, the
first search on year of publication was divided into small enough chunks to
download by segmenting according to date added to Epistemonikos.
3. We used two counts for MEDLINE. First we used the meta-analysis
[publication type] limited to Humans. But this is known to miss many
systematic reviews. So we also used one of the Montori filters (4):
Medline[tiab] OR (systematic[tiab] AND review[tiab]) OR meta-analysis[ptyp],
again limited to Humans. This filter has been assessed to have a sensitivity of
71% and precision of 57%. Given the 57% precision, we then multiplied the
results by 0.57. Given the sensitivity of 71% this will underestimate the total
number of systematic reviews. As we were interested in therapeutic reviews
which are around 70% of all reviews (5), we kept this estimate as a
reasonable one for therapeutic reviews.
Trials
For trials we used three sources.
1. We used all trials in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials.
2. For MEDLINE we used Pubmed and 3 publication types:
("Controlled Clinical Trial " OR "Clinical Trial, Phase III " OR "Randomized
Controlled Trial") limited to humans
3. For MEDLINE, we also used the "narrow" version of the Clinical Queries filter
for trials on PubMed.
To estimate the proportion of unpublished in trial registries, we searched for all
interventional studies on clinicaltrials.gov (254,135 hits), then restricted the search to
completed studies (139,811 hits) (55.0%).
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The original searches were done on 18 April 2009. The update searches were done
in the last week of October 2019. The search of clinicaltrials.gov was done on 18
November 2019.
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Appendix 2.

Placing the results of the longitudinal study into context with other studies of
Cochrane review updating.
One author (HB) searched for studies of Cochrane review updating in the Cochrane
Methodology Register (which ended in May 2012), (1) as well as the author’s
collection of studies on updating systematic reviews. Reference lists of relevant
papers were searched for further studies. There was no restriction on language or
type of document, as long as it included data on updating, changes in conclusion, or
analysis of reporting quality of updates in a cohort of Cochrane reviews.
Data were collected on the number of included Cochrane reviews, the time coverage
of the cohort, and whether there was a topic restriction for the reviews. Each was
reviewed for data on measures of currency of reviews, frequency of updating,
frequency of changes of conclusion, and quality of reporting on updates, and relevant
findings were summarised in the overview that follows.
There were 13 studies with relevant data. There were another two studies that
measured different outcomes, (2,3) and one study (4) referred to two studies in
conference abstracts to which we did not have access.
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Overview of studies of updating in Cochrane reviews.
Study
1998 (5)

Findings
50% updated within 2 years

1268 from all in 1/02
1571 from all in 1/03

2002 (6)
2003 (7)

147 from all in 2/03

2004 (8)

95% amended, not clear if updated
46.5% date of search within last 2
years
Total updated: 48%

377 from all in 2/98

2005 (4)

86 reviews & protocols from all in 4/06

2006 (9)

2607 from all in 1/06

2006 (10)

70% updated, 9% changed
conclusion
60% updated within 2 years; 26%
retracted
43% updated in last 2 years

53 updated in 4/02

2006 (11)

Mean time to update 2.7 years

301 with protocols in 2/00-1/01

2008 (12)
2010 (13)

623 new in 2000-2005

2011 (14)

A third updated; 0.7% every 2 years
32.7% in 2 yrs, median 3.3 yrs to
1st; 2% major conclusion change
45% in last 2 yrs; median to update
1.8 yrs
~20% updated every 2 years

95 96 97
36 new 2/95

98

99

313 from all in 3/07

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

5418 all to end of 2012

2013 (15)
682 new 2010, updated by 2017
177 updated in 2003

2018 (16)
2019
Cohorts
in this
paper

1532 from all in 4/02

43% update rate; 3.9% of subset
changed conclusion
Median 3 yrs update, 7 since last;
2.8% major conclusion change
11.3% updated

Green = no subject restriction, Orange = subset of Cochrane reviews in a subject area.
Until 2012, Cochrane reviews were published in 4 issues per year. Issues are referred to by issue/year: e.g. 2/03 is Issue 2 of 2003.
First 23 columns are each year of publication of CDSR, from issue 1 in 1995 to end of December 2018.
Length of the bar is the time from first included Cochrane reviews. If a study reported it was from the CDSR’s inception, the bar
begins in 1995, whether or not reviews from 1995 were in the cohort.
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Appendix 3.
Search strategies for retractions and retrievals.

A. Search strategies for databases.

1. PubMed.

hasretractionof
hasretractionin
retraction of publication[pt]
retracted publication[pt]
(retracted[ti] OR retraction*[ti] OR retracted[tt] OR retraction*[tt])
(erratum*[ti] OR correction[ti] OR corrigendum*[ti] OR errata*[ti] OR
corrections[ti] OR corrigenda*[ti] OR erratum*[tt] OR correction[tt] OR
corrigendum*[tt] OR errata*[tt] OR corrections[tt] OR corrigenda*[tt] OR
published erratum[pt] or haserratumfor) AND (retract* OR withdraw*)
AND (article[tiab] OR articles[tiab] OR e-publication[tiab] OR epublications[tiab] OR epub*[tiab] OR "ahead of print"[tiab] OR
manuscript[tiab] OR manuscripts[tiab] OR publication[tiab] OR
publications[tiab])
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/withdrawalpolicy OR (Elsevier* AND
policy* AND article* AND (remov* OR withdraw*))
(withdrawn[ti] OR withdrawn[tt])
(withdrawn[tiab] AND (article[tiab] OR articles[tiab] OR e-publication[tiab]
OR e-publications[tiab] OR epub*[tiab] OR "ahead of print"[tiab] OR
manuscript[tiab] OR manuscripts[tiab] OR publication[tiab] OR
publications[tiab]))
(temporary*[ti] AND removal*[ti]) OR (temporary*[tt] AND removal*[tt])
retrait[tiab] AND article[tiab]
retrait[ti] OR retrait[tt]
(retirado[tiab] OR retraído[tiab]) AND (artículo[tiab] OR artigo[tiab])
retirado[ti] OR retraído[ti] OR retirado[tt] OR retraído[tt]
pubstatusaheadofprint AND ("0001/01/01"[PDAT] : "2012/12/31"[PDAT])
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2. PubMed Central (PMC).
retraction[filter]
is retracted[filter]
withdrawn[ti]
retracted[ti] OR retraction*[ti]
(erratum*[ti] OR correction[ti] OR corrigendum*[ti] OR errata*[ti] OR
corrections[ti] OR corrigenda*[ti] OR correction[filter]) AND (article OR articles)
AND (retract* OR withdraw OR withdrawn OR withdraws OR withdrawal OR
withdrawing)
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/withdrawalpolicy OR "Elsevier Policy"

3. Web of Science.
(PY=1980-2017) AND (DT= Retracted Publication)
(PY=1980-2017) AND (DT=Retraction)

4. Retraction Watch.
All records in http://retractiondatabase.org/RetractionSearch.aspx to 14 August 2017.
Additional subsequent records provided by Retraction Watch on 3 January 2018.
5. CrossRef.
Retractions per API.
6. PubMed Commons.
Active comments: ‘withdrawn’ or ‘retract’
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Appendix 4.
Studies of retractions in the biomedical literature.
A. Search for studies for filter development.

Study criteria
•

Included if data from a search for retractions/retraction notices reported.

•

Excluded if no data from the 1990s or later.

Although the search strategy was designed for the biomedical literature, studies of
other literature were not excluded.

Search dates
Initial search finalized on 8 September 2015. Further searches were undertaken in
August 2017 and August 2019. As only studies found up to August 2017 were
included in data collection, the 2017 and 2019 results are included in separate tables
below. Searches and study selection done by Hilda Bastian.

Search strategy
1. Snowball search of references beginning with initial seed set of articles.
2. Included studies in 2016 review (1).
3. Citations of seminal study (2) in Google Scholar in August 2017.
4. PubMed search for studies from 2016 and 2017 on 21 August 2017 using:
"retractions" OR "retracted publications" OR "retracted articles".
5. Additional studies identified during searches for retractions.
6. Update of PubMed search (#4 above) from 1 August 2017 on 5 August 2019.
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7. Update of seminal study citations (#3 above) from 2017 to 10 August 2019.
8. PubMed search on 11 August 2019 using: retracted[ti] AND (publications[ti]
OR articles[ti])

B. Studies and abstracted data.
Table 1. Included studies – original set used for reference searching and filter
development.

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)

Included
in (1)

Abritis 2015 (3)

Scope: Office of Research Integrity (ORI)
findings of research misconduct, articles
related.
Search: Not stated.

No.

Almeida 2016a (4)

Scope: SciELO and LILACS.
Search: December 2014.

No.

Almeida 2016b (5)

Scope: Web of Knowledge.
Search: November 2014.

Yes.

Amos 2014 (6)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: PT Retracted publication
Date of search: 27 Jan 2013.

Yes.

Azoulay 2012 (7)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Not stated.
Date of search: Not stated.

Yes.

Balhara 2014 (8)

Scope: PubMed, MeSH heading (mental
disorders only).
Date of search: 15 September 2012.

No.

Balhara 2015 (9)

Scope: PubMed, MeSH heading (mental

No.
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ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
disorders only).
Date of search: Not stated.

Included
in (1)

Bilbrey 2014 (10)

Scope: 15 journals, PubMed & Web of
Knowledge.
Strategy: Web of Knowledge – retraction in
topic, PubMed corrected/retracted search
limit
Date: 2012.

Yes.

Bozzo 2017 (11)

Scope: MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane
Library (cancer only).
Search: 23 August 2015.

No.

Budd 1998 (12)
Additional reports
(13,14)

Scope: MEDLINE (unspecified).
Strategy: Publication Type “retraction of
publication”.
Citation impact study.
Search: August 1997, restricted to end of
1996.

Yes.

Cicero 2014 (15)

Scope: Web of Science.
Search: 7 January 2014.

Yes.

Claxton 2005 (16)

Scope: PubMed, secondly, retractions for 10
years in 11 journals.
Strategy and date not reported.

No.

Cokol 2008 (17)

Scope: MEDLINE (unspecified).
Strategy: Apparently as NLM-recorded.
Search: 21 Oct 2007.

Yes.

Colaianni 1992 (18)

Scope: MEDLINE (unspecified).
Strategy: NLM retraction notices.
Search: date not reported.

No.

Damineni 2015 (19)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: “Keyword search” –
Retraction of articles

No.
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ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Retraction notice
Withdrawal of article
Search: January 2014.

Included
in (1)

Davis 2012 (20)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: “Retracted publication” in PT field
Search: Between July & September 2011.

Yes.

Decullier 2013 (21)

Scope: MEDLINE (unspecified).
Strategy: Publication type “retraction of
publication”
Search: August 2011, limited to 2008.

Yes.

Decullier 2014 (22)

As for Decullier 2013. Updates to May 2012.

Yes.

Elia 2014 (23)

Scope: 88 articles retracted due to ethical
concerns (Boldt case).
Search: January 2013.

No.

Fanelli 2013 (24)
Additional report (25)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Corrections, & corrections with the
term “retraction” in their title.
Search: date not reported.

Yes.

Fang 2011 (26)

Scope: PubMed search for 17 journals, 2001
to 2010.
Details of strategy and search date not
reported.

Yes.

Fang 2012 (27)
Additional reports
(28,29)

Scope: PubMed.
Date of search: May 2012.

Yes.

Foo 2010 (30)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: “retracted publication” in PT
Search: 23 July 2009.

Yes.
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ID
Furman 2012 (31)

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Scope: PubMed and Web of Science.
Search strategy and date not reported.

Included
in (1)
Yes.

Gasparyan 2014 (32)

Scope: PubMed.
Search: January 2014.

Yes.

Grieneisen 2012 (2)

Scope: PubMed & 41 other databases (to a
point of diminishing returns)
Retracted publication PT or retraction/s in
title, or withdrawn/withdrawal in title
Search: 22 August 2011.

Yes.

He 2013 (33)

Scope: Web of Science 2001 - 2010.
Search: February 2012.

Yes.

Huh 2016 (34)

Scope: KoreaMed database.
Search: January 1990 to January 2016.

No.

Jawaid 2016 (35)

Scope: Pakistan Journal of Medical
Sciences.

No.

Jin 2013 (36)

Scope: an effect of retraction study. Web of
Science, authors with a single retraction
between 1993 and 2009.

Yes.

Karabag 2016 (37)

Scope: Management, business & economic
journals 2005-2015. Not biomed.
Strategy: keyword searches in 7 publishers’
databases.
Date not reported.

Yes.

Lu 2013 (38)

Scope: Web of Science, 2000 to 2011,
backend data. Impact of publications and
citation study.

Yes.

Madlock-Brown 2015
(39)

Scope: MEDLINE – not specified.
Details of search strategy not reported.
Apparently based on NLM tagging.
Search: 2012 (not further specified).

Yes.
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ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)

Included
in (1)

Mongeon 2015 (40)
Additional report (41)

Scope: PubMed 1996-2006.
Impact on authors of retractions study.
Strategy: “retracted publication” PT and
“retraction of publication” PT
Date not reported.

Yes.

Moylan 2016 (42)

Scope: BioMed Central backend.
Search: January 2000 to December 2015.

No.

Nath 2006 (43)

Scope: MEDLINE – not specified.
“retracted publication” PT and “retraction of
publication” PT
Search: date not reported.

Yes.

Neale 2007 (44)

Scope: ORI findings 1991 – 2001. Checked
for retractions in PubMed and Web of
Science. (Last check May 2005).

No.

Nogueira 2017 (45)

Scope: SCImago, Retraction Watch,
PubMed.
Strategy: PubMed included publication type
retraction, and “withdrawn [title] OR
retraction [title] OR retracted [title] AND
dentistry”). (Dentistry only.)
Search: March 2016.

No.

Parrish 1999 (46)

Scope: ORI findings, 25 cases (1983 to
1997).

No.

Qi 2017 (47)

Scope: Retraction Watch.
Strategy: “Fake peer review” OR “faked peer
review” in PubMed and Google Scholar.
Search: November 2015.

No.

Rai 2017 (48)

Scope: PubMed/MEDLINE, CINAHL, Google
Scholar, Scopus. (Orthopedics only.)
Search: 1984 to 4 June 2016.

No.
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ID
Redman 2008 (49)

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Scope: PubMed, articles published 19952004.
Strategy: PT “retraction in”
Search: 9 June 2005

Included
in (1)
Yes.

Resnik 2013 (50)

Scope: ORI findings, 1992-2011, PubMed
notifications.
Time of searching PubMed not reported.

No.

Rosenkrantz 2016 (51)

Scope: PubMed, Web of Science. (Radiology
journals only.)
Strategy: PubMed - retraction PT, “retraction
notice” at start of title
Search: May 2015.

Yes.

Samp 2012 (52)

Scope: PubMed, 2000-2011.
Strategy: PT retraction notice and retracted
publication
Search: 11 August 2011.

Snodgrass 1992 (53)

Scope: PubMed – plus 7 extras added,
provenance unclear.
Strategy: “retraction of publication” PT
Search: August 1991.

Yes.

Steen 2011 (54)

Scope: PubMed
Strategy: Limits “items with abstracts,
retracted publication, English”, retracted in
2000 to 2010
Search: 22 January 2010.

Yes.

Steen 2013 (58)

Scope: PubMed
Strategy: Limits retracted publication, English
language
Search: 3 May 2012.

Yes.

Trikalinos 2008 (59)

Scope: 21 top-cited journals.
Strategy: Limit retracted publication in
PubMed, also searched Web of Science.
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Yes.

Additional reports (55–
57)

Yes.

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Search: date not reported.

Included
in (1)

Wang 2017 (60)

Scope: MEDLINE, EMBASE, neurosurgery
journals. (Neurosurgery only.)
Search: January 2017.

No.

Wager 2011 (61)

Scope: MEDLINE not specified
Retractions in English, Strategy not
specified.
Search: Date not reported.

Yes.

Woolley 2011 (62)
Additional report (63)

Scope: PubMed
Strategy: Limit retracted publications, English
language, human research.
Search: 18 February 2008.

Yes

Yan 2016 (64)

Scope: MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cochrane
Library. (Orthopedic only.)
Search: September 2015.

No.

Table 2. Included studies – update search, used for ongoing filter
development.

ID
Al-Ghareeb 2018 (65)

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)

Included
in (1)

Scope: MEDLINE via Ovid, Retraction Watch
website.
Strategy: Limited to nursing research:
1. (retract* OR remove* OR recall* OR
withdraw* OR ‘retract* public*’ ~ 10) [mp =
title, abstract, original title, name of
substance word, subject heading word,
keyword heading word; protocol
supplementary concept word; rare disease
supplementary concept word; unique
identifier; synonyms].

No.
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ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
2. Retraction of publication (MeSH)
3. 1 OR 2
4. Limit 3 to filters (retracted publication OR
retraction of publication)
Date: July 2017.

Included
in (1)

Ajiferuke 2018 (66)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Library and information science
journals, includes citation study
Date not reported.

No.

Al-Hidabi 2018 (67)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Computer science only, January
2007 to July 2017
Date not reported.

No.

Alrawadieh 2019 (68)

Scope: ScienceDirect, Google Scholar,
Retraction Watch website.
Strategy: Tourism and hospitality journals
only
Date not reported.

No.

Ayodele 2018 (69)

Scope: CrossRef, Google Scholar.
Strategy: Management research only (20052016)
Date not reported.

No.

Bakker 2018 (70)

Scope: Retraction Watch website then
discoverability at MEDLINE via Ovid,
PsycInfo via Ovid, EBSCO databases,
Scopus, Web of Science, PubMed.
Strategy: Mental health only
Date: 27 June 2016 to 8 July 2016.

No.

Bar-Ilan 2018 (71)

Scope: ScienceDirect (Elsevier).
Strategy: Citation and Mendeley readership
study.
Date: October 2014.

No.

Bolboacā 2019 (72)

Scope: PubMed.

No.
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ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Strategy: Retracted publication and retraction
subsets, radiology-imaging diagnostic
methods only, impact on citations study
using Scopus.
Date: June 2017.

Included
in (1)

Brainard 2018 (73)

Scope: Retraction Watch database.
Date: 30 August 2018.

No.

Campos-Varela 2018
(74)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: “indexed as ‘retracted publication’,”
from 2013 to 2016.
Date: 30 April 2017.

No.

Cassão 2018 (75)

Scope: 100 surgery journals.
Strategy and date not reported.

No.

Chambers 2019 (76)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Indexed as retracted or withdrawn,
plus search for “retracted”, “retraction” and
“withdrawn”. Obstetrics and gynaecology
only.
Date: June 2018.

No.

Chauvin 2019 (77)

Scope: MEDLINE unspecified, Web of
Science, Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials, Retraction Watch website.
Strategy: Retracted publication and retraction
of publication PTs. Emergency medicine
only.
Date: 5 July 2016.

No.

Coudert 2019 (78)

Scope: Scopus.
Strategy: Chemistry, material science and
chemical engineering only, 2017-2018
Date not reported.

No.

Dal-Ré 2019a (79)
Additional report

Scope: Retraction Watch database
Strategy: All entries for misconduct or

No.

188

ID
(Spanish subset) (80)

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
investigation, target genetics only, but
multiple disciplines compared.
Date: 14-16 January 2019

Included
in (1)

Dal-Ré 2019b (81)

Scope: Retraction Watch database
Strategy: Retractions and “Medicinepharmacology”, “clinical study”, “research
article”, “meta-analysis”.
Date: 17-20 May 2019.

No.

Decullier 2018 (82)

Scope: MEDLINE (unspecified).
Strategy: Publication type “retraction of
publication”
Date: 1 February 2017

No.

Drimer-Batca 2019 (83)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Reviewing PubMed status of 200
papers with ORI finding of misconduct
Date: November 2017.

No.

Drury 2009 (84)

Scope: MEDLINE (not specified).
Strategy: MeSH “retracted publication”,
1990-2008, citation study for journals in the
Cardiothoracic Surgery Network
Date not reported.

No.

Faggion 2018 (85)

Scope: PubMed, PubMed Central, Web of
Science, Google Scholar, Retraction Watch
(website).
Strategy: PubMed retraction and retracted
publication filters
Date: 2 July 2018.

No.

Gray 2018 (86)

Scope: MEDLINE
Strategy: Not specified. Nursing only, trials to
follow up if they were in systematic reviews.
Date not reported.

No.

Gray 2019 (87)

Scope: PubMed. Uses retractions identified
in (65)

No.

189

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Strategy: Study of availability of retraction
notices at PubMed and/or journal, nursing
only
Date not reported.

Included
in (1)

Hamilton 2019 (88)

Scope: Google Scholar, Web of Science,
Scopus.
Strategy: Citation impact, radiation oncology
only.
Date: June 2017.

No.

Horbach 2019 (89)

Scope: Retraction Watch database.
Strategy: Analysis of retraction rates at
journals according to reported peer review
procedures.
Date: 11 December 2017.

No.

Hosseini 2018 (90)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Limited countries, “honest error” as
reason, 2010-2015.
Date not reported.

No.

Hwang 2018 (91)

Scope: PubMed, Scopus.
Strategy: PubMed “(retracted OR withdrawn)
AND (article OR publication OR paper)”,
plastic surgery journals only
Date not reported.

No.

Jan 2018 (92)

Scope: Retraction Watch website.
Strategy: Citation study, top 7 from highly
cited retractions list
Date not reported.

No.

King 2018 (93)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Retracted or retraction, filtered
English language (1991-2015), surgery only.
Date not reported.

No.

Kuroki 2018 (94)

Scope: PubMed, Web of Science.
Strategy: Used supplementary file from

No.

190

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Steen 2013 (58). Study of rate of repeat
retractions for authors.
Date: Web of Science 20 January 2016.

Included
in (1)

Lei 2018 (95)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Chinese researchers only.
Date: 5 February 2017.

No.

Li 2018 (96)

Scope: PubMed, Retraction Watch website.
Strategy: retract*, limited to retracted
publication PT. Limited to human research
and English language filters.
Date: February 2016.

No.

Mena 2019 (97)

Scope: PubMed, EMBASE, Retraction Watch
database.
Strategy: PubMed retraction and retracted
PTs, urology only.
Date: 11 May 2018.

No.

Mistry 2019 (98)

Scope: Retraction Watch database.
Strategy: Authors with multiple retractions
only, impact on publication rates using
Scopus.
Date: November 2018.

No.

Mott 2019 (99)

Scope: PubMed, CINAHL, Google,
Retraction Watch database.
Strategy: “terms specific to each database”,
randomized clinical trials only, citation impact
study.
Date: August 2017.

No.

Pierson 2018 (100)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Retracted publication PT, nursing
Date: 15 January 2018.

No.

Ribeiro 2018 (101)

Scope: Retraction Watch database.
Strategy: Retractions from 2013 to 2015.

No.

191

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Date: August 2017.

Included
in (1)

Rubbo 2019 (102)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Engineering only
Date: April to May 2016.

No.

Schmidt 2018 (103)

Scope: PubMed, Web of Science.
Strategy: Words (unspecified) in title
indicating retraction but not a retracted PT;
and ((“withdrawn"[Title] OR
“withdrawal"[Title]) NOT “Retracted
publication"[Publication Type]) NOT
“Retraction of publication"[Publication Type];
(“withdrawn"[Title] OR “withdrawal"[Title])
AND “Retraction of publication"[Publication
Type]; (“withdrawn"[Title] OR
“withdrawal"[Title]) AND “Retracted
publication"[Publication Type]
Date not reported.

No.

Shamim 2018 (104)

Scope: Analysis of Indian articles from (45)
Strategy: n/a
Date: n/a

No.

Shema 2019 (105)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: Unspecified, 2012-2017, Altmetric
study
Date: 2 August 2017.

No.

Shuai 2017 (106)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Citation impact study.
Date not reported.

No.

Singh 2014 (107)

Scope: PubMed and MEDLINE (not
specified).
Strategy: Keywords retraction of articles,
retraction notice, and withdrawal of article,
2004-2013
Date: April 2014.

No.

192

ID
Stavale 2019 (108)

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
Scope: PubMed, Web of Science, Biblioteca
Virtual em Saúde, Google Scholar,
Retraction Watch database.
Strategy: From 2004, articles from Brazilian
institutions only. In PubMed: ("Retraction of
publication"[All Fields] OR "retraction of
publication as topic"[All Fields] OR "retracted
publication"[All Fields]) NOT (retraction[All
Fields] AND ("dentistry"[MeSH Terms] OR
"dentistry"[All Fields]))
Date: Not reported.

Included
in (1)
No.

Stricker 2019 (109)

Scope: PsycInfo.
Strategy: Psychology only
Date: January 2018.

No.

Tang 2017 (110)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: 1987 to 2013
Date: January 2014.

No.

Tripathi 2018 (111)

Scope: Scopus.
Strategy: 2000-2017
Date: January 2018.

No.

Van Leeuwen 2014
(112)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Tagged retracted.
Search: January 2014.

No.

Wang 2018 (113)

Scope: PubMed.
Strategy: “Retracted publication” PT,
Directory of Open Access Journals only
Date: 5 October 2017.

No.

Wasiak 2018 (114)

Scope: Ovid MEDLINE, PubMed, Ovid
EMBASE, Cochrane Library.
Strategy: "retraction note," "retracted note,"
"withdrawn"
Date: May 2017.

No.

Wray 2018 (115)

Science journal 1983-1997 – method and

No.

193

ID

Method for finding retractions (PubMed
strategies)
date not reported.

Included
in (1)

Xu 2018 (116)

Scope: Web of Science.
Strategy: Cell biology, business, finance,
management only. Authorship of retraction
notices.
Date: March 2017.

No.

Yanti Idaya Aspura 2018
(117)

Scope: Web of Science, Scopus.
Strategy: Malaysian articles only.
Date: 30 July 2017.

No.
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Appendix 5.
Studies on the prevalence, content, and impact of post-publication events
detectable in PubMed.
1. Prevalence studies
(a) Retractions
Retraction of publications is the post-publication event that has been researched the
most, (1) [Appendix 4] although – and perhaps partly because – they are rare.
According to a study by Bastian et al to the end of 2017, less than 0.1% of new
publications in PubMed have been retracted annually, only 64% of which were
indexed with this status. [Chapter 5] This study found a very high rate of unindexed
retracted publications among records which were still “e-published ahead of print”
status without ever being formally added to an issue of a journal. We found one study
reporting on the prevalence of retracted clinical trials, but none on trials included in
systematic reviews. Mott et al identified 383 retracted randomized trials in PubMed
up to February 2017, 95% of which were indexed with retracted status. (2) We found
no studies on retractions of systematic reviews generally, but Ma et al reported
withdrawal of 196 Cochrane systematic reviews to the end of 2012, representing
2.7% of reviews. (3) Cochrane retracted reviews include a mixture of reasons, from
serious error to being out of date, or superseded by another review(s). Some
Cochrane reviews have been removed from the journal with no explanation. [Chapter
3]
(b) Misconduct
Although it is not possible to assess the findings of research misconduct by research
institutions and agencies worldwide, publications affected by them are likely to be
relatively rare. Abritis found that of the 167 researchers with findings of misconduct
by the U.S. Office of Research Integrity between 1993 and 2013, half had no
publications associated with the misconduct. (4)
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(c) Expressions of concern
Editorial expressions of concern are also rare, but increasing: only 320 publications
in PubMed were known to have had expressions of concern at the end of 2016. (5)
At that time, this status was not indexed in PubMed. A publication type for
expressions of concern was introduced and used retrospectively in 2018. (6)
(d) Errata
We found one study of the rate of errata for included studies in systematic reviews.
Farrah and Rabb searched PubMed and journal websites for errata affecting 127 of
669 included articles (19%) in 40 systematic reviews of drugs by the Canadian
Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health (CADTH). (7) There was a median of 1.5
errors per erratum. Databases varied greatly in how often errata were included, or
original records modified, from 27% in Cochrane’s CENTRAL database, to 69% in
MEDLINE and 73% in Embase and Scopus.
Estimates of the prevalence of errata in the biomedical literature have varied across
studies and journals. Royle and Waugh concluded that the errata rate for randomized
trials in MEDLINE was 1.2% from 1995 to 2001, compared with 0.6% of other
publications. (8) Most of the errata were in 4 journals, with a published errata rate
over 8% in The Lancet, JAMA, and NEJM, and over 5% in BMJ. They did not
evaluate the adequacy of identification of errata in MEDLINE/PubMed.
Molckovsky et al reviewed errata in two prominent oncology journals from 2004 to
2007, finding an errata rate of 4% of research articles, and 5% for randomized trials.
(9) They also reported that oncology journals do not always link errata to the affected
publication online. Trikalinos used PubMed to estimate the errata rate in five
prominent medical journals between 1996 and 2008, reporting a 2.5% errata rate,
compared to 0.6% for a group of 100 journals not chosen for their prominence. (10)
Hauptman et al analysed errata for 557 papers identified by manually searching in 20
general medical and cardiovascular journals across 18 months in 2009/2010. (11)
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They found the errata rate was correlated with journal impact factor, and the overall
publication rate of errata was 4.2% for original research and reviews (with a range
from 0 to 18.8%). Castillo et al analyzed errata in five prominent clinical imaging
journals for five years to June 2011, and found a 1.8% errata rate. (12) Strothmann
analysed 564 papers with errata at PLOS One for just over four years (to November
2011), an errata rate of 2.1%. (13)
Grcar (14) and Fanelli et al (15) used Scopus and Web of Science respectively to
estimate rates of correction, but neither evaluated the adequacy of ascertainment of
errata in these databases. Grcar reported 1.5% to 2.0% rate of errata for health,
social sciences, and liberal arts from 1990 to 2010, and 3.0% for multidisciplinary
journals. Fanelli et al concluded that the rate of errata was not increasing, but did not
report the rate. Erfanmanesh and Teixeira da Silva also (apparently) used Web of
Science, reporting on rate of errata for 16 open access mega-journals between 2012
and 2018, with a range from 0 to 3.2%. (16)
(e) Correction and republication
Correction with republication is rare. We found only one study with prevalence data
for this type of post-publication action. Marasović et al investigated 35 corrected and
republished articles in PubMed between 2015 and 2016, of which 29 were indexed
with this status (83%). (17)
(f) Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor are the most common of the post-publication events we are
concerned with in this study. We found 7 analyses of them after 2000. Baethge et al
found 13% as many letters as original articles in PubMed in 2007, but without
assessing how many of the letters were in response to publications. (18) They
reported that in the year ending October 2007, Deutsches Ärzteblatt published
correspondence relating to 49% of the original articles and reviews they published.
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Kastner et al used PubMed to assess letters to the editor on randomized trials in five
leading medical journals in 2007, finding 52% of 334 trials had letters published. (19)
Ober et al reported on the usage of the criticisms management system for Cochrane
systematic reviews in 2002, with 171 criticisms submitted per 1,388 reviews (12.3%).
(20) Wiebe et al looked for letters to the editor about 16 studies in a systematic
review of a controversial topic (the epidemiology murder and suicide in households
with firearms). (21) There were letters to the editor for 8 of the 16 studies (50%) with
author replies for 5 of them: a total of 24 letters and 6 author replies. For 7 letters
there was no scientific content, political and ideological content was common, with
some letters including character critiques of the authors.
(g) Author replies to letters to the editor
The rate of author replies also varies substantially by journal. Von Elm et al used
PubMed to study letters and authors’ replies in 8 leading general and internal
medicine journals that published letters in 2002 and in 2007, and found that 63.4%
received author replies in 2007, ranging from 3.0% to 99.1% between journals. (22)
Gøtzsche et al found a 45% rate of author reply to rapid responses in the BMJ with
substantive criticisms in the two years up to September 2007, (23) and Baethge
reported an author reply rate of 51% in Deutsches Ärzteblatt. (18) Horton reported on
letters published in response to three trials in The Lancet, with less than half
receiving author replies. (24) Goldacre et al reported that they received 20 author
replies to 23 letters: the 23 were the only letters accepted out of 58 submitted about
misreported randomized trials. (25)
2. Content and impact studies
(a) Retractions
There have been two studies that we know of specifically related to retractions and
systematic reviews. Garmendia et al studied the inclusion of falsified data from a
single trial in 22 meta-analyses, concluding that the median weight of the trial was
37.3% (range, 7%–100%), and removal of the trial would potentially change the
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results for 46% of the studies. (26) Fanelli and Moher re-analysed meta-analyses in
31 systematic reviews with retracted included studies, finding that the inclusion of
studies retracted due to data, methods, or results had resulted in an average overestimation across effect size (b=31.239±15.94, median of 13%). (27)
(b) Errata
Farrah and Rabb concluded that 16% of errata impacted analysis or interpretation of
the study’s primary outcome, and so could affect a review’s results. (7) Royle and
Waugh classified 5% of errata in trials as likely to have an effect on a meta-analysis,
10% as having significant errors that would affect interpretation of the trial, and 5%
potentially changing a systematic review’s conclusion. (8) In addition, they concluded
that errata “can reduce confusion and save reviewers’ time”.
Molckovsky et al judged 14% of reported errata to be serious. (9) Hauptman et al
concluded that 24.2% of errata “contained at least one major error that materially
altered data interpretation”. (11) Castillo et al rated 6.3% of errata in clinical imaging
journals as major. (12) Strothmann reported that 26.5% of the errata in PLOS One
related to figures or tables. (13) Bhatt et al manually searched the leading five
medical journals, concluding that 54.2% of the 3,200 errata in 2012 related to errors
of fact or data. (28) Trikalinos analyzed errata correcting author names, reporting that
these were rare: only 83 out of 2,455 errata in five prominent medical journals. (10)
These would not be classified as serious in the other studies, but Trikalinos raised
the question of whether sloppiness in proof-reading authors’ names could be an
indicator that other errors in the paper are more likely to have escaped notice.

(c) Letters to the editor
Ober et al judged 394 out of 661 online letters (60%) about Cochrane systematic
reviews to be major, and found that 11% of them of Cochrane systematic reviews
resulted in a change to the review. (20) Kastner et al concluded that 90% of letters
about randomized trials addressed issues defined as “study design, outcomes,
population, intervention, and analysis”. (19) Gøtzsche et al judged that of papers with
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online letters, 30% made substantive criticisms. (23) Two editors assessed those
online letters, with one judging rating 10% of the criticisms as possibly invalidating
the paper, and the other judging that rate to be 15%. Baethge et al assessed 71 out
of 97 letters to Deutsches Ärzteblatt as critical of the paper they discussed. (18)
Horton listed multiple serious problems identified by letter writers, and noted that
“important weaknesses in these trials” highlighted by published letters to the editor
“were ignored in subsequently published practice guidelines”. (24) Goldacre et al
reported that in response to their 23 letters about misreported trials, only 1 trial
issued a correction, although 11 replies contained at least some admission of error.
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Appendix 6.
Key to research integrity searches, and instructions for adding custom filter to
PubMed.

A. Instructions for custom filters in PubMed.
You can turn any search term or search string you can use in PubMed into a custom
filter. When activated, your custom filter(s) will run with every PubMed search you do,
giving you the option of checking the subset of any filtered results with one click. In
the new PubMed (from November 2019), custom filtered results show at the top left
hand side, just next to the first PubMed record in your complete search. In “legacy”
PubMed, the custom filters appear at the top on the right.
To set up and activate custom filters:
1. You need a My NCBI account: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/ .
The filters will only work while you are signed into your account.
2. In My NCBI, scroll down to the “Filters” box, and click on “Manage filters”.
(Alternative: click on “NCBI Site References” to the top right, and look for
“Filters and icons” to arrive at the same place.)
3. Click on the blue “Create custom filter” button.
4. The search filter you want to add goes into the large box “Query terms”. You
need to give it a name – like “Retractions” – that will appear next to your
PubMed searches, hyperlinked to the filtered search results. That name goes
into the small box “Save filter as”. (If you don’t specify something, that box will
auto-populate. You can edit it at any time.)
5. There is a “Test This Query” button: that will tell you the number of hits in the
whole of PubMed from your filter.
6. Save the filter. You should now see it on “Your PubMed filter list”. Click
“Active” to activate the filter.
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7. To edit the words that appear next to your search, return to the My NCBI
Filters page (number 2 above), and click on the gear symbol. To de-activate
the filter, click on the “Active” box again. To delete it completely, click “delete”.
There is more about custom filters in NCBI’s guide. (1)

B. Key to components of the searches.
Ellipsis (…) indicates that a filter has been broken into a chunk for explanation.
The option that contains all the components for that category of post-publication
event is shown.
Explanations for repeating components are not repeated for chunks within a type.
Name

Search strategy

Explanation
Retractions

Retraction 1

hasretractionof OR hasretractionin OR …

Indicates relationship to another
record that has been linked (or
that one record serves both
purposes). “of” indicates it is a
retraction notice, “in” links from
a retracted publication to a
retraction notice.

retraction of publication[pt] OR retracted

[pt] = publication type (NLM

publication[pt] …

Medical Subject Heading
(MeSH) indexed) (2).
“Retraction of publication” is a
retraction notice; “Retracted
publication” is a publication.

retracted[ti] OR retraction[ti] OR retracted[tt]

[ti] term appears in record title

OR retraction[tt] OR …

[tt] terms appears in a
transliterated title of a record
(eg the record was not in
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English) (3)
www.elsevier.com/locate/withdrawalpolicy OR

Withdrawn reviews, including

(Elsevier* AND policy* AND article* AND

those under Elsevier policy

(remov* OR withdraw)) OR (withdrawn[ti] OR

[ti] and [tt] (see above)

withdrawn[tt]) OR (withdrawn[tiab] AND ….

[tiab] term appears in the title or
abstract of a record.
Parentheses group terms to
narrow down results
specifically. The asterisk (*) is a
wild card in PubMed: on a full
word it prevents PubMed
expanding to synonyms or a full
MeSH set for the word; on a
truncated word, it searches for
options (eg remov* will retrieve
remove, removed, removal,
etc).

(article[tiab] OR articles[tiab] OR e-

E-publications ahead of print

publication[tiab] OR e-publications[tiab] OR

via text terms.

epub[tiab] OR “ahead of print”[tiab] OR

Quotation marks (“”) force

manuscript[tiab] OR manuscripts[tiab] OR

PubMed to search for that

publication[tiab] OR publications[tiab])) OR …

phrase (if the phrase is
recognised by PubMed).

(temporary[ti] AND removal[ti]) OR

Temporary removal of records

(temporary[tt] AND removal[tt])

by publishers.

Expressions of concern (EOC)
EOC 1

hasexpressionofconcernin OR

Indicates relationship to another

hasexpressionofconcernfor OR …

record that has been linked (or
that one record serves both
purposes). “in” is on a
publication affected by an EOC,
linking to the EOC. “for” links an
EOC to the affected publication.

(“expression of concern”[all fields] OR “notice

[allfields] means every part of

of concern”[all fields] OR “note of concern”[all

the MEDLINE record will be

fields] or "statement of concern"[all fields]) OR

searched.

…

Quotation marks (“”) force
PubMed to search for that
phrase (if the phrase is
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recognised by PubMed).

Errata
Errata 1

published erratum[pt] OR …

[pt] = publication type (NLM
Medical Subject Heading
(MeSH) indexed) (2). Published
erratum indicates the record is
an erratum notice.

haserratumfor OR haserratumin OR …

Indicates relationship to another
record that has been linked (or
that one record serves both
purposes). “for” indicates it is
an erratum notice, “in” links
from an affected publication to
an erratum notice.

erratum*[ti] OR correction[ti] OR

[ti] term appears in record title

corrigendum*[ti] OR errata*[ti] OR

[tt] terms appears in a

corrections[ti] OR corrigenda*[ti] OR

transliterated title of a record

erratum*[tt] OR correction[tt] OR

(eg the record was not in

corrigendum*[tt] OR errata*[tt] OR

English) (3). All the words in

corrections[tt] OR corrigenda*[tt]

this chunk will be searched for
in titles (therefore picking up
publications where surgical
correction is the subject for
example, as well as errata).
The asterisk (*) is a wild card in
PubMed: on a full word it
prevents PubMed expanding to
synonyms or a full MeSH set for
the word. (The wild card can
also truncate a word, so that
variants are searched.)

Corrected and republished
Republished 1

"corrected and republished" OR …

Quotation marks (“”) force
PubMed to search for that
phrase (if the phrase is
recognised by PubMed). This
chunk does not specify where
the phrase could appear.
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hascorrectedrepublishedin OR

Indicates relationship to another

hascorrectedrepublishedfrom OR …

record that has been linked (or
that one record serves both
purposes). “in” indicates the
original publication that has
been corrected and republished
in the record to which it links,
“from” is the republished article,
linking back to the original.

corrected and republished article[pt]

[pt] = publication type (NLM
Medical Subject Heading
(MeSH) indexed) (2). This is the
publication type for a
publication that has been
republished.

ORI findings of misconduct
ORI

"NIH Guide Grants Contracts"[jo]

[jo] = journal (can also be jour
or journal). This is a journal that
catalogues ORI findings. Select
or save the MEDLINE display
option for the record(s) in
“legacy” PubMed. The CON
field (abbreviation for comment
on) has a citation and PMID
(PubMed ID) for cited
publications. Screen these to
see the subject of the finding.
Everything cited is not
necessarily the subject of the
finding.

Letters to the editor (LTE)
LTE

hascommentin …

Indicates relationship to another
record that has been linked.
This is a publication that has
some form of commentary, not
necessarily a letter to the editor
about a publication. Select or
save the MEDLINE display
option for the record(s) in
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“legacy” PubMed. The CIN field
(abbreviation for comment in)
has a citation and PMID for the
comment. Search for the
PMID(s) and limit with the next
filter…
(Second step) letter[pt]

[pt] = publication type (NLM
Medical Subject Heading
(MeSH) indexed) (2). This is the
publication type for a letter. As
it has already been restricted to
a comment, it is very likely to be
a letter to the editor about the
publication(s) from the first
step.

Author replies
Replies

hascommentin …

First step as above for LTE.

letter[pt] AND reply

As above for LTE, but with the
addition of “reply” without any
specification of where it could
appear in the record or in what
form.

Non-specific
Prolonged epub pubstatusaheadofprint

Retrieves records that have the

status

status epublished ahead of a
print issue. These records are
added to PubMed, but are not
indexed until they are added to
a print issue and the record has
its status changed. An “old”
record with this status could
either never have entered a
print issue, or a new PubMed
record was generated instead
of converting the “epub” record.
Used time limited for 2002 until
two years ago.
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Footnote: PMC indexes and link retracted publications and retraction notices,
searchable by:
retraction[filter]
is retracted[filter]
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Appendix 7.
Assessment of NLM coverage of errata reference set.
A. Search strategy
date of search

search string
time limit
hits

search string
for publication
type letter

search string
for news

search string
for editorials
excluded
included
retracted
among
included

19-Sep-19
haserratumin AND ("N Engl J Med"[jour] OR "Lancet"[jour] OR
"BMJ"[jour] OR "Circulation"[jour] OR "JAMA"[jour] OR "Ann Intern
Med"[jour] OR "Arch Intern Med"[jour] OR "J Am Coll Cardiol"[jour]
OR "Am Heart J"[jour] OR "Heart Rhythm"[jour] OR "Am J Prev
Med"[jour] OR "Eur Heart J"[jour] OR "Am J Med"[jour] OR "Eur J
Heart Fail"[jour] OR "Heart"[jour] OR "Am J Cardiol"[jour] OR "Ann
Thorac Surg"[jour] OR "Prev Med"[jour] OR "J Intern Med"[jour] OR "J
Cardiovasc Electrophysiol"[jour])
2009/07/01 to 2010/12/31
521
haserratumin AND letter[pt] AND ("N Engl J Med"[jour] OR "Lancet"[jour]
OR "BMJ"[jour] OR "Circulation"[jour] OR "JAMA"[jour] OR "Ann Intern
Med"[jour] OR "Arch Intern Med"[jour] OR "J Am Coll Cardiol"[jour] OR
"Am Heart J"[jour] OR "Heart Rhythm"[jour] OR "Am J Prev Med"[jour] OR
"Eur Heart J"[jour] OR "Am J Med"[jour] OR "Eur J Heart Fail"[jour] OR
"Heart"[jour] OR "Am J Cardiol"[jour] OR "Ann Thorac Surg"[jour] OR
"Prev Med"[jour] OR "J Intern Med"[jour] OR "J Cardiovasc
Electrophysiol"[jour])
haserratumin AND news[pt] AND ("N Engl J Med"[jour] OR "Lancet"[jour]
OR "BMJ"[jour] OR "Circulation"[jour] OR "JAMA"[jour] OR "Ann Intern
Med"[jour] OR "Arch Intern Med"[jour] OR "J Am Coll Cardiol"[jour] OR
"Am Heart J"[jour] OR "Heart Rhythm"[jour] OR "Am J Prev Med"[jour] OR
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